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HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS OF SOVIET 
TERRORISM 

THURSDAY, JUNE 11, 1981 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SECURITY AND TERRORISM, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room 
2228, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Jeremiah Denton 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Staff present: Joel S. Lisker, chief counsel and staff director; Bert 
W. Milleng, Jr., counsel; and Fran Wermuth, chief clerk. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN JEREMIAH DENTON 
Senator DENTON. Good morning. This hearing will come to order. 
Today's hearing will deal with the subject of the antecedents of 

Soviet terrorism. The other members of the subcommittee mayor 
may not be able to find time in their schedules to appear. Senator 
East has been chairing a subcommittee hearing for some weeks 
and is very busily engaged in preparations and reviews of those 
hearings. Senator Leahy, who has often appeared here, may come 
again this morning. He has three hearings scheduled this morning, 
however, Senator Hatch has two I know of, one of which I am 
supposed to be at in 15 minutes. I will be unable to appear with 
him. Senator Biden, who has come frequently, is to be congratulat
ed as the new father of a baby girl, and he may not be here due to 
taking care of his wife and new baby. 

I would like to welcome our witness for today, Dr. James Billing
ton, and would ask hini if he would come forward. W 6 would like to 
acknowlege the presence of his two sons, Tom and Jim. 

Dr. Billington, which is Tom and which is Jim? 
Mr. BILLINGTON. This is Tom and Jim is hiding back there. 
Senator DENTON. Welcome, gentlemen. 
This subcommittee has held two hearings aside from oversight 

hearings on the FBI and the Drug Enforcement Administration. 
The first of the non oversight hearings dealt with the origins, direc
tions, and support for international terrorism. At that hearing 
there was agreement among the witnesses that the Soviet Union is 
clearly responsible for supporting and encouraging terrorist activi
ties throughout the world as part of a larger program of active 
policies. 

It is evident that there exists an identifiable network of intercon
nections between terrorism and those parties and entitites commit
ted to the ideologies of Marx and Lenin. In point of fact, when we 
come to the realization that terrorism is possessed of a logic and is 
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not the work of madmen working in isolation, the complexity 
which appears to surround te~ro~ism so0l?- disappears .. 

Much of the Soviet role In InternatIOnal terrorism has been 
poorly comprehended in this country and elsewhere because of 
considerable confusion which is encouraged by some so-called ex
perts regarding the nature of communism. 

That argument goes this way: The founding father~ of Soviet" 
communism strongly opposed the spontaneous terrorIsm of the 
Russian populists and anarchists. It is presumed, therefore, that 
the Soviets are by heritage an ideology ill disposed toward today's 
political terrorism. 

Based upon this presumption, the argu~e~t develops t~at t~e 
Soviets are often reluctantly or even unwIttIngly drawn Into In
volvement with terrorists. It is frequently stated by those same 
misguided advocates for this thesis that. the Soviets would probably 
prevent terrorist acts if they could but gain stronger control over 
the irresponsible organizations which perpetrate it. 

It then follows for some that we should not only seek Soviet 
assistance in limiting terrorists, but the expansion of Soviet influ
ence in politically unstable countries will help end terrorism. 

As the record of the last hearing so clearly states, we know the 
Soviets have directly trained and supplied elements around the 
world and what the Soviets euphemistically refer to as wars of 
national liberation they have employed proxies of Cubans, East 
Germans, Czechs, and others to extend this direct effort aimed not 
only at the "imperialism" of America and our allies but. at a 
variety of less despotic states than their own, from MeXICO to 
Uruguay to North Yemen to Morocco to Puerto Rico. 
Th~y have provided training and logistics to a number of groups 

who use this assistance in their own terrorist attacks. They have 
supported a heterogeneous group of terrormongers from Libya's 
Qadhafi to Palestinian kidnapers of Arab oil leaders to Cuban 
trainees in Africa to Bulgarian assassins. 

Anyone who is aware of the realities I have just desicribed and 
continues to hold the Soviets blameless is either intellectually dis
honest, inattentive, or may possibly have other more sinister mo
tives. Even when put in their most favorable light, such arguments 
suggest a serious misreading and lack of appreciation for Commu
nist history and doctrine. 

Lenin and Trotsky both supported political terrorism. A basic 
tenet of Leninism is that socialism can be achieved only through 
revolution; thus, a terrorist force is a necessary element of a 
party's structure. . 

During the Russian insurrection of 1905 Lenin in a letter to the 
combat committee of the St. Petersburg Bolsheviks stated, 

Let 5 or 10 people make the round of hundreds of workers and student study 
circles in a week, penetrate wherever they can, and everywhere propose a clear, 
brief, direct, and simple plan. Organize combat groups immediately, arm yourselves 
as best you can and work with all of your might. We will help you in every way we 
can, but do not wait for our help. Act for yourselves. 

Continuing his quotation, 
The propagandists must supply each group with brief and simple recipes for 

making bombs. Give them an elementary explanation of the type of work, and then 
leave it aU to them. Squads must at once begin military training by launching 
operations immediately at once. Some may at once undertake to kill a spy or blow 
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up a police station, others to raid a bank to confiscate funds for the insurrection. 
Others again may drill or prepare plans to localities and so forth. 

But the essential thing is to begin at once to learn from actual practice. Have no 
fear of these trial attacks. They may, of course, degenerate into extremes, but that 
is the evil of the morrow, whereas the evil of today is in our inertness, our 
doctrinaire spirit, our learned immobility, and our senile fear of initiative. 

Let every group learn, if it is only by beating up policemen. A score or so of 
victims will be more than compensated for by the fact that this will train hundreds 
of experienced fighters for tomorrow, who will be leading hundreds of thousands. 

The revolutionary who hopes to seize power through violence 
will find ample justification in texts of Marx, Engels, Lenin, and 
other prominent Communist authors. Lenin clearly stated that 
Communists must master the techniques of struggle and conflict 
and during the first revolution against czarism more than 1,000 
terrorist acts were perpetrated in Transcaucasia, as Trotsky once 
asserted. 

In the "Communist Manifesto" Marx and Engels specifically rec
ommended armed uprising as a means for forcibly demolishing the 
established order. General strikes, boycotts, mass demonstrations, 
and other tactics which become familiar during the past century 
are entirely compatible with the Marxist prescription. 

If Marx and Engels did not recommend the armed uprising at 
every point and at every time, it was because they were anxious to 
avoid premature, ill-prepared, or inopportune revolutionary ac
tions. Lenin shared their anxiety about actions which would imper
il the success of the revolution. He wrote, "Fear, like the plague, 
the unruly guerrilla spirit, the arbitrary actions of isolated attach
ments, and disobedience to the central authority for it spells 
doom." He was not condemning guerrilla warfare but only warning 
against its being waged without central party control. 

It is statements like that by Lenin which give rise to the thesis 
which I mentioned at the beginning of this opening statement. In 
order to· obtain a better understanding of the historical underpin
nings for current Soviet involvement in terrorism, the subcommit
tee has invited two eminent scholars to testify. 

Today our witness is Dr. James Billington, Director of the Wood
row Wilson Center. for Scholars. Dr. Billington holds a B.A. degree 
from Princeton. He received his doctor of philosophy from Oxford 
where he was a Rhodes scholar at Balliol College. He served in the 
U.S. Army 1953 to 1956 and began his teaching career as a history 
instructor at Harvard in 1957. 

He subsequently served at Harvard as assistant professor of his
tory and research fellow at the Russian Research Center. In 1962 
he went to Princeton and was appointed professor of history in 
1964. Dr. Billington has been a Guggenheim fellow, a McCosh 
faculty fellow of Princeton University; guest lecturer at the Uni
versity of Leningrad, the University of Puerto Rico, and leading 
universities in Western Europe, as well as guest research professor 
at the Institute of History in Moscow, the University of Helsinki, 
and the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris. 
Pardon my French. 

A Phi Beta Kappa, he is a director of the Association of Ameri
can Oxonians, a past director of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Slavic Studies, and a member of the Council of 
Foreign Relations and of P.E.N. He is on the advisory board of 
Foreign Affairs and Theology Today. 

1/ 
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He is the author of "Mikhailovsky and Russian POl?ulism," "Th~ 
Icon and the Axe: An Interpretive History of Russla~ .Culture, 

ublished in 1966, and "Fire in the Minds of Men: ~rIgln~ of tl?-e 
kevolutionary Faith," published last ye~r. He has wrItten 'Yldely tn 
Life Foreign Affairs, and other professIOnal and pop?-lar Journa s. 

Since.1973 he has been Director of the Woodro'Y 'Y11son Inte:na
tional Center for Scholars, Washington, l?C. ThIS IS the CO~ores
sionally created official national memorial to. vy oodrow W 11s.on, 
which is located in the original red "C!istle" .bUI~dlng of the

d 
Smlt~ 

sonian Institution and is an internatIOnal InstI~ute fo~ a van?e 
study dedicated to producing advanced scho~arshI~ al},d InteractIng 
"the world of learning and the world of PUb~IC affaIrs. . 

Under his directorship a major set of regIOna~ly focused Inter~a
tional programs has been established at the WIlson .Center, ~egI~
ning with the Kennan Institute for Adv~nced RussIan StudIes In 
1974 and the Latin American program In 1976. The J?rogram of 
meetings has expanded to about 250 a year. And the WIlson Quar
terly, which he fou;nded at the Center in 1976, has now more than 
100000 paid subscribers. SR' 0 t b 

He visited Yugoslavia, Romania, and the U.S. '.' ~n coer 
1976 to conduct program review prio,r to. ~he negotiatIOn of. n~w 
bilateral cultural agreements. On hIS VIS~t to Japan as distIn-

uished guest scholar of the Japan FoundatIOn, he met o~ ~~ltur!il 
~atters with the Prime Minister of Jap~n and ot~er offIcIals In 
November 1976. He accompanied the offIcIal delegatIOn of the U.~. 
House of Representatives to the Supreme Court of the U.S.S.R. In 
April 1979. . . d't d ex We could hardly find a more qualIfie WI n.ess, an. we are -
tremely privileged to have his presence here thIS mornIng. 

A hearty welcome to you, Dr. Billington. 

STATEMENT OF JAMES H. BILLINGTON, DIRECTOR, WOODROW 
WILSON INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR SCHOLARS 

Mr. BILLINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . 
Senator DENTON. Would you care to make an openIng statement, 

sir? 
Mr. BILLINGTON. Yes, thank you. . . . . 
Violence, assassination, and E>ystematIc J?ol~tI?al coerCIOn ar~ as 

old as history. But terrorism is new: The dISCIplIned and orga1:ll~ed 
use of illegal violence to induce terror and produce. pol.ltIcal 
change. Both this phenomenon and the word used t~ .descrlb~ It are 
distinct products of the modern revolutionary tradItIOn, WhICh has 
arisen and spread only in the last. 200 years.. . 

Let me attempt briefly to outlme the e~rly hIstory of both t!l1S 
revolutionary tradition and of its terrorist component-treating 
only the period of the formation to the 1980's. 

I do so with the hope that something useful can be . learned from 
the historian's preoccupation with origins, but also WIth the appre
hension which I profoundly hope you shar~ and unders~and-that 
any historical narrative is subject to correctIOn, that my Interpreta
tions are necessarily controversial, that there may be as many 
risks as benefits in trying to extract lessons from tp.e past, and that 
the extremely short notice given me for thI~ testimony as well as 
my full-time administrative duties at the WIlson Center have pre-
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vented me from reading, let alone drawing on, most of the recent 
literature, data, and controversy about this subject in its contempo
rary context. 

The modern belief in revolution can be described as kind of a 
political substitute for religious faith in the modern world, in my 
view. Like any faith, that of the revolutionary rests on an inherent 
implausibility: that a massive act of violence will end all violence. 
And it also rests on a belief in the miraculous: that the forcible 
overthrow of traditional authority will produce a transformation 
that is total, yet totally secular, totally in and of this world. 

This belief is essentially the creation of politicized European 
intellectuals in the late 18th and 19th centuries who believed they 
could transpose into the social sphere the impulse toward radical 
simplification and the promise of total rational control that seems 
to have been introduced into the human condition, at least with 
regard to the natural order, by the rise of modern science through 
Newton. 

Basic divisions in this modern revolutionary faith can, I believe, 
Mr. Chairman-and I will submit to you a sort of tabular chart 
which in its oversimplified form illustrates this-be described in 
terms of the basic slogan of the French Revolution: "Liberty, fra
ternity, and equality." This, Mr. Chairman, like other points of 
history I am about to make, are in a much more extended view 
dealt with in my book. So I can only outline a very brief schematic 
background here. 

But our own American Revolution was the classic first case, the 
case of a constitutional revolution for liberty, part of a series of 
upheavals against tyranny in the highly entrepreneural, predomi
nantly Protestant, North Atlantic world-beginning in 16th-cen
tury Holland through 17th-century England on to 18th-century 
America. 

Leaders of these revolutions had limited political objectives, did 
not generally describe themselves as "revolutionaries," and almost 
always used the term "revoluti0u" only in its older sense of "rev
olution," the revolving back to a temporary violated order of rights 
and liberties that had historic roots, it was believed, in the polity 
involved. 

Leaders of these original revolutions, these revolutions of the 
first type in the North Atlantic world, unlike the leaders of most 
later European upheavals with only a few 19th-century exceptions 
like Belgium and Switzerland, leaders of these original revolutions 
in the North Atlantic world did not reject the concept of a creator 
and a created universe and sought to diffuse rather than concen
trate power once they attained it. 

The American rebels were practical people, seeking to preserve 
liberty and willing to live with complexity rather than accept the 
radical simplicity of any new ideology. The American Revolution, 
once it moved away from seeking independence to forming a consti
tution, created therefore an extremely complex system of checks 
and balances and a decentralized multilayered federal system. 

Now, the French Revolution began in 1789 as a political revolu
tion fol' liberty, along the same general lines. Nevertheless as it 
progressed, as the revolutionary process of the 1790's dragged on, it 
brought into being two altogether new types of revolutionary faith: 

85-596 0 - 81 - 2 
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the revolution for fraternity and the revolution for ~quality. The 
revolution for fraternity or brotherhood was a romantIc revolt,. n?t 
just against tyranny but against human is?lation .. Its characterIstIc 
document, if you like, was not a decl:=tratIOn ~f Independence ,hut 
the "Marseillaise." Its god was the natIOn. Its aI?I was the eI?0tI~:m
al neotribal unification of a people, not the ratIOnal reconstItut~on 
of governance. The new word invente~, in ~he 18:te 1 ~90's t? descrIbe 
this type of revolutionary cause was natIOnalIsm, an~ It becaI?e 
the do'minant faith of, the revolutionary I?ovemen~ In CatholIc, 
largely southern Europe, ranging from LatIn AmerI~a to ~?land, 
until the final defeat of the Paris Co~mune and dIscre~ItIng of 
French leadership of the world revolutIOnar~ movement I?- 187.1. 

The second new ideal of national revolutIOn has remalI~ed In 
many ways the dominant type .in the mod~rn w:o:ld. But It was 
soon rivaled by the third and stIll more radICal VISIOn of a revol~
tion for equality: the rationalistic, .utopian ideal ~f some vast egalI
tarian community that would obhterate all natIOnal borders and 
social distinctions. . 

The word "communism," like "nationalism," was a~ inyentIOn of 
the late 1790's. Beginning with this revoll:ltionary perIo~ In Fra~ce, 
revolution for equality represented ~ unIversal reV?lutIOn agaInst 
social hierarchy, just as th~ revolu~IOn for. fra~ernIty represented 
an emotional revolution agaInst foreIgn domInatIOn. 

Now each of these new revolutionary ideals were, unlike the 
earlier'ideal of liberty, basically authoritarian and theoretically 
totalistic in the claims they made on their fO.ll?,wers. Each of th~se 
new ideals contained a fundamental contradICtIOn between a shIn
ing end and the blighted m~ans used. to att~in it. The national 
revolutionary ideal fanned VIOlence w~thou.t In ~rder to deyelop 
brotherhood within. The social revolutIOnarIeS bUIlt secret hIerar
chies among th6mselves in order to eliminate all hierarchies 
among everyone else. . 

The struggle between national and social revolut~onaries ~as 
been the great internal civil w:=tr of the modern .rev:o~utIOnary ~aIth. 
Nationalism which has anCIent roots and InvIsIble emotIOnal 
appeal, has generally proved the more resilient and powerful.cause. 
But revolutionary socialism found a deep resonance and, ultImate
ly, a path to power within the hierarchical society of Eastern 
Europe as industrial unrest spread in Europe and as the urban 
center of revolutionary gravity moved from Paris to St. Petersburg 
after the defeat of France in the Franeo-Prussian War and the 
crushing of the Paris Commune in its wake. 

Terrorism, like communism, first arose within this third branch 
of the revolutionary tradition, the revolution for social equality. 
Terrorism was one of the first distinctive forms which the social 
revolutionary faith assumed as it f· .:it took root in Russia in the 
1860's and 1870's. The word "terrorism" was first adopted, as far as 
I know, as a self-conscious badge of pride by a significant revolu
tionary group in Russia at the end of the 1870's, just before they 
launched the most spectacular program of systematic political as
sassination in the 19th century which culminated in the murder of 
Czar Alexander II in 1881, almost exactly 100 years ago. 

The proper history of terrorism begins, however, earlier-and in 
Paris-precisely at that great historic dividing line which separates 
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the ptedominance of the original American-type limited revolu
tions for liberty and the earlier stages of the French Revolution 
fr?m ~he new more authoritarian .types of neopagan reyolutionary 
faIth In blood brotherhood or unIversal equality that arose from 
the revolutionary turmoil in France. 
. That historic divide came at the time when revolutionary France 

fIrst went to war with the established powers in Europe in 1792 
and then plunged into its famous "reign of terror" under Robe
spierre's dictatorship. Haunted by their own lack of either physical 
security or spiritual legitimacy~ the Jacohin leadership under 
Robespierre totally broke with the precedent of the earlier North 
Atlantic revolutions for liberty which the French Hevolution had 
la~gely followed up to that time, systematically using the applied 
SCIence of Dr. Guillotin, his guillotine, to terrorize the entire popu
lace, destroying federalist impulses which had hitherto been very 
strong, concentrating power in a dictatorship, seeking no longer to 
reform the church but to supplant religion altogether and indeed to 

. date time itself henceforth from the installation of their regime 
rather than the bi:.:th of Christ. 

The word "terrorist" was not generally used during this period
not even within the first attempt to mount systematically a revolu
tion for social equality, Babeuf's conspiracy of equals, which ex
tended into the social sphere the totalistic ideas and hierarchical 
discipline of the J acobin tradition. 

But the term "terrorist" was fairly extensively used by Napo
leon, who rose to power through service under· Robespierre's broth
e~ a:r:d once .in power was traumatized by two violent attempts on 
hIS lIfe late In 1800. One came from the Jacobin left another. from 
the Royalist right. But Napoleon applied the word '~terrorist" pre
dominantly to the left, seeing in its commitment to political vio
lence through secret organization a reason, or a pretext, if you 
prefer, for moving toward dictatorial power and, indeed, adopting 
many of the techniques and many of the personnel left over' from 
the earlier reign of terror. 

Napoleon returned to the term again in his last days on St. 
Helena, describing Filippo Buonarroti, the flamboyant descendant 
of Michelangelo, who was the principal perpetuator in the early 
19th century of Babeuf's tradition of advocating secret hierarchical 
organization to produce a universal egalitarian revolution. As if 
foreseeing the extraordina:cy moral purity and dedication that the 
Russian revolutionary tradition would later produce in its earlier 
stage, its heroic stage, Napoleon characterized Buonarroti as "a 
man of good faith, pure, a terrorist." . 

In ~ther wor?s,. h~ equate~ terrorism not ,:,i~h petty criminality 
but wIth the dIscIplIned, dedICated use of polItIcal violence to pro
duce a selfless revolution on behalf of others. 

During the early 19th century when the national revolutionary 
tradition predominated, most political acts in Europe-and there 
were many of them-were expressive emotional attempts of direct 
action against alleged tyrants, usually with some foreign connec
tion. 

The attempt was made to awaken the sleeping masses with an 
inspi.ring example, to i~spire them against a foreign oppressor by 
herOIC but essentIally Isolated acts, many of them taking place 
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around theaters or opera houses with some sort of romantic con

ne~tion with ac~ualr~dr~~%~~f::iy amon~ the follow~rs. of Auguste 
er~: :sa~ ~:ns of simplifying strategy and unIfYIng a m?ve

Blan( Although the Marxists consistently condemn.ed Blanqulsm, 
men . rtheless admired the example of Blanq\ll and. even on 
they .neve dorsed the brief tactical acceptance of terrOrIsm as a occaSIon en 

reWo~f~~tance, after the disappointments of the rev~~yonar~fY~h~ 
f 1848 Marx saw it as a response to the cannI a I~m . 

~~~~~~~~~~l~~~O~~l\~~ter~:s d~~h~hr~~S ~f Sft,':~W' s:i~:~~~I\~ 
blJf~l ~~i!h !:~g~n~; t~e b~:i infatuation d.uring .a revolutionary 

., It was in Russia and among non-MarxIsts that the new, IIl;ore 

:~;~l~fee~~~~p~~r:~r~tde~y~~~l; ~~;;}~~:~~h~e~~iu~~~ 
of romantic. semlsulcld~l dlr~ct afcttlhon1860's and 1870's replaced the 

The RUSSIan revolutIOnarIeS 0 e h 't 1 
assassin's traditional dagger or pistol .with the bomb, t e rI ~a 1 

bl of which was undertaken In an almost ~acramen a 
::~r::er~n their conspiratorial gatherings. The rdevollUItIonbi~Yl orga-

. t' h' h ntually assassinated Alexan er pu IC y an-
nlza IOn

d 
YVt IC eve s "The People's Will" only after its first bomb 

nounce 1 s name a . . 1 t' 
had exploded in public. This wa,s the ultlI~ate I~ revo u lOnary 
simplification: the reduction not Just of realIty to Ideology hnd of 
ideolo to slogans, but of a slogan to. a shout ~o a~ In urn an 
explosfo'n. But it was an act not of emotIOnal gratIfiCa}IOn, ~~ thi 
earlier political violence had tended to be, but rather 0 a ra lOna 

st~i~:~eople's Will organization sought systematically to re~ov~ 
through a carefully planned succession of acts enougkfkeih aut O!It 
ties to force whoever remained either severely to mo 1 y e czarlS 
political system or perhaps to relinquish ~ontrol. al~ogether. tl 

It is interesting to note that the word. terr?rIst. was ~pparen 1 
first introduced in Russia during the IntenSIVe dI~cuss~ons. ab~,u 
revolutionary strategy among young intellectuals In K~ev In lIne 
late 1870's. They were trying to fin~ a new. alternatIv~ to th; 
sterile strategies which were then beIng consIdered of eltheJ at 
insurrection baseJ. on the peasantry on the one -hand or ~ g~a ua
ist reliance on peaceful propaganda and worker organIzatIOn on 
the other. . d 't II d Some new unifying alternatIve was needed, an 1 was ca e 
urban terrorism. It was advanced by a .small gro~p who adopted 
the naLle of "terrorist" as a badge of pr!de. ~errorIsID: became the 
dominant strategy then of the People s WIll organIzatIOn,. wI:0 
mounted a national political campaign of struggle from WIthIn 
against czarism. .. f th fi t If j 

If may be worth noting five characterIstIcs o. ese Irs s~ -
proclaimed terrorists, during the decade from theI! ~rst adoptIOn 
of the label in 1877 to the liquidation of the last sIgnIficant cell.
and the execution of Lenin's older brother, who was one of Its 
recruits in 1887, exactly a decade later. 
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First: Terrorism was essentially a product of the aroused expec
tations of a suddenly enlarged educated class which had been 
rooted in, but was torn away, from traditional religious values. 
Time and time again they were referred to as seminarians in 
reference to their village education from which many of them came 
to the urban universities. Editorial staffs and groups were often 
called consistories, and the spectacular trials were represented as 
reenactments of Christ before Pilate with the defendant stand pop
ular ly referred to as Golgotha. 

Just as we have seen in recent years, the educated daughter of a 
Lutheran pastor become a leader of the Bader-Meinhof gang in 
Germany or devout Catholics from southern Italy turned into ter
rorist Red Brigades in a modern university in northern Italy, so 
early Russian terrorism came from those who apparently felt the 
need for absolute certainties but could no longer accept the older 
certainties provided by their societies. 

Leo Tolstoy, the great novelist who was deeply antiterrorist, and 
Serge Kravchinsky, the emigre popularizer of this in the West, who 
was rather proterrorist; set the literary fashion for portraying ter
rorists when they both independently described Dimitry Lizogub, 
the first to adopt the label "terrorist" in Kiev, as a saint, whose 
long obituary published as a model and an incitement to czaricide 
in 1881 on the eve of the assassination of the czar began with a 
passage from St. Luke about giving up one's family to follow the 
master. 

Second: This first turn to terrorism occurred at the end of a 
period of liberalization when the expectations of the educated had 
outrun the opportunities for reform within the system. Czar Alex
ander II, known to people of our tradition as the great liberator for 
freeing the serfs, introducing trial by jury, and a measure of local 
administrative autonomy in Russia, was not so much given credit 
by the utopian intellectuals for his original reforms as blamed for 
his subsequent hesitations. 

Third: Terrorists used the new potentiality of the newspaper and 
wire service coverage of foreign events as a weapon against estab
lished domestic authority. In the late 1870's they turned almost 
every trial of terrorists into a countertrial of authority, presenting 
an appealing contrast between their own selfless dedication and 
the flabby self-indulgence of czarist society which they were contin
ually indicting both by their words and, in a sense, by their exam
ple. 

The revolutionaries on trial seemed to have been more aware 
than were the ruling authorities of the enormous potential for 
dramatization of their cause by appealing to foreign readers 
through the newly installed wire service reportage and by using 
newly acquired rights to public defense of the recently instituted 
trial by jury system. 

Wire service reporters gave the terrorist a broad audience and 
produced a hypnotic fascination with their heroism and a tendency 
to overlook their crimes, just as televif;ion coverage may sometimes 
have inadvertently done in more recent days. 

Fourth: Women played an important part in the moral valida
tion of terrorism, at least of the original terrorists. It is not so 
characteristic of all subsequent movements. But on the opinion of 
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. t f t rism in Russia in this period, 
Nechaev, the origi~t~ th:hr1b °t o~r[he worst revolutionaries. Their 
women wQ'.\}ld b~ e1. er e es. nd their willingness to under
capacity for ded1c~t~on, com~ass1?~dal of assignments within the 
take the most d.1ff1cult an .SU1C1 ad emotional interest in and 
terrorist cause cre8:ted a

h 
hte1gthhten~se might have seemed to the 

human sympathy w1th w a 0 erw .' 
neutral public an ascetic. impersonal ~~~a~~~~~n'on trial who has 

The spectacle of pl~c1n~ a pre~ssination plan against Alexan
been one of the terro~l~ts In. the for instance with an excruciating 
der II posed the czans reg1me, otest to the new czar Alexander 
dilemma aI!-d brought ledttersfohfsr father but against any proposed 
III not agmnst the mur er.o 

eXFe~f'-!.thi?np of~~pc~ the :~:~sd~~isive and historically fat,:f?l llegalc
t
y of 

1 v. er . d t . . to Russian pohtlCa cu ure 
this intrusion oft?rgant~ou~~~~[~~:rY~m within arid beyond the 
wRas .the Jo~~~~~~~t.oThe interaction, interborrowing, ~nhd abt times 

USSlan . f th t e left with the extreme r1g t ecame 
inteh~:~~::ri~t~~ ~f l:t:xI::erial Russia that profoundly under= 

:~:t~o~ e~~:t;f th~dri:1[e~~~,:e~~m~ ~l~~~cet: ~!li:'~ c~he 
Western ideals of li~etrty. .. lly claimed to be only reacting to the 

Just as the terrons s or1g1na h bId govern 
opprtestsivenedsst~f ;h~i~ds~}a~o~~t~~~:~~~ri~! ~f it:a~~~beginnin~l 
men urne 80' d . g on w1th extra-Iega 
with the programs of the 18 s an carr~ln fl . d th of the 
organizations like tthe l~lac~ HW~y~r~~~t~ft:n ~~ve~rb:yond and 
Okhrana or secre po lCe 1n 
outsi~e t~e .fragile legal I sYfsttem.. that we have discussed in the 

Th1s ong1nal examp e 0 error1sm . f h h 
1870's may shed some light on the perplexing questdlOn °t dOW ~u~ 

t t ke root in a modern e uca e SOCle y. 

!£~~~~r;;;;~!~:*~ t';,~~:ci~~~d~~lr:~ti:fy ~~:~!~~~~: 
which was made to seem noble and subhme. Te~ro~ls~ ere w.a~ 
clearly a product of conviction, not just random chm1naht~{ prov1dd ing a heroic example of dedication to perplex t e OppOS1 IOn an 
shame the uncommitted. .. t t 

Terrorism also has been said by som~ authontl.es 0 com pens a e 
for the lack of ritual life in the atom1zed prosalC mod~rn wo~ld. 
Certainly, terrorism provided the ~ussian i~tellectuals w1ih t~ k1nd 
of ba tism by fire, by trial as 1t were, 1nto. the revo u lOn~ry 
stru )e somewhat in the manner repre~ented 1~ the famous f1lm 
"Barlie of Algiers." It also provided a k1nd of r1tua~ for the la~s 
media-the wire services of the late 19th century h~e the. te e:V1-

. channels of the late 20th seem to have a certa1n fasc1natlOn 
Slon ·t I' d d with violence and even r1 ua 1ze mur er.. , tip 

The great novels on terrorism, beginning w1th Dostoevsky s OSt 
essed" down to those of Conrad and Malraux seem to sugges 
~here is a kind of exhilaration in this forn: of struggle. As the gt~eat 
writers conceived this ritual of revolutlOnary e!lgagement, 1me 
often seems to stop and indeed start all over agmn for the t~n'or
ists just as the new calendar adopted by the French re~olu~lO:r:ar
ies iate in 1792 whln they turned from liberty to authontanan1sm 
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began, as I have already pointed out, with the foundation of their 
state rather than the birth of Christ. And just as to many modern 
revolutionary movements take their name from a specific date, the 
May 12 Movement and the like, a date of which nowhere, the 
literal meaning of utopia, was believed to have become somewhere. 

I cannot even begin to state the complex history of terrorist 
organization and activity among revolutionaries in this century 
since the appearance of the original Russian variant we have dis
cussed here. I can only hint at some of the key problems that a 
conscientious open inquiry might seek to investigate dispassionate
ly in order to get whatever guidance history may provide for the 
dangers we may face in the future from new variants of the terror
ist tradition. 

As heirs of the original, the older, more moderate tradition of 
revolution for liberty, we must recognize the sad fact that system
atic terrorism has been adopted in the 20th century, unlike the 
19th century, by national, as well as social revolutionary move
ments, by some of the revolutions for fraternity, as it were, in the 
Third World, no less than by revolutionaries for equality. 

But more often than not, we tend to find the piecemeal adapta
tion of terrorist tactics rather than full terrorist movements,' or 
else we find national liberation movements closer in many ways to 
the romantic and expressive violence of early 19th century national 
revolutionaries in Europe than to the ascetic terrorism of the origi
nal Russian model. 

There would seem to be a number of important problems that we 
need to study more deeply and we need to investigate in more 
detail if there is ever to be an adequate analysis of the present 
problem. 

We need first of all deep investigation 'of the doctrinal and psy
chological question of the' relationship within Russian political cul
ture itself between the terrorist legacy and the Marxist-Leninist 
tradition. 

Though Marx was at several points of desperation willing to 
embrace terrorism and Lenin was proud of his older brother and 
more willing than Marx to embrace elitism and violent tactics, 
particularly during moments of struggle, the fact is that Marxism 
in Russia arose as a rival in the late 1880's and early 1890's to the 
terrorist traditional among Ressian revolutionaries, and orthodox 
Soviet Marxism-Leninism has continuously rejected any serious 
strategic adaptation of terrorism in its formal doctrine. 

Second is the complex question of the extent of the practical 
adaptation of terrorist tactics by communist governments, what
ever their formal doctrine may be, and the precise history and 
nature of direct support both material and immaterial provided in 
more recent times by communist and other left revolutionary gov
ernments to terrorist movements outside their borders. 

What is the nature and degree of strategic coordination of these 
powers with others like Cuba and Vietnam and the extent to which 
military successes by countries .like Vietnam and Libya in more 
recent times may b'! interpreted more widely as vindications for a 
revolutionary strategy, more accommodating to terrorism than the. 
classical doctrine may be in the U.S.S.R. in its formal articulation? 

----------------
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Third is the need for a clinically correct account, wherever po.ssi
ble, of the role, sequence, nature, and .e~t~nt of ?ount~rterrorism 
by legally sanctioned or extra-legal activItIes of rightwing go;ey:
ments and movements to perm~t an a~curate asse~~ment 0 ~ e 
nature and extent of right-left Inter~ctIOn an~ polItIcal polarIz~
tion. This is particularly important In co~ntrIes where there IS 
some possibility for 'pre~ervin~ or encouragIng our own more mod
erate ideals of constItutIOnal lIberty. . d 

There are, I believe, two reasons for dee~ c~:mcern th~t the kIn 
of more professional, discipline~, and ter~IfYIng terrorIs~ of the 
kind that Russia first produced In the perIOd I have descrIbed .and 
that has hit Italy, for instance, S? hard .but has largely aVOIded 
America in the last decade may IncreaSIngly threaten other ad
vanced countries, including 0';11' o.wn, i!l. the decade. ~r so ahea~. 

The first is the seeming declIne In legItimacy of polItical authorI
ty in general and of the modern state in ,Particular. It has been a 
characteristic of the modern state ever ~Ince the ~~eaty of West
phalia in 1648 and the end of feudal armIes and relIgIOUS wars t~at 
the central state exercised a monopoly ~n the use of the major 
means of violence within its borde:-s. ThIs mo~opoly was always 
qualified to some extent in AmerIca by a WIdespread sense of 
individual entitlement to weapons and has be~n. ~urther ~r:oded 
recently by a decreasing sense of any responsibilItr, .traditI~nal 
moral and religious restraints! and tl;e see~Ingly add:ctIve fasc.Ina
tion with violence in the medIa, the IncreaSIng profUSIOn and dIffu
sion of arms across and within natio~al bord~rs ~verywhere, and 
by a seeming growth among clamOrIng speCial ll~terests of ~~e 
belief that only direct and even bloody action at tI~es can elICIt 
any real responsiveness from the bloodless bureaucraCIes that seem 
to control our lives in distant places. 

A second reason why terrorism may grow. is sin:~l~ t~e techno
logical vulnerability of most modern urbanIzed CIVIlIzatIOns, par
ticularly our own, to the paralyzing effect~. ~f violence t~at are 
carefully targeted against key people ~r faCIlItIes. The speCial v~l
nerability of an urbanize~ ~et open sOCl.ety may v~ry well creat~ In 
the years ahead an irreSIstIble temptatIon for a ~Ind of p:ofessIOn
al terrorism we have not on the whole yet. seen In Am~rl?a. They 
could either threaten or damage our SOCIety from WIthIn or so 
terrorize us as to transform ourselves into a police state in order to 
defend ourselves. 

I do not believe that increasing terrorism is inevitable or that we 
should terrorize ourselves by dwelling on it to the exclusion of 
many other pressing problems in the world. But we have also at 
times been too naive in the past about the darker aspects of reyolu
tionary traditions different t~an our 0'Yn. Scho~ar~ ~ave .sometImes 
tended either subtly to justIfy t~rror:sm. by InsIstIng. It was tJ:e 
unavoidable result of socioeconomIC prIvations or effectively to dIS
miss it as a result of various psychological malformations. It is a 
profoundly serious phenomeno~ about w~ich we have too many 
editorials and too little authentic scholarshIp. 

The terrorist is the ultimately committed revolutionary, who 
places himself beyond all traditional moral and legal authority
and as such he poses a clear threat to all who value and in some 
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sense uphold such authority. We must resist them forcefully, yet 
we should not repressively overreact to them. 

William Butler Yeats, one of the greatest poets of our language 
and our century, wrote one of his more powerful poems at a time 
when the historic homeland of our own traditions of moderation 
and liberty, Great Britain, was turning to the counterterrorism of 
the extra-legal black and tans in response to the preceding terror 
of the Irish revolutionaries. 

Though deeply conservative politically, Yeats longed for some
thing more than the tragic cycle of lawless revolution followed by 
extra-legal repression, and he warned as well that we might face a 
world where: 

Turning and turning in the widening gyre the falcon cannot hear the falconer; 
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world, 
the blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere the ceremony of innocence is 
drowned; The best lack all conviction, while the worst are full of passionate intensi
ty. 

Now, I am not without hope, Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, that 
as the flames eventually die down, we will find on the burned out 
battlefields of equality and fraternity, the older seeds of freedom 
pushing up some of their own fresh shoots. The enduring struggle 
for liberty that preceded the causes of fraternity and equality is 
still, after all, honored in the rhetoric of these more authoritarian 
traditions of national and social revolution, and it is not impossible 
that the belief in secular revolution which has legitimized so much 
authoritarianism and authoritarian repression in the 20th century 
may prefigure dialitically some rediscovery of evolutionary politics 
that would revalidate freedom in the 21st. 

But in the meantime we will surely face many challenges and 
confrontations not only from the Leninism of the powerful but 
from the terrorism of the powerless and from the frequent concur
rence of interest, whatever the actual connection may be, between 
the two. . 

~ '·f. J ,. I" 1 ' , 1 I I ., , -,. .. .. 

ftllU 1 we as CUSLOUHillS UJ. au U uer aUll. ueLL(j1.' lUetU allu luaeec... 
deeper religious ideals continue to lack all conviction, we will be 
waiting passively by our television screens for the arrival of what 
Yeats called the "rough beast" in the last line of that same poem. 

TOTAL COMMITMENT 

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Billington. That was 
a most profound presentation, which we will study retrospectively 
in the weeks and perhaps months to follow. There is too much in it 
for one to derive perceptive questions so early. But we will ask you 
a few. 

Do I detect in part of your conclusions about terrorism that once 
a group in a feeling of repression and incompleteness regarding 
ritual, regarding justice, if you will, takes on the cloak of violent 
revolution against the existing order, one of the unfortunate as
pects of their odyssey from the idealistic beginnings of their in
volvement in terrorism to the animalistic end of it is derived from 
an abandonment of a source of moral principle, of a source of 
conscientious drive toward self-discipline, toward compassion? 

Putting it another way, some can say with respect to Christian 
nations that have warred against one another, that there has been 
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murderous manifestation in the Spanish Conquistadores an.d the 
Spanish Inquisition. In the wars bet~een France an.d SpaIn, or 
England and Spain, two Christian natIOns fou~ht agaln~t one an
other, could one say that it is not that there ~s sOI?et~ll~g wrong 
with Christianity, or Judiasm, or M<?hammedI~m, It IS Just that 
they have never been tried in workIng out dIfferences between 
nations? . 

In other words, that the developed urge, the perceIved and con-
sciously nurtured urge within us to conform to some moral creed 
which results in fairness to other men probably has a favo~able 
effect on behavior, all other things being equal in terms of enVIron
ment than a total absence of such an urge? 
No~, I am getting about as deep ~s ;you were, and :naybe not 

quite as articulate. What ~ aI?- questIOn~n&" you about IS do the:se 
people, in becoming totalItarIanly. atheIstic, pagap., as you sald, 
then toss an anchor to windward In terms of sanIty and com.pa~
sion? Do you regard that as a strong and dangerous characterIstic 
of a fully developed terrorist? 

Mr. BILLINGTON. Well, yes; I think there are many questions 
involved in what you have said. I think it is cert~in~y true ~hat the 
true terrorist, as these early Russi8:n examples ll~dICate, deve!ope.d 
a kind of total and ultimate commItment to theIr cause, whICh IS 
similar in many respects to th~ total ultima~e com~~tment that 
theoretically one has in an ethICally demandIng relIgIOn such as 
Christianity, Judaism, or Islam. 

It is also true that they borrow from and are in a way deeply 
influenced by the model of this preexis~ing ~eligion they ~re in a 
sense replacing. Nothing offends revolutIOnarieS more, part~cularly 
those in the Marxist-Leninist tradition, than to develop thIS anal
ogy with religion, because they believe ~t is essent~al to this k~nd of 
an ultimate commitment system that It be described as a SCIence, 
not as a religion. .. . 

But in a structural sense, and Indeed 1n the sense of borrowIng of 
these original terrorists in particular, tl?-ere is a very heavy us~ of 
religious imagery and drawing on the kInds of ex.amples of d.edICa
tion, martyrdom, and the s~r~ of metaphors, theIr OW? self-Im~ge 
drawing on their own tradItion. You see that also In terrorIsts 
arising from the Islamic tradition in more recent years. 

So I think that this is a factor that one has to take into consider
ation. I think it is also important in differentiating. At least the 
Marxist tradition, in its own self-image, views itself as the heirs to 
the scientific pretention of the enlightenment and not as the imita
tors of what they could consider utopian religious socialism and 
that sort of thing. They reject that same set of metaphors and 
images insofar as it is adopted within the terrorist tradition. 

So there is a difference in their image of who they are and what 
they stand for, even if there may be striking resemblances if you 
look at it dispassionately from the outside. 

But there are so many questions, Mr. Chairman, I am not sure I 
have focused on the ones you were most concerned about. 

Senator DENTON. I would have to say the same thing about your 
statement. We could study it for years and not plumb the depths of 
the many questions which could be raised about it. I am amazed at 
the similarity, however, between that which you acknowledge to be 
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a somewhat dated, if one were to put it in a denigrated way, dat~d 
analysis, I am amazed at the siI?ilarity be~ween thos~ characteris
tics you have ascribed to terrorIsm back In the 1870 s up toward 
the 20th century and those which Claire Sterling and other authors 
attribute to it as characteristics today. 

You have said you have not had enough time to read into the 
contemporary scene, but I assure you that the similarity is. so 
striking as to be amazing. You have not read, for example, ClaIre 
Sterling's book, "The Terror Network"? 

Mr. BILLINGTON. No; I have not. I read a shortened version of it 
in the New York Times. But in my position, I am afraid with the 
amount of things I have on my table and the serious~ess of prob
lems like this, I have had to defer that and other readIngs to such 
time as I will be able to get during the summer. But I hope to read 
it more thoroughly. . . . . 

Senator DENTON. I believe that my predICtIOn that you WIll fInd 
the similarity amazing will be ?orne out. And I a~ very anxious t.o 
get more deeply into that whICh you have been Into so much, If 
only to learn some of the basic lessons from that which you have 
learned. . 

I have a question which I am sure you will understand rea~hly. 
And that is having read some Tolstoy myself and a good bIt of 
Dostoevsky, 'you referred to a .Dostoevsky book w~ich I have not 
read which dealt with terrOrism and you mentIOned a Tolstoy 
reference to a terrorist as a "saint." These have not come across 
my experience in the past, and I have always felt-and I would like 
your comment on t~is-that it wo~ld. be unfair to r~late what one 
might term the natIOnal characteristics of the R~ssian people, ~he 
national principles, the pervasive and agelong traIts of the RussIan 
people as necessarily in any way evil or relatively bad compared to 
other parts of the world or other nationalities. 

Indeed my own feeling, from reading Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and so 
forth, pa~ticularly "War and Peace," and what I tho~g~t to have 
been other authoritative books about the characteristics of the 
Russian people, what I .see as th~ir different~ating .charac~eristics 
might be a heartland lnnd of patience, a patIence In dealIng per
haps derived perhaps from having dealt so long and so urgently 
with'the extremes of climate, with the difficulties of extracting 
from that soil which is somewhat unproductive, with th~ deficiency 
in agriculture. 

I have always felt that they were patient and that such unf~ir
ness that may have been imposed. upon them by what may unfalr~y 
be called a growingly corrupt regIme was borne .so long by theI? In 
that patience as a group, as a whole· populatIOn, that the fInal 
manifestation of resistance against what they perceived to be un
fairness was that much more explosive and that much more ex
treme. 

I have always felt that if the people came to p'erceive the Czar as 
ruler as so corrupt and to perceive people like Raspu~in as so 
corrupt in representing religion that they were susceptible to a 
pitch in which a Marxist would say: "Well, you can't trust a ruler. 
You have to go to an oligarchy. And you cannot trust. If religion is 
this bad then there cannot he a god. You must find it in science. 
You mdst find it in communality of humanity," and that this 
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fraternalism of which you speak would be represented by the term 
"comrade," perhaps. . d I t 

Now, that is the way I have been ~ooking :;tt It, an am no 
nearly as well read in it. I have studIed RussIan for. 3 years aI?-d 
have read somewhat about Russia. But I would be Interested In 
your answer to the question.. ., 

Do you think that the R,":-ssIan ~atIOnalIty, per se, was necessar-
ily or is necessarily somethIng whICh would prob~bly be ~he .source 
of the development of terrorism, or do y~u se.e thIS ~s ~n IncIdental 
political, philosophical development WhICh Just cOIncIdentally oc-
curred there? . " th b' t M 

Mr. BILLINGTON. Yes, I am glad you brought up e su ~ec, r. 
Chairman because I think it is important to stress, or. at least I 
feel in my own study of ~ussian his~ory ~nd the Rus.sIan people 
and their culture that it IS a g~eat ~IsservICe. to the rIchness and 
complexity of their heritage to IdentIfy terr~rIsm, for example, or 
indeed revolutionary commitment as some kInd of natural or fore-
ordained outcome of their society and their people. .. 

I think they have a complex heritage, like ,most. ~f us. It IS a bIg 
continentwide civilization with many natIOnalItIes and many 
strains within it. But the dominant Russian one produced .a more 
authoritarian form of revolutionary protest than many, In J?art 
because they had a more authoritarian political system agaInst 
which to protest. 

But there was, considering the problems-and, th~re. has been 
some tendency in history to exaggerate the authorItarIanISm of ~he 
czars which was not in most respects comparable to that WhICh 
succeeded them but it is rather remarkable the degree of devel~p
ment of legal ~nd constitutional institutions in the late imperIal 
period. So there was that tradition, altho?gh there was only abOl;t 
15 years in which they had a culture whIC~ was free of ceD;sorsJ:up . 
or had any serious electoral processes gOIng on at a natIOnwIde 
level. _ . 

So this first tradition of which I spoke that IS more analogous to 
our own never took deep root, although ~t is surpri~ing th~ exte~t 
to which the interest in it and responSIveness to It contInues In 
many ways under the surface but not all that far under the sur
face even under the difficult conditions in the U.S.S.R. 

Moreover there is, I think, not only this pseudoreligion, this 
religion of Marxism, or th~s religi~~-like structu.re of disciJ?lir;te ~ha,~ 
has been sometimes desCrIbed as orthodoxy wIthout ChrIstIanIty 
that th,ey have adopted and made of Marxism-Lenin~sm a r~eans of 
social ':Hscipline and a kind of intellectual laborsaVIng devICe. But 
to some extent it sort of preserved and reconstituted the bureau
cratic, hierarchical, and .oligarchical modes of rule that were there, 
but were not the only thIngs that were there. . 

What is interesting, I think, is that elements of the older faIth 
stilJ survive. There is much interest, I think, in the various reli
gious communities in the ~ovi~t .Union ~r;td inde~~ in o~her cou!l
tries that are ruled by thIS kInd of polItIcal relIgIOn-Interest In 
the older, more authentic religions. 

So I think there is a kind of rediscovery of the sacred in private 
life that is more widespread than has generally been realized or 
appreciated and that draws on the deeper traditions of orthodoxy, 
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the traditions of long suffering, the traditions of adherence to and 
drawing strength from a deeply liturgical and ultimately rather 
private religion in a situation where the public culture .has always 
been beyond the ability of most people to affect. . 

So I agree there is a richness there, so we should not easIly 
equate~and this is very important in discussing, I think, revolu
tionary movements generally and terrorist ones in particular-they 
are always specific, they always arise in a specific culture, and they 
are not to be seen as some foreordained inevitability of either the 
process of modernization or the culture of any particular country. 

Incidentally, the Tolstoy story, which is not so well known as it 
should be in this literature, is called "The Divine and. the Human" 
and it describes a terrorist who-it is a rather moving short story 
written by Tolstoy,who, of course, had his own deep opposition to 
violence in all' forms-and it describes a terrorist model called 
.svetlogub, modeled on Lizogub and clearly designed to suggest that 
to its reader. 

And it tells the story of his believing ultimately that the true 
expression of the ideals he had originally sought were found in a 
new sectarian form 'of Christianity, which is what Tolstoy himself 
adhered to. Realizing that but realizing his culpability for the 
crimes he ·had committed under this earlier more revolutionary 
banner, he commits suicide. So there is a sort of tragic ending to it, 
which Tolstoy represents. 

But the image of the terrorist was a kind of martyrdom, going to 
his death and not. renouncing his faith but indeed going to his 
death in a manner which one of the terrorists described. She said: 
"It is easier for us to die than to kill." And there was that kind of 
ability. They were seeking a martyrdom that would validate the 
cause. 

One of the students of this whole phenomenon has touched one 
of its deepest levels by saying that the motives of the pure become 
the justification for, the rest. And it is important for us to realize 
who cannot sympathize with this or identify with it, but there is 
for many· people a kind of purity of motive involved even if the 
outcome seems horrendous to those who look at it from a different 
perspective. 

Senator DENTON. Claire Sterling's analysis of that development 
begins or starts a terrorist off with extreme idealism, moralism, 
and then indicates from her studies that she thinks that the very 
violence and bloodletting in which they involve themselves slowly 
turns them into an almost knee jerk sadist and one whose joie de 
vivre and raison d'etre becomes killing, for what that is worth in 
the modern context. That is the development which she repeatedly 
asserts in her book. 

Solzhenitsyn, would you agree with him, sir, when he says-and 
I mention this in this context. 'Ve are really studying on this 
subcommittee the effect on the Soviet Union, and this is one part 
of the study on international terrorism, the influence or lack there
of, the limits of it, and manner of it, and so forth. 

But there is another kind of terrorism one might postulate about 
the Soviet Union, and that is the degree to which terrorism is a 
factor within its own borders. And Solzhenitsyn talks to us about 
that. 
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And I wonder, in your great degree of study, whether you would 
agree with this. He says: 

I am not concerned here with those who cherish, glorify and defend communism 
to this day. To such people I have nothing to say. Yet there are many others who 
are aware that communism is an evil and menace to. th~ .world .but ,,:,ho hav~ 
nevertheless failed to grasp its implacable nature. Such mdIvI~u3:ls m theIr capacI
ties as policy advisers and political leaders. are ~ven noW commIttmg fresh blunders 
which will inevitably have lethal reperCUSSIOns m the future. 

He goes on: 
A common mistake is the failure to understand the ra~jcal !lOst~li~y of commu

nism to mankind as a whole, the failure to real~e that cox:nn:u~l.lsm IS Irredeema~le, 
that there exists no better variant of commumsm, that It IS mcapable of growmg 
kinder, that it cannot survive as an ideology without us!n~ terro~, and .that ~ons.e
quently to coexist with communism on the same plan~t IS lJ?possible. EI~he~ It WIll 
spread cancerlike to destroy mankind or else mankind WIll have to rId Itself of 
communism. 

Now I realize that in the way in ~hich you have been studying 
and di~cussing today that may not necess~rily have been .evident to 
a citizen of the Soviet Union. But Solzhenitsyn says that IS the way 
things are today. And the boo~ "K~B" in~icates. this ~er:orism 
which he says they cannot eXIst WIthout IS apphed WIthIn tfJ.e 
Soviet Union itself by the KGB, the GRU, by the general securIty 
police tentacles of the Government. . . . 

I myself, having observed the effe?ts of that .lund of ter!OrIstlc 
inhibition exerted by a government In North VIetnam on ItS own 
people, the citizens of which elicited more ~ympath:v: from r:ne tha? 
my fellow 'prisoners plight, I feel that IS a r~aht! whlCh thIS 
Nation, with its blessings, has not begun to perceIve In degree and 
nature. 

I think terrorism goes all the way in its physical manifestation 
from an expression on the intimidator's face, a frown, a word .of 
warning, an admonition or caution, to torture; to what SolzhenIt
syn describes and what Sakharov describes as being done in the 
psychiatric wards almost unlimited now as to opposed to perhaps 
when you were studying it, an unlimited willingness to indulge in 
brutality and terrorism of a very personal sense as well as an 
international sense. 

Do you have any comment on that, sir? 
Mr. BILLINGTON. Mr. Chairman, there are a number of very deep 

and important questions you raise. There are, I think, from my 
point of vieVI', two common mistakes in dealing with this general 
problem. One is the mistake of assuming that thero is nothing 
fundamentally wrong and deeply perverted, mixed up on commu
nism; and the other is assuming that there are not some capabili
ties of modification and change to be found among many who may 
for one reason or another call themselves or be labeled as Commu-
nists. 

In other words, if I may use religious analogy, it is the old thing 
of hating the sin but being open to loving the sinner. 

Senator DENTON. I agree with you on both counts. 
Mr. BILLINGTON. I do not mean to say that in a moralistic way 

either, because I think it is an essential insight of the religion to 
which I adhere, that sin is a fairly universally distributed phenom
enon and is not confined to any political system or ideology. 
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But let me isolate if I can and make some distinctions in this line 
?f thought. I think communism is based-I agree with Solzhenitsyn 
In that co.mmun~sm is, in my view, based upon some fundamental, 
metaphysIcal. mIstakes. It has abrogated things to a political 
~ystem that SImply do not belong there. And in my view, the "ism" 
IS fundamentally wrong. 

Moreover, those who exercise and use the "ism" as an exercise of 
P?w.er i~ this wO.rld are not above using terror, which I would 
distInguIs~ B:s an.Ins~rument of go~ernment manipulation and con
tr~l, . as distIng~.l1she<1 from terrorIsm as a campaign against an 
ex~stIng authOrIty. But they use terror in a political system, and I 
t~Ink that that. sense C?f fundamental, clear, uncomplicated opposi
tIon to somethIng whlCh is metaphysically wrong has to be ex
tended. to those who have in a sense renounced their common 
humanIty and become passive instruments, receptacles manipulat-
ed tools of its terrorist arms. ' 
Now~ I thi?k that does not mean that in the more complex world 

of dealI~g WIth stB:t~s and system~ and partic~larly in dealing with 
th~ varIety of polItIcal. cultures In whlCh th~s great metaphysical 
mIstake ha~ eI!1bedded Itself.t~at we can aVOId the complexity and 
moral ambIgUIty of the polItlCal process of which you and your 
colleagues are far more aware than 1. . 

And it seems to me that there we have to deal with and learn to 
live with. and sympatheticall~ keep ourselves both open to and 
encouragIng of varIOUS evolutIOnary patterns among Communists. 
And whether you look from Yugoslavia to Poland to China in 
various ways these societies-particularly obviously 'the Polish' ex
ample, but to some extent things in Hungary-there is a great 
variety of human possibility. 

And one of the things, if I just may say one more word about 
this! on~ of the things ~hat must be watched out for and guarded 
a.gams~ In a study .of ~hIS phenomenon is a kind of morbid fascina
tIOn WIth th.em. It IS lIke :vatching the cobra: you become paralyzed 
and hypnotIzed. And whIle I have not read this recent literature 
and am not p~epared to pass any kind of judgment on the basis of 
hearsay, I th~nk there is an. almost irresistible tendency to look 
for-I mean, If you are lookIng for connections, you tend to find 
t~em. Th~y may be there, but one has to impose a particularly 
rIgorous kInd of scholarly scrutiny. 

One has to ove~come ~he reluctance of many people to admit 
~hat. dark con~ectI?ns eXIst, but one has also to guard against the 
Inevitabl~ faSCInatIOn of someone studying the phenomenon with 
overdrawIn~ the extent and the nature of these connectiolls. 

. And I thInk the san;e is. t~ue in differenti~ting between commu
nIsm ~s a .sort of pseudorehgIous overpretentIOus, largely, I believe, 
ou~~ated Ideol?gy, ,as well as those who are, so to speak, the in
qUI~Itors of thIS dYIng pseudo religious system who also have to be 
reSIsted and the large number of human beings who for one reason 
or another are caught up in this and must live with it and some of 
whom m~y eye,: have still-although this must be declining 
num~er-IdeahstIc reasons for believing in it. With these, one must 
deal In ~ variety of more pragmatic ways. 

T~8:t IS not a sl~ple answer. But as I try to differentiate our 
tradItIOn from theIrs, we have to live with complexity, whereas 
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these revolutionary traditions always tend to reduce things to a 
kinq. of radical simplicity. . ' . 

Senator DENTON. I thoroughly agree wIth you, sIr, that theoretI-
cally, and in terms of all normal human i?spiration, you can get a 
sinner to repent, you can get a CommunIst to moderate, you can 
get a sinful capitalist to moderate. I ~ould. not equate .the d~gree of 
evil in our system to the degree of eVIl unfortunately In theIrs. But 
I would certainly grant all the major points that you have just 
made. 

I would think that Solzhenitsyn, being extremely intense and 
having come from a persecuted and suffering state himsel~, would 
be expectedly extreme in his admonitions. However, the~ mIght not 
be entirely idle, because, as you have quoted the poet In the re~l 
world of international politics, one must look not only at the POSSI
bilities but what is actually happening in terms of which is prevail
ing over which or which is infringing more upon the other as the 
years go by. 

And we 'Nould have to look at the map and see what has been 
happening to the world over the past 20 or 30 years to see the 
degree to which that system is spreading itself. And I guess we 
would warn ourselves that the best lack all conviction, while the 
worst are full of passionate intensity. That is an ideological postu
lation worth attending, I believe. 

To give an example of what is at stake in that context, this man 
Carlos-I will not bother you with identifying him further, but 
many of us who ha.ve read the book and we have had discussions 
on this man Carlos in the last hearing-he said about the Palestin
ian situation over there that the only war that counts is the one 
between socialism and capitalism and he establishes that the Marx
ist interest, the terrorist interest, is just to prevent the formation 
of a permanent peace to keep things going until the following 
things start to happen: 

He says the Palestinians have their uses in that war-this is the 
one between Israel and Egypt-he sa.id they have their uses be
cause the homeland they hanker after happens to float on a bound
less bed of oil. Thanks to the Palestine resistance, therefore: "We 
have the possibility of blowing up all the oilfields in the Arabian 
Gulf from Kuwait to Oman, Saudi Arabia and Khuzistan, rna} be 
even Venezuela. Petroleum is the weapon that can inflict the 
mortal wound on imperialism." , 

He said that some years ago a very doctrinaire fundamentalist 
theorist really as well as practitioner of terrorism, and then just 
the other day in the newspaper, perhaps not noticed as much as it 
could have been, was a statement by a current terrorist who is in 
the Mideast and this was an article by Fahroud Nassar, an Associ
ated Press writer a week or two ago. 

He has a man named N ayef Hawatmek, leader of the Marxist 
group over there saying: 

Oil supplies to the capitalist West will be brought to a halt if the Israeli enemy 
attempts PLO destruction, the Mideast oil wells will go up in flames. This is not a 
hollow threat. It will be translated to action by our freedom strugglers in the 
Middle East, not only Palestinians. 

So in addition to the academic theoretical and as fair and objec
tive as we can make it contemplation of the possibilities, we also 
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have the realities of how the balance is shifting. And I agree with \ 
you we must look very carefully at that. 

For example, Poland must be a very encouraging development, 
~mt we have. not seen the end of that. Perhaps it will end as it did 
In Hungary In October 1956. Who knows. I hope to God it will not. 

Would you develop a little bit further, sir, the distinctions be
twe.en the rev?lutions for liberty, fraternity, and equality, and 
theIr connotatIOnal relevance with terrorism and communism 
which 88 I uIld~n~tand it, liberty you see as our kind of revolutio~ 
over here, the one we had. How do you assess the relationship 
between the equality and fraternity part with the Communist revo
lutionary movement and terrorism? 

Mr. BILLINGTON. Well, there is, of course, as with any arbitrary 
wa~ of organiz~ng history, there is some overlap and so forth. But 
baSIcally, I belIeve, as I have tried to indicate in this chart and 
explain in my testimony, that there was really a qualitative differ
e;nce bet~een the revolutions for liberty with their limited objec
tIv~s, theIr concep.t of a return to a preexisting natural order, 'and 
theIr lack of ultImate metaphysical pretentiousness and these 
o~her two more. authoritarian, more centralizing kinds of revolu
tIon that arose In the c<?urse of th~ French: revolutionary struggle 
~nd ~ave. generally domInated the InternatIOnal and revolutionary 
ImagInatIOn. 

One of our greatest difficulties in understanding revolutionary 
change, I guess, popularly among ordinary people one of the great
est. difficulties in understanding the recurrence a~d nature of revo
lutIonary movements in the .0utsidE) world is our inability, of 
course, to understand the SOCIal and economic conditions out of 
-yvhich revolutionary situations and revolutionary desperation arise 
In parts of the world whose physical problems and privations we 
have little ability to understand. 

But one of the greatest difficulties of sch0:~ars and intellectuals in 
understanding revolutionary movements is their unwillinll"ness to 
ackno;vledge, and in ~ome cases their parochial inability t~ under
stand, the profound dIfference between the revolutionary traditions 
that came out of the high French Revolution and our own Ameri
can revolutionary tradition. 
. How many otherwise reputa~le scholars ar.e c<?nstantly a.nalogiz
Ing s?meone to George WashIngton or BenjamIn Franklin when 
they In fact come out of a far more authoritarian Jacobin type of 
revolutionary tradition. 

l~ow, the point I was trying to make is that terrorism as a 
c(:>llsciously ado~ted doctri;ne of sublime and disciplined political 
VIOlence arose In the SOCIal revolutionary tradition not in the 
national revolutionary tradition in the 19th century although I 
believe that once th.e example was there, there was ~n enormous 
echo effect from thIS early Russian example in various parts of 
Europe and even in the Middle East to some extent 
An~ it has. tended-~ the ~errorist example and ~any aspects of 

terroI'l~t tactICS hav~ oeen In more recent times also been adopted 
by na~IOnal. r~vo.lutIOn~ry movements of the kind you mention. 
SometImes It IS ImpOSSIble to tell whether it is predominantly a 
national or social revolutionary movement. 
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So I think this has become a problem in a number of countries 
and movements in the Third World in our time, whereas, for 
instance the kind of revolutionary violence exercised by, say, Poles 
and Italians rebelling against the traditional mona~chies of Europe 
in the early 19th century also had a great deal of VIOlence, but they 
thought of the national liberation movement of a broader sort and 
not of the kind of selective political violence designed to terrorize 
the populace, They thought more of raising the consciousness of 
the populace, raising the sense of national unity. And. so they had a 
kind of ,more expressive, spontaneous approach to VIOlence, a less 
calculating and disciplined one. 

The problem in the present day is national revolutionary move
ments in the Third World are tempted too in various ways, which 
always must be studied in the concrete particular case, by the 
availability of these kinds of precedents for use. 

But again, I think, there is a danger of using this term "terror
ism" much too imprecisely. Much of that violence in the Third 
World is very analogous to the preterrorist violence that was used 
by groups of military conspirators in the 1820's or by revolutionary 
poets and generals in the nationalist movements of Chg early 19th 
century. 

So I think that while this phenomenon of international terrorism 
and circulating terrorists is a terrifying one and one which must be . 
studied very closely, I think one has to study very closely in a lot of 
particular contexts how much a terrorist strategy is controlling a 
political movement. And one also has to distinguish to some extent, 
particularly in the Third World, between the bombastic and flam
boyant rhetoric that people use and the realities of what they are 
actually doing. 

It is very dangerous to impose counterterror or preemptive meas
ures against simply what sOlllebody Bays doctrinally if they have 
not actually done it, because then you are violating the whole 
principles of our own legal tradition which judge people on what 
they do, really, not on what they say, and you also threaten so to 
circumvent what people are going to be able to say in a free society 
that you transform your own society in the very act of combating 
the forces which would undermine it. 

I am sorry to be so complexifying, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator DENTON. Not at all. 
Regarding your last point, Uruguay was a typical case in point in 

which a terrorist uprising caused a previously liberal government, 
by South American standards, to become more authoritarian, more 
repressive, to institute curfews, martial law, and so forth, and then 
in the deliberate escalation of the terrorism to cause the govern
ment to become even repressive, so that the populace would finally 
revolt against it, which is the typical pattern of the terroristic 
overthrow of a government. 

You had, instead, the replacement of the previous relatively 
liberal regime with a successful rightwing authoritarian army
dominated government which, as a reward for those who success
fully he~d off the. ~err?rists, the left w~ngers imp~sed a 15-year 
moratOrium on CIVIl rights. And that IS not an Ideal solution. 

.... 
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Unfortunately, with the terrorism ~ continuing to infiltrate and 
threaten, it leaves a government with few alternatives as to how 
much liberalism it can proceed with, I would think. 

It seems to me that some of the major points you have made to 
us this morning are: It was in Russia that the new, more ascetic 
and impersonal concept of calculated revolutionary violence first 
supplanted the old ideal of romatic semi-suicidal direct action. 

Another, in the terms of why we asked you to come-and we 
were very well rewarded-you say it is interesting to note the word 
"terrorist" was apparently first introduced in Russia during inten
sive discussions about revolutionary strategy among young intellec
tuals in Kiev and a new alternative of "urban terrorism" was 
advanced by a small group who adopted the name of "terrorist" as 
a badge of pride. And terrorism became the dominant strategy of 
"The People's Will" organization. 

You have been most prudent in your qualifications regarding not 
labeling the Russian people as any more evil than any other, and 
not to get too simplistic about what terrorism portends and overre
act to it. 

We do have some terrorism developments in the world. I agree 
with you that just because this man N ayef Hawatmek says the 
Mideast oil wells will go up on flames is a far cry from that 
happening. However, the difference in the positioning of forces that 
would make that possible are significant between the time when 
Carlos the Jackal first postulated that objective and when this 
fellow Nayef Hawatmek says it is imminent. 

:r~ere is quite a difference in the situation in terms of humanity, 
mIlItary force, order of battle, and so forth. And what is going on 
in the Mideast in terms of events at the moment, we do have 
Qadhafi having been present personally in the Syrian-Lebanese 
area, we do have extremely modern. surface-to-air missiles there. 
There are charges, some of which were denied by even our own 
intelligence resources which were later confirmed by no less an 
authority than Arafat himself regarding the presence of this or 
that kind of force or nationality in that area. 
S~ ~s you would readily agree, w,e canIl:ot be blind to the security 

realIties of the matter. And that IS the Job of this committee. We 
are supposed to be looking at security and terrorism, and our look 
at terrorism deals only with its relationship with our security in 
the intermediate. We will have to look at it in an academic sense 
to derive as much as we can from learned people such as yourself 
about its orig'ins and its communistic aspects. 

You have been most helpful to us this morning, sir. 
I want to relay a question from Senator East. He said: 
Your remarks about the neopagan revolution for blood brotherhood or universal 

equf;llity in. th~ French Revoluti?n and the applied science of Dr. Guillotin suggest 
an ~dealoglC lmk between the Ideas of the French Revolution and 20th century 
naZIsm. 

That is Senator East's statement. And he asks would you care to 
comment? 

Mr. BILLINC'l'ON. The questions of the links between fascism and 
nazi~m. a!ld the !eyolutionary. tradition is a very complex one. 
Ag;;tm, It IS ess~nhul to the self-Image of t~e revolutionary left that 
faCIsm and naZIsm are products of cultural as well as socio-ecollom-
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ic roots that are quite different from ~hose. of revolutions of the 
left. And there is, of course, som.e truth In thI~. . 

However I believe that both In the dynamIcs of the evol~t~on of 
fascism which would have been impossible without the splItting of 
the left' by the Communist .Il1:terna~ional at the Leghor? confer.ence 
prior to the rise of MussolIni and In the case o~ the rIse o~ HItler, 
where the Communist International was agaln denou!lc~ng the 
Social Democrats as social Fascists. and ~herefore Sp~Itting the 
forces trying to hold together the fragIle WeImar RepublIc .. 

Therefore, in the dynamics of. the et;nergence of the ~ aZI Repub
lic there was a dialectic way In whIch th~ CommunIst strategy 
aided the Nazi victory even if they were ultimately to suffer heav-
ily from it. .., 1 h d't' f 1 Moreover, I think there IS a way In WhiC 1 t e. tr~ 1. !On 0 revo u-
tionary nationalism to which I have allu~ed fIt In In. som~ ways 
and reached its climax in Fascist revolutIOns of ~he r~ght, J~st as 
the tradition of revolution for equality reached ItS clImax In the 
Communist victories on the left. . . . 

I would point, moreover, to the fact that the symbIOtIc.lnterac-
tion-this dialectic interaction between the extreIl!e~ of rIght an.d 
left-is dramatically evident in the case of M~~sohnI., who had hIS 
revolutionary and tactical tutelage as an actIvI~t .edltor a~d orga
nizer in the radical left before he became the orIg~nal ya~clst. And 
there is a kind of relationship between the early IdeahstIc form of 
fascism in Italy, which ther called "fascismo del~a prima ora,". t~e 
"fascism of the first hour,' and the mature faSCIsm o.f ~ussohni s 
dictatorship, let alone the racist, really thoroughly VIkIng, neopa
gan racism of Hitler's nazism .. 

There is an analogy in the same kind of d.evelopmen.t on ~he left 
between the idealism of the early communIst revolutlo~arI~s ~nd 
the realization under Stalin of a kind of mature totahtarIaniSm 
and terror at about the same time in the 1930's. It is interesting in 
that the mature totalitarian States in Hitler's Germany and Sta
lin's Russia both tried to use elements of both the left and right 
revolutionary ideology. 

Nazism, you remember, means "national socialism/' whereas 
Stalin's mature version of communism was "socialism in one coun
try," and it had a highly Russian an4 nati(~malistic color~~ion. 

So I think there are important ways In whICh these tradItions 
feed into both forms of mature state authoritarianism, although 
there are, of course, profound differences between the two as well. 

Senator DENTON. You mentioned in this context relating French 
and Nazis. We have your mention of the Black Hundreds and 
Lenin mentioned some words here which became standard proce
dure for Marxist-Leninist terrorist groups. He said: 

The fight against the Black Hundreds is an excellent type of militarY action 
which will train the soldiers of the revolutionary army, give them their baptism of 
fire and be at the same time of tremendous benefit to the revolution. 

That quote comes from a book by a fellow named Herbert Ro
merstein, who is on the Permanent Select Committee of Intelli
gence. Mr. Romerstein goes on to say: 

These tactics were developed by both the communists and Nazis in Germany 
during the 1920's and 1930's. Robberies, beatings, street killings, and the assassina
tions of prominent moderate officials including police officials became common 
occurrences. The communist movement began its pare.military violent activities in 
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1918 as the Red Soldiers Union. By 1921 the Nazis began organizing their storm 
troopers under the convenient pretext of fighting communist terror with their own 
terror. Each used the other as an excuse for violence. 

We are beginning to tie your era into the present era and note 
the parallel between black and red terrorism, as it is presently 
referred to. We are of the belief in this subcommittee that although 
terrorism, per se, had not been originally a Marxist concept. The 
Soviets, starting in about 1964, in their pragmatism, began to 
perceive that both black and red terrorism were effective as far as 
governments were concerned; namely, in destabilization of western 
democracies, not to mention Third World governments. But in 
terms of the larger democratic-versus-communistic struggle, if you 
will, they perceived it to be a good bet to start backing them. 

And we have traced through a number of sources what we con
sider to be unmistakable signs of an accelerated involvement and 
accelerated influence direct and indirect from the Soviet Union 
~hrough their so-called satellites and 'surrogates to further terror
Ism. 
. And most importantly, perhaps,. for our own immediate security 
Interests, Castro, after the revolutIOn was pressured by the Soviets 
to increase the exportation of communism into this hemisphere. So 
they pressured him economically, according to information we 
have. They sent a KGB general down there to supervise the activi
ties and pretty much took over the lead. 

And although we now say Castro has sort of bent to that, that 
appears to be similar to the situation in Nicaragua and perhaps in 
~l Salvador. You seem to have some comments you wish to make, 
SIr. 

Mr. BILLINGTON. As I said, I really have not done my homework 
in these more recent problems, and I am not sure how much I 
would know if I had. 

Senator DENTON. Do not knock us all the way down if you have 
not done your homework. 

Mr. BILLINGTON. I would want to note some caution about con
tinuously referring to terrorism as some form of unitary phenom
enon. In a sense, communism is; at least Soviet communism is. It is 
embedded in a political system and a whole bureaucratic cast of 
expositors, advocates, and functionaries. Terrorism is a much more 
amorphous thing, and it has got to be rather more, I think, precise
ly defined. There are a lot of international roving terrorists, and 
there are a lot of types of use of political violence and tactics of 
terrorism. 

But terrorism, as I was describing it in this original Russian 
example, is a conscious controlling strategy for political warfare. 
There would be a heavy burden of proof on anyone contending-I 
mean there is a heavy burden of proof on producing-that there 
has been some kind of fundamental change in both Marxist-Lenin
ist doctrine, which makes tactical accommodations but not strate
gic ones to terrorism and which in its embodiment in Soviet politi
cal culture has tended, at least up until recent times-and I think 
it has to be shown how in recent times they have departed from 
it-to be very cautious in getting themselves not just committed in 
any obvious and traceable way but even involved in kinds of move
ments and kinds of activities which risk what they called spontane
ity-that is to say, risk a kind of lack of control-unless these are 
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very much more tightly controlled than one senses. from. the highly 
tentative and hypothetical nature of much of thde dhlscus:1O.b· d 

Unless they are tightly controlled, they woul ave. 0 e U? er
taken with considerable modification of both the caut1O.us ltoh~lCal 
habits of the aging Soviet leaders as they h~v~ genera Y een 
exercised and the tradition, the doctrinal tradItIOn and formally 
stated precepts of Marxism-Leninism. . . 

Now, either or both of these may have been modlfle4· And ce.r-
tainly there is much to be aJarmed about, as :you p~Int out,. In 
Soviet activity throughout the world. But I am slI~ply Intro~~cIf1 
a note of caution in the overuse of the word terrorIs~ as a e p u 
and meaningful way of describing the variety of serIOUS problems 
and the relationship of the Soviet Union to them that we may face. 

URBAN GUERRILLA TEXTBOOK 

Senator DENTON. Yes; in fact, that was my. attitude as I ?ega? 
these investigations. I have been alarmed to. fInd that terrOrIsm IS 
not quite as amorphous as I had thought It to be. For exampl~, 
there is a textbook called "The Mini Manual o~ the Urban GuerrIl
la," which was written by a man l1ame~ ~arlghella, Carlo~ Ma!
ighella. It is found in every terrorist tralning camp,. and bel:eye It 
or not they exist. There are hundreds of thousands, If not mIllIons, 
who have gone through these. They exist in South Yemen, they 
exist in Cuba, they exist in Libya. .' . 

This handbook, which is very, very det:;nled, IS found ~ot onl~ In 
all of these places as well as in satelhtes of .. the SovIet U n1O.n, 
where these training programs are undertaken, but have even been 
found more recently in the Unite4 States. . 

So there is a textual commonahty now to the tactIcs. AI?-4 I must 
agree with you that the strategy is by n~ means ull:Ified. My 
perception at the moment is, as I have prev1O.usly ment1O.ned, the 
Soviets have just made a rough bet that on balance, black !lnd :ed 
terrorism both of which use this handbook, by the way, IS dOIng 
more ha~m, much more harm to the other side and almost no 
harm to their side. 

I have been amazed to find that the IRS with many well-meant 
Catholics in the United States--

Mr. BILLINGTON. The Internal Revenue Service? 
Senator DENTON. The IRA. A Freudian slip. The IRA is by no 

means a little Irish move for freedom. It has not only been subvert
ed and perverted by the leftwing terrorists but has been taken over 
by them. The Provisional IR~ is now ,:!p to no good wha!~ver. They 
are not trying to do anythmg but dIsturb the tranquIlIty of the 
government in the Un.ited Kingdom and keep tL.ings boiling there. 

These have been revelations to me, sir, I assure you. I started 
with objectivity and exactly the same attitude I would have had 
were I as learned as you about the past. I was not totally un
learned about it, but I knew that Marx was not a terrorist by 
nature. I knew the conservative manner in which the communist 
strategies developed in terms of the 27 -moves-ahead chess game, 
and you are not going to rely on some nut terrorist to get your 
things done for you. But there has been a slowly developing recog
nition and a consequent development of investment in and increas-
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ing interest in the terrorist movement worldwide on the part of the 
Soviet Union, in my view, to date. 

And I would ask, I would beseech, you to take a look at this 
evidence. And I agree that the burden of proof is heavy. One must 
undertake it with solemn effort and objectivity. 

Beyond the shadow of a doubt, I am convinced, however, to date 
of what I have just told you. And I will not be simplistic about 
what we do about it. I do not say that terrorism is a major involve
ment in the United States at this time. I do believe it is a major 
involvement worldwide in a manner which is threatening to our 
interest and does deserve continued study. 

You have been extremely helpful in developing the purpose of 
today's hearing. And I am sure any scholar in the world would 
have been impressed by the quality of your testimony. 

For your information and those here, we will hear tomorrow 
from Dr. Stefan Possony, a senior fellow at the Hoover Institution 
on War, Revolution, and Peace. He will be dealing with the more 
modern developments, taking up from about the time you leave off. 
Dr. Possony is a senior fellow at the Hoover Institution of War and 
Peace, 'as I mentioned. He serves on the editorial board of Orbus 
and is the author of many books, including "Lenin: The Compul
sive Revolutionary." He was professor of international politics at 
Georgetown from 1946 to 1961 and holds a Ph. D. from the Univer
sity of Vienna. 

I want to thank you again, sir, and again say farewell to you and 
your two sons. 

This hearing stands in recess until 10 a.m., tomorrow. 
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon

vene at 10 a.m., Friday, June 12, 1981.] 
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Act. He was elected and served as Chairman of the Board from 1971-3; was instru
mental in initiating the new series of Lincoln Lectureships set up to commemorate 
the 25th anniversary of the program; and was convocation chairman of the interna-
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tional Bicentennial Conference in May 1976, commemorating the 30th anniversary 
of the Fulbright Program. '1 Itt' 1 

Since Se tember 1973, he has been direc~or. of the Woodro'.'" WI son n erna lO~a 
Center forP Scholars, Washington, D.C. This I~ the con~resslOna~l~ create~, OffiCIB;~ 
national memorial to Woodrow Wilson, which IS locat.ed m th~ Orlgl,nal.red Castle 
building of the Smithsonian Institution and is an mtern~tlOnal ~nstItut~ for" ad
vanced study dedicated to producing ~dvanc~d ,~ch~larship. and" I.n~eractmg .th~ 
world of learning and the world of publIc affaIrs. It IS a umque hvmg memo~l~l 
to a head of state-an institute for advanced study run thro~gh open .competItIon 
with intellectual leadership exercised directly by the scholar-dIrector. WIthout bene
fit of an in-house faculty. Under his directorship, a m~jor set of reglOn~lly. focu~ed 
international programs has been established at The WIlson Center, be~mnmg '."'Ith 
the Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies in 1974 and the Latm AmerIcan 
Program in 1976. The meetings program has expandeq to about 250 a year; and the 
Wilson Quarterly, which he founded at the Center m 1976, has now more than 
100,000 paid subscribers. . ' . 

He has recently served on academic visiting commI~tees. for Ya~e Umvers.lty, 
Georgetown University Indiana University, and the Umversity of PIttsburgh; IS a 
member of the Board 'of Trustees of the Council on Learning and of the Bacon 
House Foundation; and is vice chairman of the Board of Trustees of St. Albans 

Sc~~ol~sited Yugoslavia, Romania, ~n4 the U.S.S.R.. in October 1976 to conduc~ 
program review prior to the negotiatIon of new bIlateral cultu~al agree~ents, 
visited Japan as distinguished guest scholar of the Japan Found~tIon! meetmg on 
cultural matters with the prime minister of Japan and other offiCials m Nove~ber 
1976' and accompanied the official delegation of the U.S. House of Representatives 
to the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. in April 1979. 

HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS OF SOVIET 
TERRORISM 

FRIDAY, JUNE 12, 1981 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SECURITY AND TERRORISM, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., in room 2228, Dirksen 
Senate Office Building, Hon. Jeremiah Denton (chairman of the 
subcommittee) presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN JEREMIAH DENTON 

Senator DENTON. Good morning. The hearing will come to order. 
This is a continuation on the subject of historical antecedents of 
Soviet terrorism. 

My senatorial colleagues probably will not make it in today; 
perhaps Senator Leahy, but since the Senate is not in session he 
may return to his home State. Senator East is chairing a hearing. 
Senator Biden is still tending to his new baby daughter, and Sena
tor Hatch is still trying to untangle the moneys in Labor and 
Human Resources. So, it may be a solo hearing again this morning. 

I would like to welcome Dr. Stefan Possony, our witness and I 
will make my opening statement. Dr. Possony, incidentally, is ac
companied by Samuel T. Francis of the Heritage Foundation, and 
now with Senator East's staff. 

Today's hearing should assist us in better understanding current 
Soviet involvement in international terrorism. Yesterday, you will 
recall, the subcommittee heard from Dr. James Billington, Director 
of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars. 

Dr. Billington, in his articulate and concise testimony, traced the 
development and early history of European revolutionary move
ments with their terrorist components during the 18th and 19th 
centuries up to the 1890's. He stated that terrorism in its present 
form is a product of the modern revolutionary tradition which has 
arisen and developed within the last 200 years. 

He further made the point that it was in Russia that the new, 
more ascetic, and impersonal concept of calculated revolutionary 
violence first supplanted the old ideal of romantic, semisuicidal 
direct action against alleged tyrants. According to Dr. Billington, 
the word "terrorism" was first adopted as a conscious badge of 
pride by a revolutionary group who utilized the strategy of urban 
terrorism at the end of the 1870's, just before they launched the 
most spectacular program of political assassination in the 19th 
century, CUlminating in the murder of Tsar Alexander II in 1B81. 

(29) 
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I would like to set the record a littl,e bit s~raighter in view of a 
press report today regarding yesterday s hearmg. The repor,~ %uotes 
Dr. Billington as urging that, "rigorous scholarly scrutIny e. api 
plied to suggestions that Soviet leade~s had over~ome doctrIna 
inhibitions about terrorism as a revolutIOnary technIque .. Ort~odox 
Marxist-Leninist ideology, he said, "has continuou~ly ;,eJecte any 
serious strategic use of terrorism in its formal doctrIne. f h'h 

I dare say that Dr. Billington did say those words 0 w IC 
a roximately a dozen are in quotes, but I am not sure t~~t that 
r~:resents-and that is the only reference t? ~hat Dr. BIllIngton 
said-a balanced presentation of what Dr. ~Illmgton had to offer. 

It is true that Dr. Billington urged that "rIgorous schola~ly scru
tiny" be applied to evidence tending to support the contentIOn that 
the Soviets had overcome early inhibitions .about t~e l;1se of terror
ism strategically as a revolutionary technIqu~ .. It IS I;uportl:mt to 
note however that it was clear from Dr. BIllIngton s testImony 
and from his book that all he was stating was t~at there shoul~ be 
fundamental documentation to support the thesIs that the SovIets 
are supporting international terrorism. . ' . 

While it is also true that he stated, '~orth.od~x MarxIst-Lenll~Ist 
ideology has rejected the rise of terrorIsm In I~S ~ormal doctrll~e 
and pronouncements," he also stated that LenIn In much of .hIS 
practice, as well as in his writings, advocated the use of terrOrism 
as a political tool. . 

As those of you who were here will remember, he s::nd ~e was' 
not versed in the contemporary or even recent ~appenIngs I~ ter
rorism and he dealt with the timeframe prevIOusly mentIOned. 

Dr. Billington's testimony was of great depth ~nd su?staI,lce, and 
the subcommittee will spend considerable tIme ~Igest~;n&' t~e 
wealth of material contained in his exc~llent boo~ t~:led, . FIre ~n 
the Minds of Men: Origin of the RevolutIOnary FaIth publIshed In 
1980. He drew most of his testimony from that work. We are 
indebted to him for his expert testimony. 

We continue with the testimony of an expert, Dr. Stefan Pos
sony. Dr. Possony, now a senior fellow emeritus of the. Hooyer 
Institution on War Revolution, and Peace at Stanford UnIversIty, 
received a Ph. D. i~ 1935 from the University of Vienna., . 

He was Professor of International Politics at Georgetown UnIver
sity from 1946 to 1961. In .1961, h~ jo~ned ~he staff. of the Hoover 
Institution, where he remaIned untIl hIS retIrement In 1978. 

Among his many publications, ~r. Pos~?ny authored ~he book, 
"Lenin: The Compulsive RevolutIOnary. Together WIth Ku~t 
Glaser he authored "Victims of Politics," published by ColumbIa 
Unive;sity Press in 1979. He also coa.uthored with L. F~ancis Bou
chey, the book "International TerrOrIsm: The CommunIst Connec
tion," published in 1978. 

For the last 20 years, Dr. Possony has traveled around the wO.rld 
studying international relations with special reference to guerrIlla 
and terrorist operations. 

We are much indebted to you, Dr. Possony, for making the long 
trip here and look forward very much to your testimony. Would 
you care to make an opening statement, sir? 

---- .-.~------
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STATEMENT OF STEFAN T. POSSONY, SENIOR FELLOW 
(EMERITUS), HOOVER INSTITUTION, STANFORD UNIVERSITY 

Dr. POSSONY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I am going to talk about the historical antecedents of modern 

terrorism with particular reference to the strategy of the Commu
nist Party of the Soviet Union [CPSU]. 

Let me start with two definitions, one is from the Encyclopedia 
Britannica, Micropaedia, which describes terrorism as the system
atic use of terror, bombings, killings, and kidnapings as a means of 
forcing some political objective. 

Distinguished from this is a definition presented by the Malaya 
Soviet encyclopedia, which describe terrorism as a policy of repress-
ing classes and political enemies by extreme measures. . 

This means, in plain Russian or English, that capitalist states, 
and specifically the United States, are terrorists. With that in 
mind, let me go into some general points on terrorism. 

Terrorism is a form of violence which is usually practiced by 
radical groups as a means of forcing, not just political, but psycho
logical, social ethnic, economic, legal, and military objectives; or 
else to cause destabilization, disorder, chaos, and physical destruc
tion. 

Terrorism employs, similar to war, special types of tactics, such 
as stealth, in order to surpdse human targets: They should not 
know what hit them. 

The main tactics of terrorist attacks consist in abductions, maim
ings, and killings of people. The essence of conflict is to kill, and 
the terrorists take this notion very seriously. 

However, terrorism cannot be reduced to killings. It involves 
subsidiary activities which require manpower and finances, such as 
the collection of intelligence, weapons and ammunition, recruit
ment and training, transportation, communications, equipments, 
and cash. In addition, the terrorists need safe houses and hideouts, 
facilities to forge documents, burglary tools to open locks and safes, 
and various paraphernalia, such as disguises. 

The combat types are supported by technicians and craftsmen, 
by persons specializing in liaison with national and international 
fronts, allies, and friends, propagandists infiltrated into the 
media-in Italy the terrorists even possess informational and press 
organs-liaison with terrorists in jail, and contacts with lawyers. 

The terrorists also require an environment of sympathizers, as 
Mao Tse-tung pointed out with his simile about the fish which 
needs water to live. As a rule of thumb, one may assume that a 
group of 5 killers cannot function for any length of time without 10 
to 20 auxiliaries, and 50 to 100 sympathizers. 

Terrorism is an overlap phenomenon, with the overlap being of 
great and growing complexity. It is usually regarded as a political 
phenomenon, correctly so. But there is significant overlap with 
academic activities _ in universities, art, sex behavior, psychiatry, 
drug-related activities, occultism, crime, organized crime, psycho
logical and guerrilla warfare, and military operations in general. 

It is questionable whether the terrorist has a distinct psychologi
cal profile, but even if there were intellectual and emotional pat
terns and regularities, there would be overlap with the profiles of 
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professional killers, executioners, fana~ics, obsessed and psycho-
pathic personalities, and merce~ary soldIers. . 

The terrorist may be acting In an atmosphe~e of true belIef a:nd 
concern about genuine threats, but there ~Il.l be overla~ wIth 
illusions, conditions of paranoia, ecstasy, dellnum, alcoholIc an~ 
other intoxication, lust for blood and revenge, an~ amok-types 0 
release from tension. Terrorism may be a r~actIOn to pove~ty, 
social inequality, discrimination,' and oppre.ssIOn, a~. ratIonahsts 
would expect the etiology to be; or to vanl.shlng .tradltIons, values, 
norms cultures among, and breakdowns In socIal structures and 
religio~s beliefs, a~ sociologists m~ght assun:~' . 

Generally speaking, those varIOUS condItIons contn~':1te to the 
terroristic phenomenon, but they are merely prerequIsI~es. of. ac
tions and deeds. The conditions sine q~a pOr;t are, .first ImitatIO:n, 
which is related to model building and IS Indispens~ble fo~ recrUIt
ment; and second, organization, which presupposes Ideolog~ca~ c?m
mitment and is linked to the volun~ary accept~nc.e o~ discIpl~ne. 

To amplify: The model building WhICh leads to ImItatIOn reqUIres 
that the events of terrorism become known th~ough propa~anda, 
agitation, accounts, and rumors; and that t~e Ideology. whlch re
sults in commitment, is presented and accessIble. A~so, It I!lus~ be 
propagated in print, by electronic mean~, a~d by IndoctrinatIOn, 
and be vivified through personal an~ agIt~tIon~1 conta~ts. What
ever ideas may be evoked, the crUCIal ~o~nt IS that .Ideal.s and 
models be identified and related to enmItIes and to IdentIfiable 
foes, so that they become objects of ever-growing hatred and con-
tempt. '.. d f 

Propaganda promotes terrorism, and terrorIsm IS propagan a 0 

the deed as well as propaganda of death. . 
Propaganda related to terrorism deals with ideals-usually In 

perverted form-hero worship, intimidation, and devilization. It 
also includes deception. Stalin talke~ ~bout the ?attlefi~ld of con
science which, indeed, could be a devisive arena, If conSCIence were 
considered to denote the entire mental complex. 

In paraphrase of Clausewitz it could be said that terrorism is the 
continuation of political feud with other mean~;, . . 

The pseudo-Marxist notion that a r~volutIOnary nece~sarily .IS 
born in a particular class is not plau~lble, and t~e sp~cIfic .beh~f 
that the revolutionaries are necessarily proletarians IS qUIte In 
contradiction to what Lenin had to say on the subject. In any event 
the professional revolutionary is rarely a proletarian. Often he is a 
declasse intellectual from the upper middle class. But he could be 
anything. 

It also seems that frequently the revolutionaries, in the true 
sense of the word, have been intellectuals with a family back
ground of disgruntled aristocrats a~d rich grandfather.s. N atura~ly 
revolutionary leaders, too, may arIse from any conceIvable SOCial 
background. The background .of. the masses of followers ca!1 pe 
determined only through statIstical methods, and good statIstICS 
are not available. 

It would seem that specific professional groups among the prole
tarians were historically more active rebels than others, and that 
the proletariat always included elements which were disinterested 
and opposed to revolution. A similar situation has existed with 
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respect to the peasants. Under certain conditions, select ethnic and 
religious groups may become revolutionary, that is portions of such 
groups would display the marks of activists. 

By and large, modern terrorism is characterized by a member
ship of upper- or middle-class background and with a strong ideo
logical commitment usually originating in university environ
ments. In the academic society numbers of organizations are func
tioning which may propel potential recruits to convenient organiza
tional attachments. However, terrorists may also arise from mili
tliry and paramilitary backgrounds, which condition them to volun
teer for special and hazardous duty. Terrorists of this type may 
lack ideological loyalties and tend to be neutral with respect to 
class origin. They are attracted by adventure and combat, and they 
may be driven by fury. 

Women have historically participated in terroristic activities, for 
example, Charlotte Corday who killed Marat, and they are playing 
a greater role during the present period than before. The mobiliza
tion of females as principals of terrorism is surprising and requires 
more analysis. Are we confronted by something like a mental 
mutation? I would doubt it. But feminism, changes in female pro
fessions, and political activation through propaganda and 'universi
ty attendance, may play a role. 

It is to be noted that terrorists of the intellectual type are suicide 
prone and that women terrorists also appear to show a high inci
dence of suicide. Female suicides in Castro's entourage have at
tracted attention-just like in the case of Hitler. Presumably there 
is a correlation between terrorism and manic-depressive disorders. 

Irrespective of the intentions of the terrorists themselves, the 
phenomenon of modern terrorism overlaps with such events as 
arms competitions or races, arms limitations, commando-partisan 
and guerrilla operations, and military operations by proxies and 
foreign legions. A military strategist may include terrorism into his 
grand strategy, for example, for missions which are supplementary 
to nuclear operatim:s, or substitutions for large-scale and nuclear 
warfare. On their part, the terrorists, unless they are mentally 
isol:;tted from what is going on around them, tend to decide on their 
projects in line with given opportunities. 

It is, therefore, wise to regard terrorism, whatever the character
istics of particular operations or campaigns, as military enter
prises. More precisely: Terrorist operations are of a military type, 
but they are undertaken in a legal framework which is different 
from that in which military forces fight. Regular soldiers wage war 
against a foreign and hostile military force. By contrast, terrorist 
operations are undertaken by armed men against unarmed persons 
who usually are not foreigners, who do not know that they are 
targets, and who become victims of surprise. While politically con
scious terrorists aim primarily at liquidating leadership personal
ities and members of top staffs, as well as medium-rank persons 
like judges, or else at punishing low-rank personnel like policemen 
or jailers, military operations are directed against armed forces. 

The terrorists and the military may both pursue similar objec
tives, such as the overthrow of a government, or a system or ruler, 
or the splitting of a country, or the destabilization of society; they 
both enforce discipline by punishing deserters andt.:raitors. 
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The terrorists may pursue a number of ~bject~ves which are n?t 
practical for the military, such as kidnapings In or~er to obtaIn 
ransom; and obviously, the milita~y are engaged In programs 
which cannot be duplicated by terrorists. . 

The objectives of the military and the terrorists a~so may .be 
mutually supplementary. There are milit~ry uni~s WhICh practice 
terrorist or quasi-terrorist tactics and antiterrOrism, for e~ample, 
commandoes, partisans, scouts, Green Berets, and Al ~alka, the 
regular terror branch of .the Syrian Army; as w~ll as outfIts execut-
ing intelligence penetratIOns and sabotage.' . 

Regular military and police forces have been k:r:own to engage I~ 
terrorism, but sometimes they have been emplOYIng se.cret ~rg~n~
zations for such purposes. Examples include the SerVICe d ActIOn 
Civique [SAC] of General d~ Gaun~-whi~h. he used to sup~r~ss 
military resistance against hIS Algerian pohcles-an.d the BraZIlIan 
death squads which were a derivative of the polIc~. The secret 
Libyan assassination squads seem to be emb~dded In th~ army. 

Military persons are moved by orders from hIgher aut~orIty, and 
they may lack ideological motives; in any event, obedIe:r:ce must 
prime belief. Terroristic units which consist of self-recruIted per
sonnel are moved by factors like ideology, personal attachment to 
self-recruited leaders, and personal motivations, such as revenge 
and hatred. Naturally, there are nonid~ological kille! types and 
enforcers who are actuated by psychologICal and vocatIona.1 factors 
and interest in money. Often terrorism is a deregulated and pri-
vate war. 

In a simplified scheme four basic forms of terrorism can be 
distinguished: . . . 

One. Established legal authOrity may embark on terroristic wars, 
like the Mongols; or after defeat and hostile occupation the rem
nants of the legal or regular forces plus civilian volunteers may 
substitute for the state and continue defense and stimulate resist
ance through terrorism. Examples: The Spanish guerrillas who 
rose against Napoleon, and the French Maquis who opposed the 
Nazi occupants. 

Two. Persons and groups who want to usurp power and conquer 
authority may resort to terrorism. Example: The Viet Cong guerril
las. The Hashishin or assassins of the Middle East, 100 to 800 years 
ago, were a mixed form in that they were commended by estab
lished authority-though not the type of authority which was rec
ognized by the coexisting states. They concentrated on antiperson
nel terrorism, largely to eliminate rulers disliked by their leader, 
and they used systematic assassinations as an ex<.:!usive master 
strategy, successfully persisting in this project for some 200 years. 

Three. Persons opposed to authority and motivated by anarchis
tic ideas may use terrorism-they think they have no other choice. 
This type of terrorism is usually of a sporadic nature. 

Four. Terrorist groups may be recruited and used by a foreign 
state utilizing terroristic unrest as a concealed form of hostility or 
aggression. 

Moreover, there are groups which engage in private wars, so to 
speak, like pirates, slavers, robber-knights, brigands, and friends of 
the poor like Robin Hood, and Vehme avengers. 
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Terrorism tends to be divided into rightist and leftist forms, with 
multiple overlaps. It is geared to political and social power strug
gles; to ethnic struggles-for or against foreign domination or for 
equal ethnic rights; and to ideological, philosophical, political, or 
religious issues. It plays a major role in succession of rulers, and in 
the creation and restructuring of states. The succession of Roman 
Emperors was usually decided by terroristic action, and so was 
repeatedly the succession in the Russian State. Parallels can be 
found in the history of the Persian and the Turkish Empires. 

Terrorism also occurs in connection with the establishment of a 
state. For example in Switzerland, a terrorist like Wilhelm Tell 
may become the national hero who accomplished the terrnination 
of foreign rule. Often states are reshuffled. For eX::lmple, the 
U.S.S.R. arose from Imperial Russia. Austria-Hungary was split up, 
and several new states emerged. All of these processes are related 
to, or accompanied by terrorism which shows up in larger or small
er doses. Serbian terrorism, supported by Russia against Austria
Hungary, led to World War I. 

The doctrine, the purpose, the operational rules, and the actual 
operations, as well as the identities of the operators and the com
manders of terrorism, are concealed as a matter of necessity, chief
ly by secrecy and disinformation, as well as by complexity of orga
nization-for example, front and cover organizations, and frequent 
name changes. 

The situation can be visualized by considering the Chinese box as 
an organization model-one box is within another, which sits 
within a third box which, in turn, is contained in a fourth box, and 
so on. Terrorism may be symbolized by the smallest or the core 
box, and the surrounding larger boxes may stand for ever larger 
surrounding groups, situations, conditions, and decoys. 

If terrorism were an instrument or tool of state power, not a self
driving group, it could be conceived as being under control from 
one or more of the larger boxes. The obs~rver would have to 
determine which of the larger boxes provides the propulsion; and 
whether this propulsion is activated from an ultimate and still 
larger box. The observer also must confirm whether the core box is 
not acting against one or more of the larger envelopes but is kept 
under control. 

Once this is clarifi~d, the question arises whether propulsion 
from above works by command, or passively by tolerance of autono
mous terrorist undertakings, or is restricted to provision, and occa
sional denial, of resources and software assets. The more profes
sional and strategic the terrorist operation is, the more difficult it 
is to see through the covers and to fool the deceivers. 

Moder'u terror organizations are often linked to political and 
ideological propaganda outfits, to parties, or quasi-parties. In the 
structure of Italian terrorism there has functioned a party which is 
not a party which runs in elections, but a quasi-party which cre
ates political atmosphere. It is called autonomia-autonomy-and 
from it have sprung the major left terrorist organizations such as 
the Red Brigades, Lotta Continua, Primea Linea: and others. 
Poters operaio is another quasi-party which may be out of business. 

The various Italian terror-connected organizations, in one way or 
the other, can all be traced back to the Italian Rockefeller-if I 
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may use the term-the publisher Gian-Giacomo Feltri~elli, who is 
d d He founded most of those groups, or theIr ancestors, now ea. '., ' 

during the late 1960 s and early 1970 s'. . 
As those organizations became actIve, they splIt, ~nd a~ they 

suffered losses, they changed membershiI?' The .Red BrIgade IS n?w 
under the fourth generation of leadershIp, WhICh, S? fa~, remaIns 
unidentified. So for as we know, the fir~t capo and InspIrator was 
Feltrinelli, and the second Antonio NegrI, a very learned professo~, 
now in jail. It is a very complex picture. Fundamentally, though, It 
is one total effort, that of the armed party. T~e German RAF a.nd 
EI Fatah also have gone through four generatIOns, the latt~r With 
secondary lines. The RAF displayed recently an anarchIst off-
spring, the Black Block. . . 

As pointed out, terrorism mu~t ?e executed through. mIlItary 
means. Aside from firepower, thIS In~olv~s the s~s~ematIc collec
tion of intelligence logistics, communICatIOns, traInIng,. and plan
ning. All of this c~lls for professionalism. If th.e work IS done by 
amateurs terrorism is a game of chance. ThIS does n?t mean, 
however 'that it is necessarily ineffective: Chance and aCCIdent can 
be of gr~at help provided the terrorist stands ready to take advan-
tage of it. 

If a terrodst can can just hit a target because. the ta:get walks 
by and the terrorist just happens to be there wIth a pistul, well, 
that does not make much difference. Only the end result counts. 
The individual acting initiatively by himself, and on the spur of the 
moment, plays a crucial r?l~ in terrorism.. . 

Tactics are highly varIable and tech~ology IS constantly ~e~ng 
upgraded. There is a premium on inventIveness and on the utIlIza-
tion of ruses. . . 

The historical depth of terrorism goes back to antiquIty. God 
knows whether it goes back to the Stone Age and the Ice Ages. If 
you look for them, you can find many examples ~n all epochs. 

I hate to use the old cliche of the oldest profeSSIOn: there are 
several oldest professions. But terrori~m is certainly on.e of the~. 
Only old terrorism was highly sporadIc and local, and It was neI
ther continuous nor ubiquitous. 

Its present geographic distribution is global, in the sense that 
most states-according to estimates about 70-as well as stateless 
peoples are affected by terrorist and countert~rrorist unrest. If you 
review one country after the other, you WIll find that qUIte a 
number of them have not just one terroristic strain, but several; 
and in many instances, those operations have been going on for 
years. Here are 23 examples of countries, in alphabetical order: 
Armenia, Basquia-or the lands of the Basques-Bengal-Bangla
desh, Cambodia, Colombia, Guatemala, Iraq, Ireland, Italy, Kurdis
tan Lebanon, Malaysia, Macedonia, Palestine-Isreal, Philippines, 
Sp~in, Syria, Thailand, Turkey, Vietnam, and Yugoslavia. To those 
should be added Russia-Ukraine and China. Libya, and also France 
and Germany, may be entering this set, bringing the total to 26. 

Government forces may use terrorism defensively to repress or 
prevent violent opposition, or offensively to conquer. Repressive 
measures, for example, concentration camps are an important form 
of terrorism. 
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Also, government forces may regard terrorism as a mere auxil
iary weapon, system, or technique, or they may use it as a major 
strategy. 

The Hashishin model has not found many imitations, and there 
have been differences in the emphasis places by various terrorist 
groups on assassinations of selected target persons. 

It is the essense of conflict that when you fight an enemy, 
whether that enemy is a nation, a religion, a movement, or a state, 
its power ~nd threat are necessarily compressed in a leader or a 
number of leaders. Therefore, by concentrating on such cru0ial 
targets conflict may be curtailed. Rather than bombing or burning 
the cities, invading the country, or chasing the population, it may 
be sufficient to eliminate the leaderCs). In the past, such a project 
was infeasible. At present, it is conceivable that entire leadership 
groups may become vulnerable to terroristic operations. 

Our discussion is still under the heading of government forces 
utilizing terrorism. What states are able to engage in terrorism? It 
is not necessary that to adopt terrorism, a state must be big and 
rich. On the contrary, small states may be interested in using 
terrorism because given their limited capabilities, terrorism may 
multiply their power and influence. Potentially terrorism is a 
cheap method of aggradizement. Serbia is an early and impressive 
example. Cuba and Lybia offer recent illustrations. However, de
mocracies are unable to opt for a terrorist strategy. 

Government forces have as one of their duties the repression of 
terrorist action which is directed against their state, and to main
tain and- reestablish order. 

Literature on counterterrorism barely exists. The subject re
mains a vast area of deliberate and innocent confusion. It is very 
easy to define the counterterrorist as a terrorist, and such a defini
tion may be correct in some instances. Nevertheless, there are vast 
differences which must be respected. 

The insurrectionary terrorist-the person whom we usually refer 
to as terrorist-may use assassinations as a part of a vast arsenal 
which includes military enterprises, strikes, psychological oper
ations, and mass movements of going to the barricades. Or else he 
may use assassinations and kidnappings as his major weapons. 

For the loner, the terroristic attack is usually little more than a 
spectacular combination of murder and suicide. The loner wants 
psychological satisfaction and drama, and his ideal is to get the 
biggest firecracker on the target with the highest symbolism. He is 
almost impossible to control and to forestall. Yet one must not fall 
for the trick of exhibiting or feigning a loner when in reality the 
assassin was linked and organized. 

When you read standard American literature on the history of 
terroristic acts against American Presidents, the assassins are con
sistently described as nuts and loners. I put it to you that this 
interpretation is not supported by the record in all instances. It is 
simplistic to think in absolute terms like "loners" and "conspira
tors," and then to define "conspiracy" in such a way that it can 
never be discovered. 

The target individuals may be personages of the State, of the 
army, and of economic life. Also cultural and artistic targets are 
important from the psychological point of view. Other targets such 
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, idiots." Basically they help for personal and intellectual polit~cal 
reasons. If terrorism were politically unacceptable, the terro~I~ts 
would be finished like a fish on land. Hence political acceptabIlIty 
is still another conditio sine qua non of terrorism. It is the fact of 
acceptability which needs elucidation. . 

The classical theory of war did not assume that terrOrism or 
guerrilla warfare would ever come to the point of being really 
significant-the little war did. not count in comparison with the big 
war. Under modern conditions, with nuclear capabilities, the di~
dain of small wars is no longer realistic, and the classical theory IS 
no longer entirely true. Inevitably, there will be strategists who 
prefer to wage war through reduced violence and reduced risks. 
Such strategists would realize that terrorism cannot be a technique 
of large-area conquest. They would bank instead on terrorism as a 
strategic technique of destabilization and paralysis. They may hope 
that after the creati0n of chaos the target country can be taken 
over by political conquest, the conquerors either being the terror
ists who stayed alive and assumed command, or their sponsors; or 
an uninvited guest. 

Of course, the terrorists require strategic cover. That cover may 
be provided silently by the mere existence of nuclear weapons; 
perhaps by large conventional systems; and most effectively by 
military-technological superiority illuminated by sustained military 
pressure. 

Given advl";l.ntages in military strength and successes in destabi
lizing operations, classical battle which decided the outcome of war 
no longer .would be mandatory. If battle did occur, the terrorists 
may ease the tasks of the regular soldiers. 

How did the new situation emerge? During World War II, terror
ist forces were largely Nazi oriented. However, the German nazis 
were more exterminatory and genocidal than terroristic. The Iron 
Guard of Romania moved under the symbol of Archangel Michael. 
This concept originated in tsarist Russia when the angelic symbol 
was related to antisemitic pogroms and to operations against 
groups formenting the 1905 revolution. The Ustashis of Croatia 
engaged in terrorism against the Serbs, who reciprocated: just a 
phase in an age-old ethnic conflict. 

When the question came up in the Government of Romania 
whether the Iron Guard types should be suppressed, Marshal An
tonescu called Hitler on the telephone. Hitler told him that he 
could not stomach the Iron Guard-in other words, they were too 
murderous even for him. 

World War II also saw the emergence of anti-Nazi or leftist 
guerrillas, largely built up by the U.S.S.R. and Britain, and toward 
the end of the war, also by the United States. This is an oversimpli
fied summary, in order not to waste time on history. Fundamental
ly, at the beginning of the conflict the Nazis predominated in 
regular warfare. At its close, the irregular units were leftists, and 
they possessed substantial strength. 
. Today, terr?rist groups still are almost exclusively leftist. Right
Ist groups eXIst, to be sure, and they are operating, but they are 
substantially smaller, and far more limited in territorial scope and 
political impact. For example, in West Germany, the ratio between 
right and left terrorists is less than 1 to 10. In Italy it is 1 to 10, at 
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the most 2 to 10. In Turkey, a few years ago, it was roughly 1 to 5, 
~nd it was estimated at 1 to 3 when the military took over. 

However, rates don't tell the whole story. According to the 
German Office for the Protection of the Constitution, there were 
early in 1981, 800 organized neo-Nazi activists, 600 neo-Nazis work
ing in isolation-and about 400 financial backers; and neo-Nazi 
criminality rose by 10 percent in 1 year to number in 1980 about 
1,600 crimes. This included 13 acts of violence like murder, bomb
ings, and arson. Of those crimes three-quarters are attributed neo
Nazis, the rest to other right radicals. 

One should keep in mind that there have been fairly frequent 
"changes of front," meaning individuals move from the left to the 
right, or vice versa. There was a great deal of interplay between 
Communist and Nazis before and after World War II. 

Before the war, Communists were joining the Nazi party, and 
some of them rose to high positions. After the war, some of the 
Nazis-notably Gestapo types-joined the Communists in East Ger
many. This is one of those "skeleton-in-the-closet" stories which it 
is unpopular to bring up. 

A terrorist is first of all a terrorist. He is violent, he wants to do 
violence. He loves the blood, the excitement, and the killings. That 
is his No.1 desire. 

Whether he does this for the left or the right is a secondary 
question. The priorities are, bloody violence first; ideology or loyal
ty may come second. The ideology would be very much reduced to 
monosyllabic basics. 

At the present time, the leftist groups appear to be divided by 
ideological differences. Some of those differences are quite serious, 
for example, those which touch on the Sino-Soviet split. In general, 
however, virtually all leftist terrorists regard themselves as Com
munists and openly proclaim this attachment. The appelation or 
description is not a label fabricated by the opponents, communism 
is the term which those terrorists apply to themselves. 

They may regard themselves as orthodox Communists or as het
erodox Communists, that is, either as members or affiliates of a 
local CP tied to the Kremlin, or as Communists who disagree with 
CP policies. Some of the advertised disagreements may be feigned 
to conceal real agreement. 

The Red Brigades oppose certain policies of the Communist Party 
of Italy. They are not necessarily opposing the Communist Party 
itself, but officially they are independent. They reject specifically 
the CPI policy of promoting the "historical compromise" between 
the Communists and the Christian Democrats. This quaint term 
may be interpreted as a step by the CPI toward democracy. The 
CPSU does not like this deviation, but it is disinclined to quarrel 
openly with the Italian comrades. It is also disinclined to support 
the Red Brigades openly, who have refrained from extending their 
terrorism to the CPI. Instead, they eliminated former prime minis
ter AldQ Moro, the chief DC protagonist of the historical compro
mise. 

The followers of Negri espouse "no work" slogans. This crazy 
idea is believed to help prepare general strikes. It also is used for 
action slogans to impose work on everybody: if everybody works, 
work time can be reduced for everybody. 
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Some comrades are more or less Communist than others, but 
they all belong to the same family of Communists, with the patri
arch sitting in Moscow. So long as the terrorists don't kill members 
of the orthodox CP's, their thinking may be wildly heterodox, but 
they have not cut the family ties. . 

The Trotskyites have been the favorite whipping boys of the 
orthodox Communists. Nevertheless, Trotskyites organized the ERP 
in Argentina-that is, the Revolutionary Army of the People
which functioned as the single most effective element in the Argen
tine terrorism of the late 1970's. The local orthodox Communists 
and the Castroites collaborated with them fully. There are quite a 
few Trotskyite organizations which are taking their writ from Leon 
Trotsky himself, and are very much inclined toward terrorism. 

On the other hand, groups linked to Che Guevara or Castro are 
little more than proxies of the U.S.S.R. But while they are proxies, 
they also follow their own lights. 

The Arab terrorists pose a problem of their own. They share with 
the Communists some beliefs, and their "socialism" is not more of 
a facade than the socialism or communism of the Soviets. Yet 
national ethnic factors are very significant among the Arabs; above 
everything else there is the religious factor. The religious problem 
occurs on three levels: One, true-believing Moslem terrorists who 
don't buy Communist atheism; two, Moslem terrorists who are 
hostile to Christianity and Judaism; three, Islamic subgroups, espe
cially Sunna and Shia, who are mutually hostile .. (For example, 
Saika-related Shia terrorists and members of the Sunni Moslem 
brotherhood often kill one another.) Also, Marxist groups who 
downgrade religion occassionally get into fights with groups who 
tend toward Moslem fanaticism, Arab Socialists with ambiguous 
religious beliefs may pose as fervent Moslems. They give them
selves away if they attribute the highest authority to the Arab 
nation. In his "Green Book," Qadhafi acted in this fashion: He is a 
fanatic but hardly a Moslem fanatic. 

The Iranian left, for example, is divided in three main proterror
ist and terrorist groups: the Tudeh Party is an orthodox CP, with 
slight modifications toward Islam and Iranian traditions; the Peo
ple's Fedaheen and mildly orthodox Communist Moslems and 
Marxists; the People's Mujahedin are heterodox Corn:nunist Marx
ists with Moslem admixtures. The Tudeh support Khomeini gener
ally, and so do the Fedaheen. The Mujahedin oppose Khomeini and 
have penetrated the system. (Hence they often are referred to as 
Monefequin or hypocrites.) All three groups use Islam to conceal 
their goals. Khomeini and his followers practice terrorism in the 
name of Islam. 

The PLO, on its part, may be divided into a selectively terroristic 
group, a professed Marxist or Communist group, and radically 
terroristic Syrian and Iraqi partisans. Palestinian nationalism has 
second priority after socialism, and the Moslem faith third priority. 

It should be observed that the opponents of terrorism, so far, 
hav~ not succe~ded in ~plitting up the terrorist groups, or to break 
up mtergroup mternatIOnal cooperation of the terrorist. It is not 
even certain that such action was ever tried. 

If today it is not feasible to split the terrorists from one another 
one must consider that in case of war, it may be quite impossibl~ 
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for the non-Communist side to split these terroristic organizations, 
to split Communists from "Communists," and to split Arab and 
Moslem terrorists from Communist parties and agencies. During 
war most leftists may forget their differences and follow the 
U.S.S.R. National ethnic and right extremist groups hardly will 
throw in their lot with the Communists but they can be expected to 
make trouble for the enemies of the U.S.S.R. . 

Thus, modern terrorism is a factor of the greatest military sig
nificance. In this dimension this threat is often overlooked, and 
people do not want to talk about it. 

Another point. The terrorist forces possess a high degree of inter
national mobility which was not the case with guerrillas of the 
historical type. The guerrilla is a local man, usually a local peasant 
lead by local intellectuals. But the terrorist may be an internation
al type who travels all over the globe, and is in contact with 
thoroughly trained and well-informed experts and agents. 

There exists a large Communist terroristic force, a Communist 
terrorist army which includes victorious and defeated elements. As 
of today, this international army is not yet fully deployed. The 
evident intent is to achieve full deployment and to emplace terror
capable, well-armed focuses equipped with modern arms and com
munications, which so the hope goes, would function permanently 
and ubiquitously. ' 

The terrorist force or army may be slated ultimately to perform 
as a branch of the military establishment of the U.S.S.R.-not all, 
but a large portion of it. This potential, or this possibility, is 
inevitably interwoven with Soviet and anti-Soviet strategies relat
ing to deterrence and initiation of war. 

Since such a setup would require practical invulnerability, prag
matists may be skeptical. Still, in democracies, as they are run 
today, outfits like the Badder-Meinhof group's successor units have 
shown surprising longevity: In 1979 an attempt was made against 
Gen. Alexander Haig, and in 1981 Rote Zelle [red cell] still was 
operating. Also the El-Fatah-PLO outfits, Spain's Grapo, and espe
cially Italy's Red Brigades evidently know how to survive. Defec
tions occur but they are rare. 

"Invulnerability" may be an overdrawn term and, certainly, in
telligent and aging terrorists tend to quit the terrorist front ulti
mately. But such groups can indefinitely reconstitute themselves, 
albeit with complete change of personnel, for as long as the ideolo
gy remains persuasive, and enthusiasm and operational skills are 
being transmitted. As well, for as long as sovereign countries are 
shielding terrorists, many of the killers survive. 

By way of conclusion: How did this phenomenon emerge? Histori
cal, sporadic terrorism is nothing but an ancestor, four or five 
generations removed. The contemporary offspring is quite different. 
More recent ancestors existed during World War II. The French 
were confronted by more or less spontaneous terrorism in South
east Asia and Algeria, and adopted some of the lessons during the 
1950's. 

In 1961, the United States failed at the Bay of Pigs, Cuba, and 
acquiesced in the building of the Berlin Wall. A buildup of Cuban 
proto-terroristic operations followed, and in West Germany, the so
called extra-parliamentary opposition [APO], emerged, together 
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with university radicalism [SDS] which embar~ed upon bloodl~ss 
violence. In 1963, President Kennedy was assassln~te~ by a Marine 
who had defected to the U.S.S.R., where 1:e mmntall:ed c:ontacts 
with the KGB. In 1965, the United States Intervened In. Vletn~m, 
operated ineffectively, and becam~ the. t~rg~t of ever-IncreasIng 
propaganda exposing alleged AmerIc~n InjUstices and weaknes~es. 

The Chinese turned to an extremIst stra~egy of rural guerrII~a 
warfare, which Che Guevara sought to activate uns.ucce.ssfun~ In 
Latin America. The China strategy, formulated by LIn Plao, failed 
also. . t hid A new strategy was worked out by Castro ~nd hIS exper s, e pe 
by Gian Giacomo Feltrinelli and Carlos ¥arlI~.ghela, wh:o wrote: the 
textbook on urban guerrilla warfare. ThIS SWItch was eIther stimu-
lated or approved by Moscow. . 

This turn reduced the importance of rural guerrilla ~arfare,. and 
took into account the potential which was adumbrated In BrazIl by 
urban operations, and in West Germany by SDS, A~O, and ~parta
kus, a militant Communist group. The ~ost dramatic tranSItion. to 
terrorism occurred in West Germany, wIth East Germany plaYIng 
the role of midwife-a role which the admirers of Karl Marx love 
to perform. 

Whatever the Communists tried and did, one key to the develop
ment is to be found in the glaring deficiencies of U.S. strategy, In 
American vulnerabilities, and in American defeats. 

Weakness attracts hostility. The obverse is also true. As so<?n ~ 
the United States were to become resolute and successful agaIn, It 
would cease being the foremost target of .all those w ho ~arad~ as 
creative revolutionaries, and who are nothIng but destructive dlsor
ganizers, and destabilizers. 

TERRORIST INTERNATIONAL 

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Possony. That will 
be a very substantial addition to our documentation in this study. 

Dr. POSSONY. I have a second part. 
Senator DENTON. All right, sir, certainly. May we interject some 

questions at this point? 
Dr. POSSONY. Yes, please. 
Senator DENTON. Thank you, sir. 
As you probably know, sir, one aspect of this study is to dete~

mine from knowledgeable people such as yourself whether there IS 
a significant Soviet or Communist influence involved in the inter
national "terrorism going on today, and especially what its effect is 
upon our security. 

So that there is no question about where you stand on that 
particular question, I would ask you to comment, if you wish to, on 
a statement in your book. I must say that at this point I, as the 
chairman of this subcommittee, agree with what you say here. I 
would like for you to reaffirm it because it seems that some of the 
quotations come from contexts which mystify me. So, I will start 
with this question. 

The book is one written by xou called, "International Terrorism: 
The Communist Connection,' written by you and L. Francis 
Bouchey. 
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You are referring to the terrorist panorama in this chapter and 
you say, "They are certainly cooperating with one an~ther more 
and more as if they constituted a Terrorist InternatIOnal, con
trolled and directed by some central authority." In italics you say, 
"This study does not make that claim bec~use the f~cts do not 
warrant that conclusion," namely that there IS a TerrOrist Interna
tional, controlled and directed by some central authority. 

For the record I would like to say that, having read some of your 
writings and a number of others, when I began this hearing I 
believed that; and yet, the principal news item the day after t?-e 
first hearing was that I was unable to prove tha~ such a ~errorIst 
International, directly controlled and dIrected eXIsted-whICh mys
tifies me because I knew for openers that that was not the case. 

You go on to say-and this I al~,o agre.e with-"But it. d<?e.s 
recognizes"-your book, your study- and WIll show that a .sIgnlfI
cant degree of coordination of terrorist activities does eXIst and 
that it is mainly Communists who are doing the coordinating." 

"Put differently"-you go on-"If Communist governments and 
political groupings of one ideological emphasis or another .were to 
cease terrorist activity and assistance, the present wave of Interna
tional terrorism would be squashed." 

Do you still feel that way, Dr. Possony? 
Dr. POSSONY. Senator, my second part will deal exclusively with 

this interrelationship between communism and terrorism. 
Let me just say this, the word "The International" or "An Inter

national" is a misleading term in connection with terrorism. The 
comparison with what happened under Marx, or what happened 
under. the Second International, or even under Lenin's Third Inter
national and the current terroristic complex would be wrong. The 
correct question is, whether or not the Soviets, that is the Kremlin, 
are engaged directly and/ or indirectly in terrorism. 

The answer to that question is, yes. I will later develop that 
further. The answer does not imply the assumption, or the asser
tion that all Communist governments are necessarily involved in 
terr~rism. Perhaps all of them have at some time or other carr.ied 
out terrorist actions. But I do not believe-and I do not thInk 
anybody would believe-that as of today the Poles-party or 
state-are engaged in terrorism. For the time being they are play
ing a new game. 

There are several governments in the Communist camp which 
are devoted to terrorism and practice it; and others which are not. 
We should make the distinction. 

Senator DENTON. Yes, sir. You have no reason to change your 
opinion regarding the quotation I made from your book? 

Dr. POSSONY. Well, I do not really have the quotation too well in 
mind but I remember the whole discussion was whether or not the 
terro~ist phenomenon can be explained by exclusively putting it on 
Soviet shoulders. I do not believe it can so be explained, exclusive
ly. The point obviously is that the Soviets playa major role in this 
business. But they don't exercise a monopoly. 

Senator DENTON. Yes, sir. I think that is the "news" point. It is 
certainly the publicly consciousness which, unless it is raised to 
recognize that point, will not. ~ermit the leaders?ip to t~ke any 
steps which might preclude InjUry to our security by VIrtue of 
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ignorance of this point. So, I do hope that when witnesses testify to 
that aspect, that it is so reported. 

I acknowledged yesterday that I was quite surprised to learn as I 
went into this, the degree of Soviet involvement, and also. men
tioned a point about the IRA which has been quoted both In the 
New York and Washington papers. I would like to, assuming the 
goodwill of those who are reporting and asking them not to pre
sume that I have any ill will, I would like to have that point more 
clearly made in the newspapers if possible. 

I was indeed surprised to be convinced, as I pursued this, that 
the IRA has been infiltrated-the Provisional IRA and the IRA-to 
the degree that they have, by Communist influence. 

There have been a number of witnesses, not just one, who have 
indicated that. You in your book on page 35 say things which I 
agree with. The first point, that, 

Terrorism in Ireland has deep, historic roots involving a struggle between Protes
tants and Catholics; a correlary struggle between Irish Nationalists and the British, 
and reflecting a long history of British overlordship. The trouble originated during 
the reign of Elizabeth I, and predates the Communists by some 300 years. 

I will pause now, with that quote and make the comment that 
that was really all I knew about the problem in Ireland until I 
began this study. Then I started learning things like the following 
quotation from you: 

The Irish Republican Army can trace its immediate history to World War I, when 
its cause was unsuccessfully supported by the Germans against Britain. The Com
munists had nothing to do with this prehistory. However, the official IRA now 
regards itself as Marxist, and the Provisional IRA, which is mainly responsible for 
the terror, is Catholic but also inspired by Maoist thinking. Thus, communism has 
been exercising a strong ideological impact upon a national religious struggle of 
very ancient vintage. 

You go on, 
The Irish terrorists obtain part of their funds from blackmail and expropriations 

within Ireland and Ulster. They also are obtaining considerable amounts from Irish 
groups and individuals living in the United States. 

I only read this last night, incidentally. 
It is reported that some of their weapons are procured by American arms mer

~ha~ts. Howeyer,. ~o.st of their weapons o~iginate in Czechoslo~akia and quite a few 
m LIbya, WhICh InItially secured the eqUIpment from the SOVIet Bloc. The Soviets 
doubtless hope to see Great Britain, a NATO ally, neutralized as a potential adver
sary as a result of the continuing Ulster impasse. Murders and other terrorist acts 
of se,veral ?rotestant gr?ups ~re a. major feature and should be kept in mind in any 
conSIderatIOn of the IrIsh SItuatIOn. However, the Protestants have received no 
known Soviet aid. 

Then you mention some of the Protestant terrorist groups. Then 
you go on about Communist assistance to the IRA. 

You say, "Communist assistance to the IRA Provos has taken 
various forms. We have already noted that in 1971" and this was 
also noted in Claire Sterling's and in other books-

Dutch authorities confiscated a shipment of arms bound from Czechoslovakia to 
Ireland. In the late 1960's, some IRA guerrillas were trained at Marxist PFLP 
camps located in Jordan, a fact indicative of IRA links with international terrorist 
groups. The links are numerous. 

You &,0 on to. m~ntion a conference. of r~presentatives of guerrilla 
groups In DublIn In May 1972, at whICh time the .PFLP was said to 
have offered the diplomatic cover of an Arab nation to run arms 
into Ireland. Then you mention a London Telegraph story. 
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I would like to quote in this context from Bishop-I cannot 
pronounce the name very well-Dr. Cathal Daily, Roman Catholic 
Bishop of Ardach of CIon MacNois, who said in Belfast on Novem
ber 26, 1974, 

There is no historical continuity whatever between the present, largely faceless, 
leaders of the self-styled Republican Movement and their honorable forebears. 
There is no moral continuity between their methods and those of an earlier struggle 
for independence. One of the aims of the present Republican Movement is to 
overthrow the very institution of democracy which earlier Republicans sacrificed 
life and limb to establish. 

I could quote from a August 30, 1979, U.S. State Department 
statement which condemns absolutely and in the strongest terms, 

Any and all support, whether it be direct or indirect, for the Irish Republican 
Army or any other organizations 'Yhich pursue their aims through terrorist activity. 

This was in c'onnection with the assassination of Lord Mountbat
ten. 

I could quote about 30 sources here at this desk about the infH
tration and influence of the Communists in the IRA movement. 
This is. not to say that I do not sympathize with the original cause. 
I ani simply deriving my opinions from what I consider to be 
authoritative and objective information. 

Would you have any comment to make regarding the IRA and 
the influence of Communists in it? 

Dr. POSSONY. Senator, I have not recently made a study on 
Ireland, so, please keep in mind that I have to improvise a little. 

Several things occur to me. First of all, Ireland is a case of a 
permanent terroristic war or revolution going back to the times of 
Elizabeth I and Philip II of Spain, and to the Napoleonic period. 
Second, in the course of this protracted effort, they have been 
playing games of getting support from the French, from the Ameri
cans, from the Germans, and from God knows who. Third, the 
Communists always, as a. matter of principle, try to exploit any 
grievance, tension, conflict, violence-they fish in every water. Un
doubtedly,. there are genuine Communists among the Irish, but are 
there many, or ate they merely the loudest and perhaps the most 
active? , 

During mid-1930 the ·Moslem Palestinian guerrillas or terrorists 
under the Mufti of Jerusalem got help-money and weapons-from 
the British, the German Nazis, the Italian Fascists, and-please 
note this-the Communists in the U.S.S.R. Obviously, those ex
traordinarily skillful Palestinians would have been hard put to 
choose or follow one Qr any foreign line. They had no option but 
their own. The Irish Communists are dedicated to Communist 
goals, but most Irish nationals are not. Unfortunately, churches 
have been ineffective in this cauldron. 

. Part of the Irish historical framework is to consider as an ally 
anybody, however, sinful or however saintly he might be, who 
provides them with help. They have been maintaining this particu
lar habit through the entire period. During World War I and 
subsequently, there were connections between the Irish and Latin 
Americans, and the Germans were organizing the Communist 
Party of Mexico, with the help of the Irish-plus one Asian Indian. 
At that point. one gets crazy figuring out who is who in this 
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political warfare racket: It. is impossible to. ~n~ the true link and 
perferred beliefs do not IndICate the real afflhatlOns. . 

Therefore, as a matter of principle, if there are reports th~t Insh 
revolutionaries or terrorists are obtaining weapons from behInd the 
Iron Curtain I would ask, "Of course, what else do you expect?" If 
the next sentence says, "They also obtained quite a bit from Libya 
and the United States," the answer would be again: "Of course, 
what else do you expect? That is exactly what they would be 
d · " Olng. . ' 

Senator DENTON. Sir, may I ask you agaIn, you say In your book, 
and I am reading it only as a reference, you say, "How~ver, most ?f 
their weapons originated in Czechoslovakia, and qUIte a few In 
Libya." 

So, to say that they are coming equitably from all places coun~er
dicts this statement.-

Dr. POSSONY. Well, the book was written about 4 or 5 years ago 
and reflected the latest news of that time. I am not sure that today 
I would say most. I do not have the most recent evidence. At one 
particular point a ship was intercepted pointing to Libya. Recently, 
the Neue Zuericher Zeitung, the best informed and most reliable 
continental newspaper, carried a story of a few lines, and a photo
graph of weapons smuggled from the United States. Also recently, 
Qadhafi evinced a continuing interest in supplying the Irish. Is 
Czechoslovakia still in the business? Which ships carry the weap
ons under which flag? I do not know. The British apparently did 
not stop this traffic. 

Is there a Marxist connection? The word Marxist is a catch-word. 
One really must check exactly what is meant in each particular 
case. In the Catholic context of Ireland one should keep in mind 
that a number of Catholic priests or, let us say, theoreticians, have 
become interested in Marxism. Some clergymen are playing a very 
amateurish game. 

You can trace this back to Rome. A few years ago the big 
bookstore opposite the Vatican-the premier bookstore of the 
Catholic world-displayed a lot of Marxist literature, more on 
Marxism and revolution by Marxist writers, than on theology by 
Christian authors. 

vVhy should they peddle that literature in a Catholic bookstore? I 
could not understand this. The manager of the bookstore told nle, 
"Weare supposed to study atheism and therefore we have to study 
Marxism." There is no point in dissecting this confusion. 

If the Irish do one thing, they also do other things. Hence, unless 
there is more information, and unless Irish Communists are in
volved, the help they take from Marxist sources should be regarded 
as an expedient. 

No doubt, there is a strong admixture of Marxism-Leninism. The 
provisional arm of the IRA, and elements of the IRA itself may be 
serving the world revolution rather than the Irish nation. It is 
hard to explain their extremism and fanatism on any other 
ground. 

Senator DENTON. All right, sir. I thought the official arm self
proclaimed their Marxism. There is a spokesman named Ruairi 
O'Bradeigh, an IRA man of 30-years standing and president of 
their political arm, the Sinn Fein. 
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He says, 
We do not want a confederation of the South with the North, nor do we want an 

independent Ulster. We want a general dismantling of the existing establishments 
in the Irish Republic and Ulster both. 

He goes on to say, we want a Democratic Socialist Republic with 
a capital D, S, and R; third-worldish, a bit like Allende's Chile; 
flavored with thoughts from Col. Qadhafi's Green Book. "Similar to 
communism but not exactly like it. Marxist in analysis" if not 
necessarily in practice, designed to, "Nationalize industries, control 
the means of production and distribution, and take over agricul
ture under state-run cooperatives." Not German Social Democracy, 
and not quite a dictatorship of the Proletariat either, but almost. 
The Stalinist model of democratic centralism was not desirable, 
"but we could not risk having parties around who want to bring 
colonialism back, there would have to be a reckoning with them." 

If I am being mislead as I read these statements, the one in your 
book-and you say things have changed perhaps since that time-I 
want to be reled. I hve no propensity to dislike the Irish, nor the 
Catholics, of whom I happen to be one. 

Dr. POSSONY. I am not Irish, but I am Catholic. 
Senator DENTON. I would rather believe that the Irish movement 

there is totally what I thought it was formerly. I have come to 
believe that it is, to say the least, adulterated by Marxist and 
Mao's influence. If that is incorrect, I need to be corrected because 
I would be much more comfortable in the latter belief. 

Dr. POSSONY. Without reacting specifically, I would think that 
one must make an extensive study not only on Ireland but also on 
the related Catholic areas which have a history of terrorism. That 
includes Spain and Italy, Flanders, the Basque area, and offshoots 
in Latin America. 

The Italians and the Spaniards took to Bakunin-type of anar
chism during the last century, and this particular propensity still 
remains. Interrelationship between Spanish, Italian, and to a lower 
degree French and the Irish revolutionaries have existed historical
ly. Unfortunately, I have not seen an explicit analysis of this link, 
and I do not think I can improvise on it. It is a troublesome 
question how it happened that one segment of the Red Brigades did 
not hail from the CPI but from a Catholic university and from the 
Catholic youth movement. 

Senator DENTON. All right, sir. At the time you wrote the book, 
you did believe what I quoted, but now you think things may have 
changed since you wrote the book 5 years ago, and you believe a 
study further would be required to determine the present state of 
affairs. I acknowledge that. 

Dr. POSSONY. Much has changed, one has to bring it up to date. 
Senator DENTON. Well, your book was published 3 years ago, and 

the statement from Ruairi O'Bradeigh was September 13, 1979. So, 
we will continue to track that. I have no indications to indicate a 
change yet, but I am thirsty for sources that will tell me that they 
are different from those times. . 

Would you like to resume your statement? I hope there will be 
some time for questions because we have a number. 

Mr. FRANCIS. Can we take a 5-minute break? He would like to 
take a 5-minute break. 

Q 
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Senator DENTON. Yes. I und~rstand that tl?-e next p.art of your 
statement will deal with Soviet mvolvement WIth terrorIsm. 

Dr. POSSONY. Communism and terrorism. 
Senator DENTON. Yes, communism with terrorism. 
We will take a 5-minute recess and reconvene at 11:30. 
[Whereupon, a short recess was taken.] , 
Senator DENTON. The hearing will resume, and I would like to 

say before resuming that I believe that this series of hearings ~o 
far has become bipartisan. My Democratic colleagues have saId 
things to me and to the press which indicate that they trust my 
objectivity and I trust theirs. .-

My second goal wou~d. be that in terms of the media we s~are. a 
communality of objectIvIty and trust, and I have not lost Inme In 
the media. 

Indeed, I repeat that I think the hOI:e for this country lies in the 
objectivity of the media. They determIne the consensus to a large 
degree, much more so than political figures, and thus I ask for 
their assistance in guiding me in what they might see as a more 
objective approach, or a more productive approach in these hear
ings any time they have any suggestions. 

Dr. Possony, would you care to resume your statement? 
Dr. POSSONY. Thank you very much, Senator. 
Let me start out by reference to the article in the New York 

Times which was referring to the "former doctrine" of the Soviet 
Communists. 

It is quite true that the Communists or the Kremlinites, want to 
make sure we understand that they have but one single doctrine in 
which everybody believes. 

It is also true that the doctrine really has never been formulated, 
except by Americans like Nathan Leites and myself, and several 
younger colleagues. We have been working on that doctrine to find 
out what these people are really doing, and what they think they 
are doing. We started with this effort in the United States shortly 
after the war. As years rolled by, it was increasingly assumed that 
there ic:; a formal and fixed doctrine. I do not think that such an 
assumption is correct. 

I do not imply the Soviets lack a doctrine. I assert that it is not 
formal and unalterable, let alone immutable, it is subject to 
change, and it has been changing. The doctrine is flexible and 
allows multiple reinterpretations. 

To illustrate, Rosa Luxemburg emphasized the role of spontane
ity in revolution. Lenin opposed her argument, and Stalin insisted 
on party leadership, that is, he argued for command by the Polit
bureau and the Secretary General. 'fhe party achieved precedence 
over the class. Marcuse enlarged the concept of the Proletariat by 
including the elements with psychological difficulties. 

In 1971 Boris Ponomarev published a piece which, in the judg
ment of John Barron, Brian Crozier, and Claire Sterling amounted 
to a change in policy. He explained the motley composition of the 
new left-which even included Maoists and Trotskyites-yet their 
"overall anti-imperialist direction is obvious." Hence to neglect 
them, although many are "clearly contaminated by anti-Commu
nist prejudices" would "weaken the anti-Imperialist struggle;" 
Therefore the Communist Party is "ready to lead the struggle for 
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the total political power of the working class." A few words from 
the Marxist-Leninist lexicon suffice to switch from political rejec
tion to espousal, and vice versa--

The modern origins of modern communism are found in the 
period of the French Revolution. They were alluded to by Mr. 
:billington, in particular names like Robespierre, Babeuf, and Bunn
arotti. Blanqui was mentioned for a later time. The so-called secret 
societies which operated under the reign of French King Louis 
Philippe-1830-48-are the specific initiators of modern commu
nism and of terrorism. 

The lineage starts in 1795 with Francois-Noel Babeufs so-called 
conspiracv for equality. Philippe Buonarotti was a participant and 
after a break of several years continued the revolutionary labor 
through various secret organizations in Italy and France. The 
chain of secret societies in France began with la Charbonnerie 
whose successors, after 1830 repeatedly attempted to kill King 
Louis Philippe. Workers' associations began to use force, and, in 
1831 staged the first proletarian "revolution" in Lyons. Around 
1840, social theoreticians were writing about topics which later 
became absorbed in modern communism. In particular, the term 
"communism" arose in the secret societies between 1834 and 1839, 
started its public career as a perjorative term, and turned into a 
pm3itive term between 1840 and 1842 in the writings of Etienne 
Cabet and Wilhelm Weitling-and outside observer Lorenz von 
Stein. 

The word "socialism" is about 10 years older-disregarding much 
older etymological origins. It was used during 1831 in theological 
writings by Alexandre Vinet, and was introduced into the left 
vocabulary by Pierre Leroux in 1832, who made the word popular 
during 1834. It was turned into a general political term by left 
Catholics F. R. Lamennais in 1834 and Alphonse de Lamartine in 
1835, and by political scientist Louis Reybaud, 1836-38, who de
scribed the St. Simonians, Fourier, and Owen as "Socialists." 

In other words, "socialism" had not links to conspiratorial 
groups, but related to new approaches in economics. "Commu
nism," however, emerged from the conspiratorial tradition-first 
appearance in 1897 etymological roots in 16th century Spain-and 
referred to equality in form of common property through abolition 
of private poperty. It aimed at the most radical transformation of 
economic structure that was conceivable at the time. 1 

By 1839, when Buonarotti was dead and the chief secret group, 
La Societe des Saisons had undergone several mutations, still an
other futile revolt was staged and failed. A group consisting mainly 
of Germans, the League of the Just-Bund der Gerechten-which 
was affiliated with the Saisons group, rejected the leadership of 
Barbes and Blanqui, and moved to London. 

In England the Bund partially reorganized itself as an interna
tional propaganda society which also had settled in Britain. The 
traditional conspiratorial techniques were not abandoned, but it 
was sensed that they were not very promising. The 1844 revolt of 

lThe history of the two terms was elucidated by Hans Milller, "Ursprung and Geschichte des 
Wortes 'Sozialismus' and seine Verwandten," Hannover, Dietz, 1967. The history of this termi
nology can be traced to Cicero, and to the early 18th century, especially ~n Italy. Modern 
meanings emerged after the Babeuf episode. The term "terror" and variations of it are easily 
traced to Cicero, Livius, Caesar, et a1. 
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the Silesian weavers the first proletarian rising in Germany, was 
not produced by con~piracy but emerged from "cla::is struggle," for 
example allegedly mutually contrary interests between entrepre
neurs and workers. 

By 1846, Marx and Engels ~am~ .in co~t~ct ~ith the Bund. T?ey 
had espoused Karl Grtin's "scIentifIc sOCIah?m and argued agaI?~t 
utopianism and conspiracy. They also explaIned the need to partiCI
pate consciously in the "historic proce~s"-for example tI:e growth 
of industry and education, and the rIse of the proletariat. Th~y 
envisaged, as a new technique, to organize the class struggle In 
relation to production. Engels proposed "no means * * * other 
than a democratic revolution by force," for example a revolution by 
the majority, and Marx was thinking about "permane~t revo.lu
tion." Whatever that meant, it was removed from terrorism WhICh 
at that time was mainly directed at rulers, that is at individuals, 
while both classes and masses were ignored. 

A Communist committee was formed in 1846 at Brussels during 
the summer of 1847, possibly by Marx himself. The League of the 
Just transformed itself into the Bund der Kommunisten, and Marx 
and Engels were invited to join this illegal society for the propaga
tion of the ideas of communism. 

Marx and Engels agreed conditionally. In the 1938 words of 
David Ryazanov, director of the r-,1arx-Engels Institute at Moscow, 

Marx opposed the old, conspiratorial form of the movement, the organization of 
plots, apart from the masses . . . The task was to organize mass propaganda of the 
ideas of scientific communism ... and thus to prepare the proletariat for independ
ent action, for the winning of power. 

The Bund accepted those conditions, and endorsed "revolutionary 
democracy," charging itself with combining legal and illegal work. 
In 1872, Marx and Engels, in a new preface to the "Communist 
Manifesto," concluded that the new principles of 1847 had been 
confirmed. 

The semantic habits of the time included the term "terror", 
which was derived from La Terreur of the French Revolution. This 
terror was executed by massacres-for example les noyades or 
mass drownings-and especially by the guillotine. 

The words "terrorism" and "terrorists" were known since 1795, 
but after the end of the Jacobins they were applied mainly to 
"attentats". (This word is a variation of the English word to "at
temptate", 1622 and 1721). 

During the 1840's, attentats were a topic of public interest. Since 
attentats require secrecy which in turn calls for conspiracy, the 
rejection of conspiracy implied the rejection of attentats. It is also 
implied the rejection of secret societies. 

By contrast, the insistence by Marx and Engles on mass propa
ganda, on struggle of, by, and for the proletarian class, on produc
tion and economic problems, on historical processes, and on a scien
tific approach to the problems of socialism, eliminated attentats as 
a major technique. 

However, the two prophets insisted on Gewalt-or force and 
violence. Although this could involve assassinations of rulers, the 
semantic custom related this term to barricades, street fighting, 
and the pitting of proletarians and "democratic" armed forces
such as civil guards-against the army. No doubt, a Red Wilhelm 
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Tell would have been acclaimed by Marx and Engels. But his deed 
would have been regarded as significant only in connection with 
politics, not with the social revolution. 

To sum this up: 
Der Bund der Kommunisten asked Marx to write a program for 

them. He agreed to do this if conspiracy were excluded, which 
meant that Weitling and H. Kriege, a German populist, were over
ruled. 

The Bund accepted this condition, and Marx and Engels joined. 
They did one think more: By writing the "program," they also 

endorsed "communism" and its ramifications. Marx often used 
"communism" as a synonym of "socialism." No doubt, he knew 
about the radicalism ascribed to Communists, which included con
spiracy and attentats. But he accepted the more radical label be
cause he regarded the abolition of property and consequently ipso 
facto, of the classes, as the most radical solution imaginable. 

This compromise between the Bund and Marx was the origin of 
the "Communist Manifesto"-early 1848-which in fact did not 
proclaim conspiracy and did not mention terrorism, neither in the 
sense of La Terreur, nor in that of attentats. The "Communist 
Manifesto" contains blood-curling passages, but it did not propose a 
terroristic road to revolution. The well-known phase: "The Commu
nists disdain to conceal their intentions" implied rejection of ter
rorism. The question of property was described as the basic ques
tion (Grundfrage) of the movement and it was to be solved by the 
proletariat uniting itself and growing into the ruling class. 

As usual, practice did not wholly fit theory. The activities of the 
Communists' during the 1848 revolution were conspiratorial in part. 
Marx tried to correct this, but he was not successful. Nor was he 
entirely honest, since he also was conspiring. At least once in 1848, 
he referred to "revolutionary terrorism". Still, his chjef efforts 
were directed to writing, or agitating. 

Engels engaged in combat training and participated in desultory 
fighting. Both soon left Germany and moved to England. 

In 1851 Marx, who was by then the de facto leader of Der Bund 
der Kommunisten, dissolved the organization. The members were 
not the types he wanted to be associated with. They still were 
leaning toward conspiracy and were leaning toward terrorism. This 
does not imply that they actually were terrorists, nor does it imply 
that they were firmly nonterrorists. They were unreliable and 
weak in theory. So Marx's best option was to put them out on 
pasture and terminate the Bund. 

As a result, Marx was out of the political business for 12 long 
years, from 1852 to 1864. He was just writing books, brochures, and 
articles. The latter were mainly published in New York and dealt 
mostly with world political matters. His greatest efforts were de
voted to writing Das Kapital. 

Engels concentrated on military affairs, and studied the practice 
of insurrections, about which he was becoming Bkeptical. Neither 
flirted with terrorism. In a later period, Engels wrote about guer
rilla war. He viewed little or people's wars as supplements to, and 
in case of defeat, substitutes for regular war. He did not think of 
guerrilla war as a form of terrorism against the enemy or the 
invader, least of all as terrorism against one's own people. Note 
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that "people's war", while it can denote. g~errilla war, reallr refers 
to the levee en masse, that is to conscnptlOn and mass resIstance. 

In 1864, the First International was founded partly for the .p~r
pose of helping the Poles who, after a~ uns~ccessful upr~sIng 
against foreign domination, needed prote?tIon agaInst the RussIans. 
Marx played a big role in the InternatlOnal. He wrot~ to Eng~ls 
that he did not believe in liberal phraseology, but he dId not wIsh 
to spoil the game in which the International was .engaged; n~mely 
to achieve cooperation between left groups 0pposln.g economIC ex
ploitation and foreign do~ination .. There were fnendly contacts 
with antislavery elements In the UnIted States. 

Basically, Marx represented in the International the fundmental 
concept of "Marxism," if you want to use that wor~; namely that 
economic factors, specifically the growth of productive forces and 
the increase of production, are the key. to. progress, ~nd tha~ the 
labor movement must be geared to this InsIght on an .Int~rnatlOJ?-al 
scale. The Marxists were a minority in ~he organizatlOn WhICh 
consisted mainly of reform-minded progressIves. . 

In 1871, resulting from the war between PrUSSia and France, ~he 
Paris commune arose to a short, turb?-lent, and un~ucces.sful life. 
In a brochure published after its .deI~llse,. Marx depIcted It as the 
first Communist State or communIty In hIstory. The commune was 
a war phenomenon in which left socialists and nonsocial~sts, like 
Georges Clemenceau, were active. The communards pract~ced ter-. 
rorism up to a point, for example, they.made the Ar?l?-bls~OP of 
Paris a hostage and killed him. No MarxIst held a positlOn In t~e 
commune. Marx had nothing to do with it, except that we wrote ItS 
obituary or eulogy. . 

Marx praised the commune as much as he could. AccordIng to 
the principle of "de mortuis nihil nisi bene" he described it as a 
model for the future. The press thought it had discovered the 
secret wirepuller and the true architect of communism. There was 
no such man and certainly Marx was not it. But suddenly he was 
famous and was acclaimed for a role he never played. 

In the meantime, the Russian anarchist Mikhail Bakunin, who 
engaged in reckles and futile advent~res during t?e war in France, 
gained access to the FIrst InternatlOnaL Bakunln and Marx had 
known one another for a long time: Marx considered him to be an 
intelligent idiot who did not understand economics and knew noth
ing about the economic conditions of revolution. 

When Bakunin came up with wild schemes, Marx thought that 
he was a wrong member for the First International, and that he 
was making more trouble than he was worth. 

Hence, in 1872, Marx disclosed some of Bakunin's dirty affairs, 
the most significant of which was his relationship with S. D. Ne
chayev, the true forerunner of the new left terrorists. Nechayev's 
story was written up by Dostoyevsky in "The Possessed." Nechayev 
preached the rule that terrorists and revolutionary organizations 
must obey orders and that the revolution must be pursued for 24 
hours a day during the rest of the revolutionary's life. 

How can one be sure that no traitors infiltrated? The only way to 
protect the secret organization was to have the neophyte pass 
through an initiation rite during which the candidate must commit 
a big crime. rfhe logic was that if the member was a murderer and 
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the organization was holding the proofs, he was prevented from 
running to the police. Nechayev supposedly practiced this scheme 
once. He died in jail, a hero of those who viewed revolution as 
extermination by poison, knife, and rope. 

Dostoyevsky brought out that the nihilists wished for martyr
dom, and that they hoped for the revolution as an apocalypse, 
Those are profound insights which ought to be recovered for the 
benefit of contemporary psychologists. 

Marx was very much removed from this mentality, but he knew 
all about Nechayev~s activities. He presumed, probably correctly, 
that Bakunin was the true author of the "Revolutionary Cate
chism," where the terrorist scheme was exhibited openly. 

Marx argued that this sort of thing cannot be tolerated in the 
International. Engels moved that the International be transferred 
to New York, with Adolf Sorge as its Secretary GeneraL (Richard 
Sorge, Adolf's grandson, later became the Kremlin's top spy in 
Japan.) A minority of the International split and remained with 
Bakunin in Europe. By 1874 the International was dead, and both 
branches were out of business. 

Marx fundamentally destroyed the International because it 
might fall into Bakunin's hands and associate socialism with un
workable and bloody tactics, and with criminality and mysticism. 

In the process, Marx delivered a speech in The Hague in which 
he said that democracy could really be good for the revolutionaries, 
specifically in England and America, and perhaps also in Holland. 
Through democracy, the proletariat can organize itself and once it 
has become the majority class, it should be able to seize power. In 
other words, force should not be overrated. It may be needed, but 
not everywhere and always. In any event, terrorists force must be 
used only rarely and never in a counterproductive manner. 

Marx's speech was of fundamental importance and indicated that 
Marx and Engels, at that time, rejected the terrorist approach and 
instead favored democratic procedures. 

Subsequently, Engels went much farther than Marx and step-by
step discovered countries where revolution through democracy was 
becoming feasible. 

Thus, while neither Marx nor Engels was completely clean with 
respect to terrorism, they merit a 90-percent rate on being antiter
rorist. It is particularly important to realize that interest in, and 
positive remarks on, terrorism occurred only during the middle 
phase of the prophets' career. The early phase was antiterrorist. 
During the last phase when they had learned from experience, 
they were not only antiterrorist, but also downgraded violence and 
upgraded electoral opportunities. 

With respect to secrecy, the story is more ambiguous. The Bund 
was conceived as a legal-illegal combination, and Marx and Engels 
engaged in secret activities though after 1850 or so, they seem to 
have shunned illegal work. The matter has not been sufficiently 
investigated. 

Writers associated with modern communism have discussed sub
versive utilization of democratic elections, and fraudulent elections, 
such as were used in Czechoslovakia tt; establish the Communist 
government, have been frequent. But the relevant statements and 
writings from Marx's and Engels' last phases have been systemati-
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cally downgraded and overlooked. No systematic analysis was un
dertaken. Consequently, most of thos~ who consider themselves. to 
be Marxists are ignorant about the sWItch toward democracy whlCh 
Marx and Engels executed. . 

It also is ignored that old Marx and old Engels ~ere hnked to 
the labor movement, mainly through German soc~al democrac:y, 
and that they made no efforts to create a CommunIst .Part:y. It IS 
exaggerated, to put ~t mildly, tha.t th~y b~ought ratlOD:ahsm to 
revolution, but they dId 0pros~ the lrratlOnahsm of Bakunln an~ of 
all those who think that de~truction and murder are constructive. 
The recent Italian slogan, "Del:ltruction is Leninism," is of Marx-
Ian. M . .c 

After Bakunin Russian terrorism arose in a non- arxlst lorm, 
mainly the so-called populists or N arodniki. rr:heir effort.s culminat
ed in the assassination of Alexander II whlCh was dIscussed by 
Professor Billington. This was terrorism derived from a motivating 
doctrine. But this was selective terrorism only against the ruler (or 
his representatives). 

In 1901 the Social Revolutionary Party was founded. It was a 
party infl~enced by superficial aspects of Marxism, and devoted to 
agrarian peasant problems. 

It obligated itself to practice terrorism, and for that purpose set 
up a "combat organization" which operated in deep secrecy. Thus, 
the S.R. Party had two branches: that of a politic.al. p~rty which, 
after 1905 functioned legally, and that of a terronstIc Illegal con
spiracy th~ough which terrorism was combined with propaganda. 

S.R. terrorism was mainly directed against prominent grand 
dukes and ministers of the interior (that is, premier ministers). 
Some of their operations were helped along by the Okhrana, the 
secret police, which thereby thought to protect the tsar. (Nicholas 
II was, in fact, kept safe till the end of his regime.) 

The S.R. run a protracted terrorist campaign, but in comparison 
with current casu.alty rates, the toll was quantitatively minimal. 
Still, the S.R. t.errorists accomplished gradual destabilization 
throughout the Russian empire. This success may be regarded as 
one of the root causes of why the imperial regime never managed 
to reform itself. 

We turn to Lenin. The first point is that Lenin's brother Alexan
der Ulyanov was involved during 1885 in preparing an attentat 
against tsar Alexander III. He was caught with several coconspira
tors, and was executed in 1887. Lenin was 17 years old at that time 
and was very much touched by this family tragedy. His conclusion 
was: "This is not ihe way to go." Hence, for the first 10 years or so 
of Lenin's political career, antiterrorism was firm, unbroken, and 
anchored in Marxist theory and in life experience. For the time 
being, terror was improper, even taboo. 

By the time the social revolutionaries came on the scene, Lenin 
changed the pitch: in the first number of Iskra, late 1901, he stated 
that terror should not be rejected on principle. At a certain time, 
given certain conditions, terror may be suitable and even neces
sary. Should the S.R., therefore, be supported? Of course not. "The 
crux of the matter is precisely that at the present time * >I< * this 
technique of struggle is untimely and inappropriate." Why? Lenin 
did not explain. It would have been foolish to compete with the 
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S.R. and to undermine the line of the Russian Social Democratic 
Labor Party, of which Lenin was a member; namely the line of 
Marx's scientific socialism and of the proletarian economic-propa
gandistic mass struggle. Lenin noticed that even acquiescence in 
terrorism might backfire politically, and he steered clear from any 
involvements. 

In 1905, during the first Russian revolution, Lenin changed again 
and took clearcut positions on guerrilla operations, which he ex
plained and justified in a pamphlet. He strongly favored vi~lent 
actions in the course of the revolution-that was orthodox In a 
Marxian sense. His followers carried out a number of expropri
ations and got hold of money by breaking into post and banking 
offices. Such operations produced loss of life, mostly of innocent 
bystanders. Nevertheless, so far as I know, he did not endorse 
assassinations, and he did not plot the killing of the tsar. Was he 
not interested, or did he play "coexistence" with the Okhrana? 
Sooner or later we may learn more about this. Meanwhile the 
antiassassination record stands. 

When the expropriations were backfiring, Lenin stopped them by 
1908-1909, and concentrated on theory, propaganda, organizational, 
and political work. 

Thus, while engaging in conspiracy and dirty tricks, Lenin before 
1917, had nothing to do with terrorism, sensu strictu, that is, save 
for the exceptions mentioned. For the first 25 years of his political 
career, Lenin was not terroristic. 

During the revolutionary period of 1917, uprisings occurred be
tween June-July and October-November, and examples of sporadic 
terrorism can undoubtedly be found. Lenin's fundamental approach 
remained that of political revolutionary action combined with mili
tary and quasi-military operations. 

However, as soon as Lenin was in power, by November 1917, 
terrorism was initiated. On December 20, 1917, the CHEKA was 
established and systematic large-scale terror was launched. (The 
abbreviation CHEKA stands for something like Extraordinary 
Commission for the Suppression of the Counter-Revolution.) Felix 
Dzerzhinski, Polish aristocrat who became CHEKA chief, stated: 
"We don't need justice now. We must fight to the utmost. We need 
a revolutionary sword to destroy all counterrevolutionaries." 

Then began a never-ending process of mutual and soon unilateral 
exterminations which was far removed from Marx's ideas of scien
tific socialism through production and the rational reordering of 
property relationships. Whatever the deficiencies of Marx, it is 
simply not true that the bolshevik communism which Lenin and 
Dzerzhinski inaugurated in 1917 arose from Marx's heritage. It was 
Lenin's creation. Who inspired him? Ghengis Khan? Timur? Who 
else? 

The CHEKA is the ancestor of the GPU, and ultimately of what 
we call today, the KGB. The name changed all the time, but there 
never was a different baby. 

The CHEKA was given a legitimate mission-to defend the new 
regime. From the beginning it also had an offensive function. That 
offensive mission was to establish Communist power throughout 
the whole of what had been known as the Russian empire. Since by 
December 1917 Communist power was restricted to Moscow, a few 
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places on the Volga, and Pet ... vg.rad, this task was enormous, and it 
was usurpatory because the Lenin regime lacked popular co.nsent. 

The civil war which followed lasted through 1922, and In the 
eastern areas till 1924. The Communists did not seize tJ:;e U :S:S.R. 
by revolution, but they captured it milit~rily, and the~r mIlItary 
force was decisively augmented by subversIOn and terrOrIsm. . 

In this particular war the CHEKA played the key role. In fa.ct, In 
the beginning the CHEKA and its terror squads were practically 
the only force Lenin commanded. Gradually he (or rather !'rotsky) 
built up military power, still, t1:;e CHEKA alw~J:'s remaIn~d the 
indispensible element, and terrOrIsm was the decIsIve op~ratIOn. In 
the process of killing people, starv~ng them and beatI?-g ~hem, 
entire classes were extirpated and drIven out. The ex~erminatIOn?f 
the deposed tsar and his family was an act of gratuItous symbolIc 
terrorism, and was conceived in this sense. 

It is therefore extremely surprising that the literature of terror
ism rarely mentions the CHEKA as history's most sanguine terror-
maker. 

The conquest of Russia-or to be exact, of Rossiy~ which denotes 
the whole multinational society-has been essentially reduced to 
the seizure of the Russian core area, and the impact of terrorism 
on the takeover of the whole continues to be overlooked. In my own 
work, I made the same mistake. 

I repeat: The CHEKA undertaking was the bigges~ terroristic 
enterprise of history, up to that point. You can argue, If you want 
to, that the Mongols did better than the CHEKA. Possibly they did. 
But they probably did not. At the very least the CHEKA, at that 
point in time, was clearly the biggest terrorist undertaking in 
modern epoch. The CHEKA's terrorist enterprise was directed 
against the population and nations they were charged to defend. 

Lenin founded the Communist International by 1920. He insisted 
that only those foreign Communist parties which obligated them
selves to illegal activities were eligible to participate. No definition 
of "illegal" was agreed upon. True, the direction was toward sub
version and terrorism was not then promoted. Yet it was under
stood that the concrete meaning of the term was variable, and that 
no type of illegal activity and action was excluded a priori. 

How the United Nations got around to voting Lenin to be one of 
history's great humanists- -that is their secret. The CHEKA terror 
was ordered and conducted by Lenin. If you go through Lenin's 
works, you will find complaints that the CHEKA did not do well 
enough and suggestions for activities they should undertake. If 
Lenin had been opposed to terror, he would have fired Dzerzhinski 
and reoriented the CHEKA. He did not do so. On the contrary, on 
March 6, 1922, Lenin threatened threefold terror. He added that if 
such escalation should become necessary, no worker and no peas
ant would object: "no one, except hysterical intellectuals." 

Lenin did not dabble in sporadic terrorism in select and small 
areas. Instead, he inaugurated permanent, sustained, and decisive 
terrorism engulfing the entire area of strategic interest, just as he 
had conceived of protracted and global subversion. 

These two techniques of "struggle" are mutually interdependent. 
(For example, terrorism can function only, if internal security 
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organs are infiltrated, and are subverted to a point where they are 
unable or unwilling to do their job.)1 

Furthermore, Lenin adopted the basic rule that the Communists 
must master all weapons and struggle techniques. This principle 
was made explicit during 1922, in a book rejecting left radicalism! 
It did not mean that all weapons and techniques must be used all 
the time but that combinations should be selected realistically, and 
as a matter of pr0,1?er timing and expediency, while the temptation 
of "left radicalism' must be resisted. So what is moderation? 

The "all-weapons" rule invalidates the notion frequent in West
ern literature that Lenin unequivocally ruled out terrorism. He 
ruled out nothing-he was too effective a strategist for such non
sense. In "What is to be done?" (1902) Lenin wrote: "We never 
rejected terror on principle, and we can't reject it. It is a form of 
struggle * * * suitable under certain conditions when it might be 
necessary." Thus, in the very work which started Leninism he 
ruled out improper and ineffective tactics, that is, the use or'the 
wrong weapons at the wrong place and the wrong time. Instead, he 
pre~sed for preparedness across the entire spectrum of operational 
optIOns. If the shoe of terrorism fits, Leninists should wear it 
according to their doctrine. ' 

After the Bolshevik Revolution, the word "terror" was a fashion
able expression. For example, a decree of September 1920 dealt 
with the "Red Terror." Practiced by the Bolsheviks, "Red Terror" 
was not a ~hing to be ashamed of. It was a revolutionary job to be 
done, . and It ~ad to be performed without any restrictions, just as 
the dIctatorshIp was conceived as government without limitations. 

In 1920, Leon Trotsky wrote a book "Terrorism and Commu
nism," which in its English language edition carries the subtitle 
"The defense of terrorism." Trotsky was arguing against Karl 
Kautsky, who at that time was still considered to be a leading 
author~ty on Marxism. Kautsky dismissed terror as wrong. 

. In hIS reply Trotsky argued that Kautsky was in error: Commu
nIsm needs terrorism, or the revolution would fail. 

In 1922, Lenin promoted Stalin to be secretary general of the 
par~y. I~ is important to stress th~t, contrary to the legend that 
LenIn ~Id not really k~ow who StalIn was, and ilid not really mean 
to appOInt a monster lIke that, Lenin knew all about Stalin and his 
past record as an occasional terrorist. 

For example, Stalin ran a large and bloody operation during 
1908 in Tiflis, through which a huge amount of money was "expro
priated':' th~t is, robb~d. This was the biggest expropriation in 
BolsheVIk hIstory. StalIn also was responsible for terrorist oper-
ations during the civil war. . 
L~nin appointed this partic':llar man to the top post in the party, 

preCIsely because he knew hIm to be as ruthless as Lenin knew 
himself to be. 

Lenin'~ mista~e was that he did not anticipate that Stalin would 
betray hIm, LenIn, the super boss of the world revolution. 

No doubt, during the last 2 years of his life, beginning by fall of 
19~2, Lenin rejected much of his earlier radicalism. The documen
tatIOn is ample. 

I See Laurence W. Beilenson, "Power through Subversion" Washington D.C. Public Affairs 
Press, 1972. ' 
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Moreover Lenin was becoming unhappy about the operations 
which Dzer~hinski and others were carrying out in the Caucasus, 
with Stalin's help. Their actions were. ~ntentionally terror!stic. 
Lenin recognized some of their monstrosItIes, but he was too III to 
act, and physically too isolated .to dismi~s and r~place anyb?dy. 

His final writings, though StalIn was .rejected, dId not contaIn a 
repudiation of the CHEKA, nor of terrOrIsm. 

To summarize: Lenin was a terrorist in action, but not so much 
in theory. Trotsky was a terrorist in t~eory a~~ practice,. wit~ no 
pangs of conscience; yet he argued agamst polItICal assaSSInatIOns. 
In the end, Trotsky died in Mexico by a terror act ordered by 
Stalin. d . h·b· . 

Stalin was a terrorist in practice without shame an In 1 ItIOns. 
Theory did not interest him. Blood did., . . 

Now to Stalin as ruler, I really don t WIsh to take your tIme 
going bver his record. It is quite cleB;r that ~talin. wiped out .the 
Mensheviks and the Kulaks; he organIzed famInes In the UkraIne; 
he purged the Bolsheviks, .t~at is, most o~ the surviving follower.s of 
Lenin were killed on StalIn s orders. It IS not generally recognIzed 
that Stalin killed the Leninists much more completely than any 
other group. . 

This fact remained hidden behind the word "the purges" or the 
"party purges." The party survived minus the Leninists whom 
Stalin "liquidated." Thereu~on every comrade became transformed 
into a Leninist. 

Stalin purged people like Marshal Tukhachevsky and scores of 
top ranking officers of the Red army, plus the ranking intelligence 
officers, the leadership of the Polish Communist Party, thousands 
of Polish reserve officers, and numerous prominent members of the 
German Communist Party who had fled from Hitler to live in the 
house of their friend, Stalin. He set up the gulags which are not a 
nonterroristic organization for health improvement, but a locale 
where people die early or are getting killed. He used terrorism 
against ethnic groups, including the Jews, the Volga Germans, 
German war prisoners, Chinese, Koreans, and many others. In 
addition to that, he carried out select murders: S. M. Kirov who 
was party secretary of Leningrad, Maxim Gorky, Victor Alter, 
Henryk Ehrlich, Jan Masaryk were murdered for reasons of cheap 
expediency, and so, and so on. 

Actually, it is likely that Stalin killed Lenin and his own wife, 
Alleluyeva. 

Stalin was ending his career by carrying out, once again, purges 
in the East European satellite countries. He was just about getting 
ready for another big purge in the CPSU when he died suddenly. 
Precisely how he "travelled" upstairs or downstairs is none too 
clear. If he had survived a little longer, say for 3 weeks1 half of the 
Politbureau and untold n:Imbers of Jews would have been dead 
instead. 

I do not think there is much doubt: If anybody wants to check 
the statistics, Stalin was the biggest assassin in history. People still 
get very excited about Hitler and rightly so. But it is very impor
tant to recognize that Stalin was a much bigger murdered than 
Hitler. Those who get furious about Hitler should for the same 
reasons be doubly furious about Stalin. 
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To assert tllat the Communists really never resorted to terror
ism, let alone practiced it systematically, is nonsense. One cannot 
substract from Comm:unist history people like Dzershinski and 
Stalin, even if Lenin were painted mendaciously as a "humanist." 
Khrushchev and his associates started their careers by murdering 
Marshal L. P. Beria, the internal security chief. He had it coming 
and hardly anybody was sorry about his demise. Nevertheless, 
Beria's liquidation was the major prerequisite of Khrushchev's 
career; and murder is murder. 

Glamis has murdered sleep, and therefore * * * Macbeth shall sleep no more. 

However, Khrushchev realized that the terroristic activity, most 
of it totally unjustifed, had gone too far. The astounding events 
which Khrushchev related in his famous speech of 1956 constituted 
terrorism and nothing else, except perhaps insanity. 

But even in his disclosures Khrushchev used tricky semantics to 
hide the truth, after all. The main point got through, despite the 
camouflage: Stalin was a terrorist murderer. 

When the Kremlin did not want to publish the speech, it was 
leaked to Belgrade and published in Washington. 

The confession was without remorse. While the Kremlin reduced 
the frequency of terrorism, it did not stop its "wet activities," nor 
was the secret police revamped. "Destalinization" did not go very 
far, and the upgrading of Lenin hardly meant that henceforth 
terrorism would be excluded. 

Ey 1960 Khrushchev hit upon a new "Leninist" idea. He discov
ered tl:e need for "liberation wars" and explained that the liber
ation wars were a "sacred cause" for the Communist regime. 

The only time the word "sacred" appears in the U.S.S.R. is in 
connection with liberation wars: nothing else is deemed to be 
sacred. . 

What precisely is a liberation war? Nothing but Aesopian lan
guage for guerrilla and terrorist operations. This does not mean 
that every so-called liberation war is chiefly terrorist in character. 
The point is that when the Communists support or engage in what 
they call a liberation war, terrorism is practiced, and that the 
scope of international terrorism has been rising. The expression 
also serves as camouflage for terrorism pure and simple. 

Why did Khrushchev suddenly in 1960 fabricate this "new" com
mitment? 

Please look at the historical context. 
In 1959, Fidel Castro came to power in Cuba and early in 1960 

began to insert himself into the strategic arrangements of the 
U.S.S.R. He had demonstrated· that revolutions need not be made 
by the "official" CP's, but can be achieved by hetorodox and "par
tyless" Communist activists. He also showed that a small group of 
trained and motivated persons may accomplish the conquest of an 
entire country, provided they ·receive political and other help. 

In 1961, it also was demonstrated that an American intervention 
against an isolated Communist country could be stopped. 

During the same period, there occurred the escalation of the 
Vietnam conflict. The Vietnamese conflict was in large measure 
waged by the Viet Cong as a terrorist undertaking. The United 
States never quite grasped the terrorist aspects of the contest 
which were crucial, together with subversion, and such black arts 
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as drug distribution. Obviously, the Viet Cong model is applicable 
beyond Southeast Asia. . . 

In 1963 the twin assassinations of PresIdents Kennedy and DIem , . 
initiated the modern terrorIst age. . 

Related with events in Vietnam and the gr:adua.l Am~rIc~n de
ploymelJ.t in Vietnam were Comm~nist op~ratIOns !n. IndIa, ~n the 
Congo, in Latin America, Guevara s foray Into Bohv!a, and In the 
Middle East. It was a vast canvass. In 1965, the ~a01sts attempted 
to seize Indonesia. This adventure culminated In an ell:0rmous 
bloodbath of the Indonesian military, wl?-0 reciprocated agaInst the 
Communists. Terrorism was employed In order to ?reate a mass 
revolution. The attempt failed and backfired agaInst the Mao 
regime. 1 " 1 . 1" 

The bacKground to those events in the former y co ~nIa ~r7as 
was still more important. In Eastern Europe the SOVIet pOSItIOn 
was weakening as exemplified by unrest in Hungary and Poland; 
the Berlin wali to halt mass flight; and the interlude o~ "humane 
socialism" in Czechoslovakia. In the Far East, the ChInese were 
moving out from under Kremlin overlordship. Mao Tse-tung 
argued that revolutionaries must make revolutI?n. The U.S.~.R. 
was asserting it was getting strong~r than th~ UnIted States. ~mce 
it had nuclear weapons why weI' en t they takIng on the Americans 
and the cities of the ~orld, while the Chinese would handle the 
villages? . 

Mao was calling the Kremlin's bluff. The KremlIn had to do 
someth~ng, or else it would lose prestige an~ ~ollowe.rs. The stra~
egy of national liberation wars posed only mInImal rISks. Hence It 
could help the Kremlin out of its quandary. 

In areas where even liberation wars were too risky or not feasi
ble, a baby version of guerrilla war could be used-terrorism .. 

In 1964 Khrushchev was fired because he lacked the skIlls to 
handle th~ new strategy. The nomenclatura had a better candidate, 
namely L. 1. Brezhnev, who indeed turned out to be a very profes
sional man with exceptional strategic talent. 

I will skip analysis of China's strategy of the mid-sixties which 
extended beyond Southeast Asia and Indonesia, to Western Asia, 
Africa (Chou En-Iai's two trips), Middle East, Europe, and even the 
United States. We don't know yet where, and to what extent, the 
Maoists and Stalinists were cooperating or working against one 
another. The Chinese strategy did not recover from the Indonesian 
debacle and was abandoned after Lin Piao's death in 1971. 

When Brezhnev took over, Castro had grown into something of a 
field commander for liberation wars. His main operators were 
trained by the Soviets who directly and indirectly cominanded the 
Direccion General de Intelligencia (DGI). Samuel T. Francis de
scribed this development in his "The Soviet Strategy of Terror" 
(Washington, D.C., 1981). Whether Guevara acted on orders when 
he traveled to Africa and to North Vietnam in 1965, or was work
ing for a joint guerrilla strategy with China remains unknown. In 
1966 he appeared in Bolivia which he hoped to transform into an 
inaccessible mountain base for the takeover of South America. He 
failed, not without being helped to perdition by the KGB. His end 
did not weaken Castro, nor did it alter Castro's strategy, which in 
part had been conceived by Guevara himself. 
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This strategy was tied to the Tri-Continental Solidarity Organiza
tion, founded shortly before Guevara's death in 1967. There wa~ a 
difference: Guevara was skeptical about terrorism, Tri-Continental, 
especially its Cuban element, believed in terrorism, and under the 
i~fluence of Castro and Feltrinelli upgraded it to a major tech
nIque. 

Whether Castro got precise instructions from Moscow for the Tri
Continental project we do not know. The evidence suggests that 
Castro cleared his plans with the Soviets, who probably told him 
something like this: "Well, officially we do not know anything 
about your intentions and actions. Do whatever you want to do. Go 
ahead, but we will be surprised." 

'rhe Tri-Continental Solidarity Organization which was trying to 
coordinate Asians, Africans, and Latin Americans on revolutionary 
undertakings, was not very successful. It remained strictly a Castro 
operation. Still, the North Koreans and the Algerians gave some 
support in training and propaganda-which they hardly would 
have done contrary to Soviet suggestions. Tri-Cont offered a good 
camouflage to Soviet wirepullers. 

Shortly after Guevara's demise, a new concept was born: urban 
guerrilla warfare. "Minimanual for Urban Guerrilla," the basic 
text, was written by Carlos Marighela, a Brazilian and a Moscow 
trained organizer of the Communist party in Sao Paolo. "Urban 
guerrillas"is Aesojian language for terrorism. 

Marighela allegedly thought that the party had lost its revolu
tionary elan. He was prominent in Tri-Cont which gave his bro
chure wide circulation. He was killed in a terror attack in Brazil. 
His break with the CP might have been feigned. 

Note that the concept of urban guerrillas first was adopted by 
European terrorists and by the Uruguayan Tupamaros, and that it 
was at variance with Guevara's and Lin Piao's notion about rural 
guerrilla warfare. 

The urban guerrilla concept is due to Castro, Feltrinelli, and 
Marighela, all slightly left deviationist Marxist-Leninists who were 
associated with the CPo 

The urban guerrilla concept surfaced in 1968. During the same 
year the Soviets initiated their extensive help to the PLO. 

In 1968 we also witnessed the beginnings of the Baader-Meinhof 
gang. Their first action: arson in a department store in Frankfurt. 
In 1972, there occurred the massacre by the PLO at the Munich 
Olympiade. Subsequently the PLO attacked the OPEC oil ministers 
at Vienna. One of the important aspects of this operation was that 
the attack was carried out by Germans and Middle Eastern Com
munists and was led by the famous "Carlos", a Venezuelan CP 
member and an alumnus of terroristic training in the U.S.S:R. 

The turbulent events of the 1960's culminated in a decision by 
the Politbureau of the CPSU to develop international terrorism as 
a major strategic program. This decision was made known in 1971 
by Boris N. Ponomarev in "Communist," the official party organ. I 
quoted this text before, and I think it is worth repeating. 

After stating that the New Left lacked ideological and organiza
tional homogeneity and even included "adventuristic elements" 
like Maoists and Trotskyites, and others which were "clearly con
taminated by anti-Communist prejudices, Ponomarev asserted that 
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the New Left had assumed an obvious "overall anti-imperialistic 
direction". This movement could not, therefore, be neglected with
out weakening the "anti-imperialist struggle" and the "prospect for 
a united front". Hence the CPSU was "ready to lead the struggle 
for the total political power of the workin&, class:'. . . 

By introducing the working class, do~trInal dIffIcultIes ~elated to 
terrorism were deftly sidestepped. LenIn ruled out terrOrIsm when 
it had no mass basis. Evidently the Kremlin assumed that, as of 10 
rears ago, a mass basis existed, or could be created through terror-
Ism. 

A new policy and look the doctrine is conserved inviolate. 
The announceme~t was made for the party, and not in the name 

of the U.S.S.R. (The differentiation between party and state, al
though constitutionally the party runs the state, was invented by 
Lenin who wanted the Communist International (Comintern) to be 
seemingly independent from the Soviet state. Coexistence applies 
to states, not to the relations between Communist parties and non
Communist parties.) 

Ponomarev, the announcer, was (and still is), a candidate 
member of the Polltbureau, and Secretary of the CPSU Central 
Committee in charge of the CPSU relations with nonruling Com
munist parties. 

The announcement that the CPSU (and the U.S.S.R.) were sup-
porting left groups engaging in terrorism could not be made in a 
n101'e formal and authoritative manner. 

Its significance should have been recognized by all Western cap
itals. Alas, no public recognition was forthcoming from any West
ern government. Nor was official Western-and American-recog
nition taken of the fact that by amendment of 1977, the Soviet 
constitution obligates the U.S.S.R. to support national liberation 
Wal·S. 

Naturally, the CPSU continues to define terrorism as "class re
pressionH

: not as systematic class killings. They also deny that the 
CPSU systen1 of rule and domination is repressive. 

It is probable that Regis Debray, adviser of French President 
Fran~ois Mitterand, has information about the relevant decisions 
in the Kremlin, and their application to Castro and Latin America. 

Meanwhile, during 1970, Salvador Allende came to power in 
Chile. He was a rich Socialist who did not mind collaborating with 
the COl1ununists. (Incidentally, Monsieur Debray was close to him.) 
He got into trouble very fast. Guerrillas from Cuba moved in and 
tried to salvage his regime. This maneuver did not work, on the 
contrary, it accelerated Allende's overthrow (1973). His militant 
supporters and the Cubans-who wE~re chiefly Latin Americans 
who had been indoctrinated and trained in Cuba-fled and rede
ployed in Argentina, chiefly in Tucuman Province. The fate of 
Allende has obscured the fact that the Communists were trying a 
long-distance intervention by guerrilla forces, which failed and 
ruined their ally. More data on this particular episode are needed. 

After l'egrouping in 1973, terrorism in Chile was suppressed by 
1977. The remnants of the Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria 
11lerged with the terrorists in Argentina where mass terrorism 
engulfed the country between 1974 and 1978. Sporadic terrorism 
continued for more than 1 year. 
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Suddenly during 1975-1976 Cuban guerrillas appeared in Angola. 
The Cubans, of course, had no airplanes t.o fly to Angola. Nor did 
they have ships to run a supply line across the Atlantic to Angola. 
They did not have factories to produce the reauired weapons and 
equipments. They did not even have the money to pay their sol
diers. How did they get to Angola, where they had no business to 
attend to? 

It is a reasonably simple puzzie: The Cubans got to Angola by 
Soviet logistics. The Soviets deployed the Cubans to Africa to de
stroy one group of liberation fighters which the Kremlin did not 
like, and to support and rescue those liberation fighters the Krem
lin controlled. 

Three years later, we find the Cubans, under similar circum
stances, in Ethiopia. The Ethiopian revolutionaries also were 
helped by the East Germans. Werner Lamberg, member of the East 
German Politbureau, died in a helicopter crash in Ethiopia-this 
may have been an act of anti-Communist terrorism. Lamberg was 
an expert in African politics and movements. He had learned Ethi
opian languages and was advising the Ethiopians on how to run 
their revolution. He was in charge of East German agitation and 
was considered the most likely successor to Erich Honeker. There 
also was terrorism in South Yemen, where Cubans and Ger] 11ans, 
and of course, Russians, had taken over the country. 

Please note that Communist action in Ethiopia and South Yemen 
did not help those Africans and Asians to liberate themselves from 
foreign domination. They were interventions in domestic affairs. 

With respect to Afghanistan, thi$ is another case of intervention 
in domestic affairs. I will restrict myself to reminding you that 
between 1978 and 1979 Communist rebels killed three Prime lVIinis
tel's, Daud, Taraki, and Amin, and that the latter was liquidated 
with the evident participation of Soviet services. 

During the past few years, terrorism in Lebanon has been en
de~ic, largely-b~t not exclus~vely-due to PLO groups, including 
LY~Ians . and Syr~ans. A particularly aggressive PLO group, Al
ASIfah, IS operatIng from Damascus, Syria, in Europe-Austria, 
Germany, and probably France-to block negotiations between 
Arab elements and Israel. The Asifah leader, Abu Nidal, aims to 
replace Prime Minister Assad of Syria. Al Asifah or the Storm was 
an element of EI F'atah as early as 1962. Before getting involved in 
Syria it was affiliated with Iraq. Abu Nidal may now be aiming at 
Arafat not at Assad. Or he may be continuing as a paladin of 
Arafat while appearing to be his enemv. Observes who don't shed 
their naivete before assessing the PLW ill come to erroneous con
clusions. 

The terroristic war has recently been extended to Central Amer
ica, notably to Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Guatemala, where 
events have been very bloody; and on a lower level of intensity to 
Caribbean islands, including Puerto Rico. ' 

Finally, terrorism in Southeast Asia, Malaysia, black Africa, 
Turk~y, Lebanon, Ireland, Basqueland, and Italy has been continu
Ing WIthout letup. In Iran it is becoming endemic at this moment. 

The main conductors) aside from the KGB-GRU, have been 
Cuba, Castro; Libya, Qadhafi; Syria, Assad; and the PLO Arafat. 
The assistants of the Kremlin have been Czechoslovakia ~nd Bul-
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garia; also the GDR whose intelligence servic.e under the able Gen. 
Markus Wolf probably helped ~he Baade~-MeInhof group but see~s 
to have withdrawn for a whIle. Wolf IS the bloc top expert .In 
economic technological espionage which he rates ~s more l':lcratIve 
than killings. China and Algeria also re~uced theIr erstwhIle com-
mitment to terrorism. They all may reactIvate. . . 

Changes in leadership account for c~anges I~l operatIOns. The 
causes of terrorism consequently are neIther SOCIal, pathology, nor 
economic anomy, or psychological and mental stress, t~ough ~I:0se 
factors playa role. Their essential cause is. ~ leadershIP. deCISI?n. 

Note that atmosphere is needed as a condItIon. Let I?e Just ~o~t 
to the atmosphere friendly to terrorism which was bUIlt up WIthIn 
and through the U.N. . . 

At this point, we should list the different orientatIOns wl:'llch 
make up the worldwide revo.lutionary m?vem~nt of ~eft terrOrIsm. 
About a dozen such orientatIOns can be IdentIfied WIth the unde!
standing that participant members, especially those of leadershIp 
ranks and specialists, may move f~om one group to another, or 
participate in more than one gr~up sImultaneously. . . 

Orthodox CPo Except for speCIal cases, ~h?se ma~ ~vOld moknye 
dela-wet jobs-and concentrate on re.cruItI!3-g, tral!3-Ing, docu!D:en
tation, logistics, weapon delivery, fupdIng, dIplomatIc, ~nd poh!I~al 
support. Some operations may be dIrected secretly agaIn~t polICIes 
of local parties-for example, those of the CP~. C~:>untrIes under 
orthodox CP rule, like the U.S.S.R., may maIn tam schools and 
training camps for international terrorists. The main orthodox 
groups are Leninists, Stalinists, and admirerR of current leaders 
sometimes called Afghans. 

Heterodox CPo Mainly a partial opposition to the CPSU and its 
alleged strategy of caution; for example, Castro in his early period 
and the proponents of urban guerrill~ warfare. Note t~at all tra~n
ing camps for combat-recte terrOrIsm-are located In countrIes 
under orthodox or heterodox Communist rule plus countries ruled 
by Moslem Marxists allied with agnostic C mmunists. The hetero
dox CP's may be divided into a left wing; for example, Castroites, 
and a right wing, such as Eur0-Communists which recently ac
quired critical and neo variants. The Euro-Communists of all shad
ings oppose terrorism, but only weakly so, and they take little or 
no action against terrorists; for example, by pressing for internal 
security laws. 

Left extremism CPo Although those originate in the CP some
times with a component of ex-Catholics like i.n the Red Brigades
they border on anarchism. They don't abandon Marx and they 
reinterpret him. Marcuse and Negri are theoreticians who have 
been influencing whole the international movement: Marcuse with 
his substitution of frustration and criminality for proletariat con
sciousness, and Negri with his proposals on refusal of work-which 
can be traced to Paul Lafargue, Marx's Cuban son-in-Iaw-work 
refusal may lead to a new version of strike strategy. 

Asian CPo Mainly latter-day follower of Mao, Lin Piao, and Ho 
Chi Minh. 

CP contra CPo Macedonians from Bulgaria against Yugoslavia 
and to P, lesser degree, Iv.Iacedonians from Yugoslavia against Bul
garia. Albanians from Albania and Kossovo against Yugoslavia. 
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Marxist nationalists. Examples: Portions of Basque and Irish 
terrorists. 

Marxists pseudo or phony nationalists. Example: Armenian ter
rorists based on Armenian SSR. 

Marxist-Moslems. Examples: Qadhafi, elements of PLO, and of 
Turkish groups: Communists Arabs and Moslems Second White 
creating a fundamentalist Islamic image. 

Marxist-Christians. Examples: Perhaps groups in Lebanon. 
Mostly in Latin American, where the theology of revolution is 
popular. Some church groups in the West professing select Marxist 
ideas have been giving financial support to terrorists. 

Marxist/magical animists. So far noted only in East Java where 
terrorism is combined with magic rites. Vodoo-Marxist combina
tions probably occur in several American regions, and in Africa. 

Gl'UPOS desconidos-units of unknown orientation. Those appear 
chiefly in Latin America, and include either Communist and anti
Communist variations. 

There may be groups which are non-C.ommunists or even anti
Communist but which for reasons of expediency, deception, or 
provocation support or stimulate Communist terrorism. This sort of 
thing has been alleged about the irregular Italian masonic Lodge 
P-2. 

Criminal thiefs, robbers, holdup artists, ransom hunters, abduc
tors, and murderers have been known to hide behind political 
labels. In many jurisdictions the penalty for political crimes are 
substantially more lenient than for ordinary crimes. Links between 
terrorism and the drug trade have been noted, also inter-connec
tions with Maffias. 

Trotskyites. Links with foreign terrorists. Main example: the 
Montoneros of Argentina, perhaps elements of Tuparmaros in Uru
guay. Also observed in Mexico and Canada. 

Marxist-Socialists. Virtually all Socialist parties include mem
bers who are close to communism, either because the local CP is 
objectionable, or because the Socialists were infiltrated. the left 
wings of several Socialist parties have been gaining ground and 
have been pressing for distinctly, Marxist policies. Historically, 
mcst Socialists were Social Democrats who in recent decades took 
the line that they were influenced by many thinkers, of whom 
Marx was only one. Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, for example, can 
hardly be described as a follower, let alone a connoisseur of Marx. 
He acknowledged his intellectual debt to Sir Karl Popper. The 
Social Democrats are opposed to terrorism but they have included 
hotheads like Friedrich Adler, son of Victor Adler, one of the most 
meritorious leaders of European socialism before 1914. Friedrich 
murdered Austrian prime minister Stuergkh in 1916. This did not 
prevent the Socialists from appointing him secretary of the Second 
International, after they amnestied him. However, this case was an 
exception. 

It would, therefore, be mistaken to link terrorism to the Social 
Democrats, even to Socialists with only moderate attachments to 
democracy. Nevertheless, Socialist governments and parliamentary 
groups have repeatedly shown themselves reluctant and ineffectual 
in putting down terrorist activities. Furthermore, some Socialists 
are clearly anti-Communist, while others arE! not. 
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At the present time, the Socialist International has repeatedly 
taken a position furthering terrorist groups, as distinguished from 
terrorism, in Asia and Latin America. The Socialist International 
also likes to oppose the enemies and victim of the terrorists. In 
such maneuvers, the Socialist parties of Domingo, Grenada, Salva
dor, and Costa Rica played a major role, especially Costa Rica, 
which has been maintaining an establishment for the training of 
international Socialists. Really troublesome, however, was the atti
tude of Socialist groups from Spain, Portugal, Sweden, and Austria 
which were helped by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation of the West 
German SPD. Many of the increasingly astonishing policies of the 
Socialist International must be attributed to Willy Brandt, its 
president, and such luminaries as Olaf Palme, Sweden, who de
fended the Viet Cong, and Bruno Kreisky, who has given to himself 
the mission of strengthening the international position of PLO. 
Precisely this braggartism attracted terror attacks by Al-Asifah 
into Austria. 

It is most charitable to assume that the Second International 
leaders misunderstand the terrorist phenomenon and fail to see the 
threat it poses to progess, democracy, and peace. 

Senator DENTON. In your opinion, to what extent do current 
official Soviet policy and :'octrine endorse, espouse, or expand upon 
the concepts and theoretical justifications of terrorism developed 
by pre-Communist thinkers and accivists in late 19th century 
Russia? 

Mr. POSSONY. A preliminary answer. On principle, the Commu
nists don't recognize, let alone endorse or espouse pre-Communis'!, 
left t~inkers. St. Simon originated the Socialist economy: you won't 
hear It from them. Walter Rathenau, a German reform capitalist 
who invented planning is a unperson. 

Victor Considerant who prefigured the Communist manifesto and 
from who~ Marx and Engels were copying, disappeared in the 
memory hole. 

To answer more specifically: The ideas and experiences of pre
Com~:unist thinkers of abo~t 100 years ago do not apply to current 
condItIons. The ea~ly terrorIsts ?onc~ntrated on killing the Czar, or 
the top ruler. So dId the anarchISts In Europe and in- U.S.A. This is 
the ~or~ of idea fro~ whicl?- the Soviets shy away. They don't wish 
to gIve Ideas .to their enemIes. Note that before their power seizure 
the CommunIsts steered away from the killings of persons with top 
rank. 

There were ex.ceptions: Presid~nt Kennedy, in 1963, if Oswald is 
counted as a lmked CommunIst-which he probably was not· 
former Argentine President Aramburu in 1970' and the forme; 
Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro in 1978. ' 
. It should also be mentioned that in 1948, huge leftist demonstra

tions were mounted at Bogota, Colombia, against Gen. George Mar
shal~, ~he U.S. Secretary of State. The young Castro was one of the 
particIpants. In 1979,. Gen: Alexander Haig, then Commander of 
NATO, was almost kIlle.d In an attempt mounted in Germany by 
Ro~e Zelle (red cell), thIrd generation unit following the Baader
MeInh?f gang, RAF, and the 2d September group. The rule knows 
exceptIOns, but for the time being it stands. 
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Senator DENTON. Bow much or deeply, in your opinion, do these 
various groups-and others currently operating-draw on the theo
retical and strategic and action doctrine of late 19th century Rus
sian terrorists-either directly or through a post-Leninist filter? 

Mr. POSSONY. Large numbers of 19th century socialist classics 
were published in Europe, many through Tri-Continental outlets. 
Many of those editions were suggested by Feltrinelli. I don't re
member Russian theoreticians on terrorism being rediscovered. 
There are not many of such writers anyway. 

Many minor figures could be played up, but only few names are 
really significant. Nicholas Ishutin, Bakunin, Nechayev, and P. N. 
Tkachev (who proposed to kill everyone over 25). The last three 
were tabooized by Marx and Engels, and I haven't heard that there 
is Soviet interest in Ishutin. The forerunners could hardly teach 
anything to a well-trained Leninist-Stalinist. Eugene H. Methvin in 
"The Rise of Radicalism" (New Rochelle, Arlington House, 1976) 
documented Lenin's interest in Nechayev and Tkachev. But there 
was no doctrinal sequel to this interest evinced in a converstion. 

If this particular Russian past were to be aggrandized beyond its 
current status in a few history books, it would be necessary to 
reevaluate and to extol Bakunin. The likelihood of this to happen 
is exceedingly small. Nor can Nechayev be upgraded. 

The pertinent modern doctrine has been fIltered through modern 
Leninist authors, the most important "filters" being Carlos Mar
inghela and Antonio Negri, temporarily Horst Mahler, and perhaps 
Herbert Marcuse as an outsider. Also Ho Chi Minh, Mao Tse-tung, 
and Guevara on guerrilla warfare came out frequently, usually in 
non-Communist publishing houses. There was a flood of Tri-Conti
nental brochures, also of magazines and weeklies. This literature 
could be picked up easily in special book stores in Europe, also in 
United States. I do not know whether such literature was issued in 
the U.S.S.R., and I don't believe that this was the case. The most 
voluminous output has existed in Italy, according to my experience. 
Much came out in Germany and in France. I am sure there is also 
a large output in Arabic. 

The flood of documents and histories for indoctrination was 
largely due to Feltrinelli. Naturally the Kremlin does not want 
this material in U.S.S.R. bookstores. 

The old Russian doctrines are useful to historians, but useless to 
operators. Much "revolutionary" theory has been produced which 
reflects modern condition. So the historical background has merely 
psychological significance. 

The modern theoreticians consider themselves as Marxists and 
Leninists, and digests and party textbooks would be the main 
"filter". But their familiarity with the classical authors is limited. 
The terrorist movement shows only minimal interest in the 
U.S.S.R., and none in old R"ssian authors. Anyway, Dostoyevsky 
would be the most instructive source. The ultra left terrorist Com
munists do not care about the U.S.S.R. or the CPSU, nor do they 
worry about the Moscow-oriented CP's which they usually despise. 
They are, or feign to be, hostile to dictatorship. Please remember
please never forget-that many of the pioneers in terrorism were 
originally indoctrinated by the orthodox parties. 
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LENIN'S DOCTRINES 

Senator DENTON. How have Lenin's doctrines on such matters
both theoretical and practical-been adapted, modified, .and ex-
panded or employed by his Soviet successors? . 

Mr. POSSONY. The fundamental Lenin doctrine on terrorism is 
that terror operations must be "mastered" by the CP; that this 
technique must be employed only in combination with other con
flict techniques and only if it contributes to mass actions; and that 
it must be used only if it is expedient, that is, when terrorism 
won't backfire. This doctrine remains unchanged. The doctrine on 
liberation war, as stated by Khrushchev, may be regarded as a 
modification, an extension and as camouflage. Lenin's successors 
engage in paractices which emulate, pervert, and rationalize those 
of Lenin. Since Lenin stopped functioning in March of 1923 58 
years ago, it is inevitable. that th~ pupils must have g~ne beyond 
~he ma~ter. It would requ~re a thICk book to answer thIS question 
In detaIl. Personally I thInk, that the fundamental difference is 
t~is: ~n line with Marx, Lenin tended to react to revolutionary 
s~tuatIOns, and to hold back when there was no such situation. He 
~Id no~ believe a truly revolutionary situation could be created. In 
lIne wIth Blanqui, latter day Communists are inclined-not always 
but occasionally-to create revolutionary situations and to do s~ 
through terror and guerrilla operations. ' 
S~n~tor DENTON. !Vhat do you see as the relationship between 

Le.nInism and terro.rISm, as defined and practiced by pre-Leninist 
thInkers and actIvIst-both Russian and of other nationalities? 

Mr. PO~SONY. Leaving aside backfire problems, Lenin conceived 
of r~V?lutlOnar~ struggles as requiring many operations in addition 
to kIllIng. H.e hImself turned to wholesale terror, but he did so only 
afte~ the seIzur~ .of power. Organizing the "proletariat" or-more 
pre~I~ely, or~anizing the Communists and disorganizing and neu
trahzm~ theIr oppone~ts-was viewed as the most important task 
by LenIn, together WIth propaganda, subversion, and a critical 
moments, mass uprisings, and military operations. In my judg
ment, he would be very skeptical, and hence very critical, about 
contemporary terror strategy. The early Russian and non-Russian 
s~ategic thinkers and activists are nowhere close to Lenin's strate
gIC grasp. They are graduates fz:om grammar school, nothing more. 

Senato~ DENTON .. Once terrorIsm of any type gets established as 
a th~oretIcal, prac!Ical, and acceptable tactic of political struggle, 
ca~ ~ts use not easIly be expanded to support any type of drive for 
polItical power? 

Mr. POSSONY . .In terms of their intent, a Communist Party would 
accept a terrorIst as a leader only, if he is above all an experi
e~ced, all-around organ~zer and. a po~itical. talent. If he is just a 
kIller, he wou~d get a Job dealIng WIth kIllings. Outside the CP 
context, terrorIsm may be a method of reading out for political 
power. Exa~ples: Many ~oman emperors, and modern changes of 
government In black AfrIca. Th~ Nazis also used terror to get into 
power. However? modern terrorIsts are often suicide-prone and dis
tt~rbed. A terrorIst may becon;te a politi~alleader, but on the whole, 
hIS chances are poor. Th.e typIC~~ terrorIst ends as debris of history. 

By contr~s~, .an effective polItICal leader may from time to time 
tolerate or InItiate terror acts, and his chances of thereby stength-
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ening his power are quite good. Exa~ples: Stali~ and Hitler, and 
perhaps de Gaulle (if some of the stOrIes about hIm turn out to be 
true). . .. 

Let there be no doubt about the incompatibilIty of de:r;nocracy 
and terrorism. Terrorism destroys democracy because electIon? .are 
influenced or decided by fear and terror, and b~cause pohtIC~1 
power may be seized by force, either by the terrOrists or the antI
terrorists. 

Senator DENTON. What major differences ~ere .there bet~f:.f.; n t?e 
kind of revolutionary violence used by natIOnalIst revolutIOIJarIeS 
in the 18th and early 19th centuries and the ~ind of vio~e~ce both 
advocated and practiced slightly later by RUSSIan theoretIcIans and 
activists? . 

Mr. POSSONY. Nationalism and revolutionism are very dIfferent 
ideologies, but they can be merged. T~eiz: respective. stn~ggle and 
combat -techniques overlap, and vary In tI:r;ne. The hIstorical tech
niques symbolized by the dagger and the pIstol, were used by both 
currents the Russian terrorists introduced the bomb. 

Both Marx and Lenin were sympathetic to nationalism. Marx 
favored German unification, and Lenin was a conscious cultural 
Russian. Both acknowledged the legit~acy of nat~onal inter7sts of 
foreign nations. Lenin sought to explOIt natIonalIst revolutIonary 
movements for his purpose, but argued that the class struggle must 
have precedence of the struggle for self-determination. The mean-
ings of those big terms are ve~y fluid.. . 

The main difference is thIS: Early evolutIOnary terrOrIsm was 
symbolic. Modern revolutionary terrorism either is geared to mass 
effects or to strategic moves. . . . 

As it pertains to terrorism, CommunIst strate.gy IS n~t. conceIved 
in the comparatively simple and almost exclUSIvely mlhtary form 
expostulated, for example, by the lat~ Marsl;tals Sokolovsky and 
Grechko, or by Admiral Gorshk~v. It IS concelve~ as double strat
egy-which Western analysts mIght be well adVIsed to regard as 
multiple strategy. . 

The combination of socialism and nationalism, which LenIn pro
moted and on which Stalin did his best theoretical work, consti
tutes perhaps the earliest case of double strategy. Hitler's copy of 
the combination was the secret of his success. 

The fact of double strategy, which the Communists have been 
using routinely, is widely ignored and ~ometimes dismiss~d as an 
invention by professional anti-CommunIsts. Yet CommunIsts. m~y 
even use two Communist parties, in one country, as they dId In 
Germany and Cuba. 

The purpose of double strategy is to p~actice contradictory strate
gies simultaneously, for example, ?Oexistence betwe~n. states and 
conflicts between social systems. DIsarm the bourgeOIsIe, and arm 
the proletariat, was Lenin's prescription fo~ disarm~me~t policy. In 
this context terrorism is one of the projects whICh Implements 
coexistence 'that is, it is aimed at weakening and paralyzing resist
ance to Co~munist buildup of strength, at acquiring technological 
and strategic superiority, at facilitating para-military projects and 
at easing military operations. 

Aside from the United States, China, and West Germany, 
Turkey, is the most important country for the U.S.S.R.: It is a 
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borderland, it controls the Bosphorus through which most of soviet 
shipping must pass, and about one-fifth of the soviet population is 
of Turkish ethnicity, and is growing more rapidly than the other 
population groups. 

The incidence of terrorism was larger in Turkey than anywhere 
else, and contrary to most other cases, the left terrorists were 
effectively. and brutally attacked for about 2 years by right terror
ists. After the military asserted their power in September 1980, 
they concentrated on searching for weapons. It turned out that 
rather enormous arsenals had been collected. Those arsenals were 
so large that neither the leftists nor the rightists could have ob
tained the weapons in Turkey. Neither had the finances to buy 
more than a small fraction, even if opium smuggle is taken into 
consideration. 

It is therefore an almost inescapable conclusion that the weapons 
must have been made available from outside forces. The evidence 
also suggests that the weapons reached Turkey through Bulgaria 
and Syria. This means that the weapons would have been made 
available by the U.S.S.R. 

How come? Soviet weapons not only go to the left, but also to the 
right terrorists? Exactly. If the Soviet aim is to destablize, then 
mutually terrorist campaigns are infinitely more effective than 
single campaigns. For example, in Argentina, terrorism was unusu
ally bloody because the Communist terrorists were attacked by 
rightists terrorists from the Tacuara National Movement which 
also had volunteered for security duties. 

Terrorism in Iran has three components: terrorism organized by 
the "muftis"; terrorism practked by groups oriented toward com
munism and affiliated with the Khomeini regime, including the 
terrorism that was directed against the United State (hostages); 
and terrorism organized against the Khomeini regime from the 
left. (1 referred to Iran before.) The two latter categories seem both 
to be influenced and supported by the KGB-GRU practicing double 
strategy. 

Nothing new. The early division of labor between S.R. and Bol
s~eviks, th~ugh inf?rmal and acciden~al, by which the former prac
ticed terronsm, whIle the latter abstaIned from assassinations con
stituted a very early de facto double strategy. In 1932, the Kr~mlin 
backed the German, CP, and it helped simultaneously the Nazis to 
take over Germany. Some 30 years later, Hitler and his followers 
were ~one, but the Kremlin supported neo-Nazi youngsters to paint 
swastikas and desecrate Jewish cemetaries, in order to prove that 
the Nazis were a continuing threat and that the Bonn government 
was revivifying nazism. 

":poub17 strategy". is an eleme:r:tary application of Hegelian dia
lectICS, WIth two of. ItS aspects beIng stated clearly, while the third 
aspect, the synthesIs, and specifically its manifestation in the Com
munist intent, is left unsaid. 

So far, the Western media have been unable to handle this 
concept, and they did not even notice the term although the Com
munists use it all the time. 

. The expression., ."D~uble strategy", is actually revealing and pro
VIdes :nuch clanfICatIOn .of Communist conc~pts and procedures. 
Sometimes the CommunIsts produce semantics which are more 
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easily understandable than our interpretations by !Vhich V'(e try to 
describe and simplify Communist thinking. Amenca~ t;llS-assess
ments of Soviet SALT intentions are due to our unwIlhngness to 
take cognizance of double strategy. ," . 

The KGB or the Committee for State Secunty IS the U.S.S.R. 
Government's arm for secret operations. The Chief Intelligence 
Directorate of the General Staff of the Soviet a!med forc~s, th~ 
GRU, also is active in the area of secret operatIOns. The .I!3-t~lh
gence services of the satellites function as ~G~-~RU auxlhanes. 
Thus, terroristic projects in which the Kremlin IS Int~rested can be 
directed or mediated through KGB and GRU; a formIdable appara-
tus. . If' The KGB may be concerned with the action ltse , ItS pr~para-
tions, and tactics; or it may restrict itself to the C?llectIOn of 
intelligence; or it may want to insure success or faIlu~e, o~ to 
forestall an incident and its consequences. GRU probably IS chIefly 
involved in guerrilla and massive operations. . 

The information about the KGB is by no means complete. But It 
is ample and suffices for the understanding of the Soviet i?-volve
ment in terrorism. It usually is not good enough to deter:mlne the 
details of Soviet involvement or noninvolvement in specIfic deeds 
or terror campaigns. Such information, however, may appear after 
a lapse of time. Secrets 'Yill out, in ~he U.S.S.R: as everywhere ~ls~. 

The public is hardly Interested In the detaIls of dozens of InCI
dents. It wants to know whether and how the U.S.S.R. is connected 
with international terrorism, and whether the U.S.S.R. has been 
responsible, by and large, for the dramatic growth of this plague 
within 15 to 20 years. . 

It is axiomatic that the U.S.S.R. cannot be responsIble, all by 
itself and alone for the entire phenomenon; ~hat some of th~ re
sponsibility is shared; that some of the operatIOns have been Inde
pendent; that others were hostible; and that a number of events 
were spontaneous. . .. .. 

It also is axiomatic that pOSItive eVIdence for Intelhgence on top 
secret activities, which are protect.ed ~y: disinform~tion and ~ecep
tion cannot be in the nature of sCIentifIc proof. It IS necessanly In 
the ~ature of legal proof, that is, the case is made beyond reaso~
able doubt, and the demonstration must dispel doubts about plaUSI-
bility. d . h 

Unlike pleadings before court which usually are con~erne WIt 
the guilt or innocence of individuals, an intelligence estimate must 
reflect numerous factors which, to a jurist, would appear to be 
extraneous or irrelevant, such as correlated strategic and political-
behavioral patterns. . .,. . 

Much of the evidence must be cIrcumstantial (whIch, InCIdental-
ly, is acceptable in court), and much is to be related to corpora 
deliciti of persons and groups. Furtherm?re, numerous eye and I 

participant witnesses have been fort~commg and have been sub
mitting information. Some of these WItnesses are less trustworthy 
than others, but overall the testimony has been mutually corrobo·· 
rative. . i 

Finallv the semantics the Soviets employ to refute the acc';lsa-
tion thal'they are participants in t~rrorism. have peen re:v~a~Ing: ' 
they deny being te1'rorists on the baSIS of th~lr specIOUS defInItions. 
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For example, they have asserted that because of its class character 
and its classlessness the U.S.S.R. can never be an aggressor. The 
Soviet.s use expressions like "fight for liberation," or "class strug
gle," or "partisan action" to denote operations which Americans 
call terrorism. Put differently, the Soviets have been enabled to 
conceal through semantics that they are responsible for assassina
tions, and they have made heroes out of some of their assassins, for 
example, Ramon Mercader and Bogdan Stashinsky. They just don't 
describe such comrades as "terrorists" . (Note that Stashinsky de
fected and testified on those procedures.) 

'fhe key to the whole problem are the activities of the KGB, not 
misleading word games. These activities have been chronicled and 
analyzed in John Barron, "KGB, The Secret Work of Soviet Secret 
Agents" (N ew York, Bantam, fourth printing, 1974); and Harry 
Rositzk, "The KGB, The Eyes of Russia" (New York, Doubleday, 
1981). Baron, of Readers Digest, systematically interviewed scores 
of knowledgeable persons, Jncluding defectors, and Rositzke was a 
CIA analyst, specializing in KGB matters. I also recommend Claire 
Sterling, "The Terror Network" (New York, Holt, Rinhart and 
Winston, 1981), especially chapter 16 which discusses the related 
cover ups in the West. 

The KGB is engaged on numerous jobs, quite a few ranging 
worldwide. Some of these are typical of all secret services, such as 
intelligence collections and counterintelligence. In addition, they 
discharge domestic functions many of which resemble, in part, 
those handled by the FBI. 

They also discharge tasks which are either unique to them, or 
are carried out on a larger scale and in greater frequency and 
intensity than by other states. Illustrative examples are disinfor
mation, and extensive recruitment and training of terrorists select
ed from students, labor and media people, scientists, businessmen, 
cultural and artistic types, politicians traveling in the U.S.S.R., and 
others who were invited to visit. KGB personnel is building abroad 
front organizations where the potential recruit can be observed and 
teste~. :rhos~ foreigners w~o cooperate may engage in disruption 
and InfIltratIOn as well as In strIkes, demonstrations unrest and 
riots, especially riots between mutually unfriendly ;eligiou~ and 
ethnic groups, for example, Copts and Moslems: 

The purpose often is to provoke security forces to open fire, to 
make martyrs, and to get innocents killed. This is an usually 
forgotten and sophisticated variant of terrorism. 

l!nd.ertakings C?f this typ~ are supported and stimulated, directly 
o.r IndIrectly, by Illegal resIdents who work for the S directorate (S 
hk~ sugar) of the First Chief Directorate, and are under the control 
o! I?flue~lCe of specialists in. the local Sovi~t Embassy. Those spe
c~alIsts, In turn, are subor.dInate to functIOnal and geographical 
dI~ectorates at Moscow. ThIS general organizational scheme is ap-
plIed 'Yith numerous variations. . 

DUrIng World War II, the KGB's Fourth Directorate was in 
charge of sabotage, partisan (guerrilla) actions, and assassinations. 
On January 1, 1946, a Special Bureau was founded to handle wet 
aI?-d othe~ ~ensi~ive jobs. This reorganization was contemporary 
wIth St.alIn s. sWItch from the war alliance to the cold war. In 
connectIOn wIth the Soviet takeover of Eastern Europe and purges 
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of th~ local CP's, the Special Bureau was b~s:r' and it~ handiwork 
was widely reported at the time. After StalIn s death In 1953, the 
Bureau was closed and became the 9th section of the First Chief 
Directorate. In 1959 it was renamed department 13, also under the 
First Chief Directorate. 

In 1969, following Brezhnev's adoption of a new policy, and the 
emergence of modern international terrorism by a few. years, an
other reorganization in the KBG took place. From thIS emerged 
Department V, /tas in Victor," wrote John Barron. 

Is De'partmentV then the core? Perhaps yes. Perhaps no. De
partment V has a background of executive actions, ~nd Barr?n 
calls it the Executive Action Department. Such actIOns, whIle 
bloody, must not be confused with terroris~ as a stra!e:gy. Barron 
did say that Department V has been creatIng a capabIlIty of sabo
taging 

'" '" '" foreign public utilities, transportatioD;, and .commu.nication facilitie~, and 
other nerve centers in peacetime. Its pu~pose IS to give SO~let rulers ~he optIc;)fi of 
immobilizing western countries through Internal chaos durIng futUre InternatIOnal 
crises. , 

This sounds plausible. But such a strategy of anticipatory sabo
tage does not appear to be feasible. There is little evidence showing 
that such a strategy of sabotage is actually being implemented 
prior to war. And its feasibility is highly doubtful. 

A cover story? Undoubtedly, KGB and GRU are expected to 
create an option of immobilizing western countries, and unques
tionably sabotage will play a role in this mission. ~ut the main 
task of immobilizing must consist of operations against humans, 
that is mass terrorism. For at least as long as the conflict is to be 
held at low key, and premature or early surrender is aimed at, 
urban guerrilla operations must remain limited. Bu~ the~ coul~ be 
shading into conventional war as so0!l as escalatIOn IS dec~de.d 
upon. Still another approach to terrOrIsm would be selected If It 
were used as a supplement to nuclear attack. 

There are anomalies in current public knowledge of the KGB 
st.ructure: 

One no section seems to have been identified which handles 
wl~apo~s delivery. No such section may be necessary for rail and 
shi.p transport; but the clandestine insertion of arms, especially of 
large arms through smuggle requires acceptance at the border or 
onshore followed by concealment and distribution. Extensive staff 
work, dependable operators, transport facilities, and depots are 
necessary. Weapons delivery is a large operation, and calls for 
security, connections, and funds in hard currency. This may be a 
GRU mission. 

Two KGB and GRU have large numbers of operators in the 
field. A, few countries offer top intelligence targets imposing great 
workloa.ds on the KGB. In most countries intelligence requirements 
can be satisfied by few operators, yet many such countries are 
hosts to large KGB missions. Thus, a substantial part of the KGB 
Harmy" has no clearly discernible tasks, and may be deemed to be 
engaged in revolution or liberation, exclusively or primarily. 

It should not be forgotten that Soviet field operators must ob
serve st.rict security, and must not be exposed. When they are 
caught in flagranti, their whole mission may be expelled, as hap-
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pened in Britain during 1971, in Mexico during the same year, and 
in Belgium, Bolivia, and Egypt at other times. 

Hence, it is operationally imperative for all revolutionary actions 
to be ::rndertaken mainly by persons of native ethnicity. 

SovIet operators, therefore, are able to handle special jobs only. 
This applies also to helpers from Communist services outside the 
U.S.S.R., such as Czechoslovakia and Cuba. 

Thre~, if the V Department were in charge of terrorist strategy, 
the maJor anomaly would exist that this outfit is not high up in the 
hierarchy and therefore would lack the real power needed to co
ordinate the pertinent activities of a number of Directorates in
cluding those within other Chief Directorates and with GRU. ' 

Four, in this connection, a noteworthy anomaly appears. There is 
the First, Second, and Fifth Chief Directorate and the "unnum
bered" Border Gu~rds Directorate. Numbers Three and Four sup
posedly do not eXIst. If Border Guards had an informal number 
say four, .there could be an ultrasecret Chief Directorate, say; 
Three. ThIs ultrasecret agency could be assigned responsibility for 
revolution, liberation, and terrorism. ' 

Sill:ce large numbers are in the field doing various political war
fare Jobs, they need a large organization to function. Their bosses 
must be of exalted rank, and must have plenty of authority. 

Five, turn this around: A "department" is at a comparatively low 
level; a letter sub-department like V is presumably still lower; and 
there does not seem to be a free spot for another directorate. 
Lo~ically., all partisan actions-urban and rural guerrilla, and ter
rOrIsm-. If they were given strategic significance, so that target 
countries would be immobilized during international crises would 
have to be run by a chief directorate. ' 

It may be . objected, however, that the enterprise is too wide
spread and dIffuse, t~ be. handle~ from a single command center. 
Ind~ed. But the org~nlzatIOnal lOgIC expounded here does not imply 
a sIngle all-embracIng command center. With the GRU in the 
gaD?-e, at least two centers exist anyway, perhaps with one super
ordlnated supremo or glavnoye kommandushchi. 

The top group wit~in the I\GB would, to be sure, command its 
field personnel, and It would Influence some of the client groups 
with the lin~s rema~ning concealed. The support which the KGB 
may be makIng av:aIlable secretly to foreign groups, whose mem
bers also are kept Ig??rant about the connection, must be directed 
through .selec~ed reCIpIents and cutouts. The KGB requires a great 
deal of IntellIgenc~ on suitab~e individuals and grouplets, and it 
must de,:,ote attentIOn to recruItment and training. 
. All thIS ~ort of effort may be described as logistics, in a broad 
InterpretatIOn of th~ ~erm. It could then be stated that the KGB 
conc:entrates on . lOgIStiCS, and save for exceptional cases does not 
get Involved .actIOn. Whatever direct or indirect dealings'the KGB 
may have wIth terror. groups are kept secret, and if contacts are 
necessary, the KG;B WIll try to effect those via cutouts or proxies. 
In theory, no RussI~ns and,no Soviet citizens should appear. 

The same reasonIng applIes to the GRU. 
In both KqB and GRU, a senior director is necessarily in charge, 

and necessarily he reports to the KGB Chairman and to the Minis
ter of Defense, respectively. Those two gentlemen are members of 
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the Council of Defense which is the highest strategic authority in 
the U.S.S.R. The existence of the Soviet Oborony was kept secret 
till 1976. 

The SO necessarily exercises the top responsibility for any single 
commander who may be in charge of terrorism. Such a person 
probably does not exist-he would have to wear two hats, one of 
the KGB, the other of the army, which is contrary to Soviet prac-
tice. 

Hence in all likelihood the SO exercises top command through 
KGB and military channels. 

The SO also must supervise terror operations and take great care 
not to lose control. 

In summary: KGB and GRU have the organization, the person-
nel, and the capability to mount and to run terror campaigns in 
many areas of the globe, to observe most of the existing terror 
groups of various political orientations, and to influence and pene
trate many of those, including rightists. No other capability of this 
type exists anywhere. 

The search for a single Soviet command of terrorism is futile. 
Not because there are no centers, but because there are many; and 
because this strategic project cannot utilize central command at its 
core. The international terror enterprise is based on interlocking 
networks with numerous intersections and focal points, with the 
flow of decisions moving downward as well as upward and 
sideways. 

There are commentators and analysts who want conclusive evi-
dence. Perhaps they wish to see the complete KGB table of organi
zation, including all ultrasecret units, with their functions ex
plained in detail, and copies of action directives signed by KGB 
directors or by Andropov himself. Unfortunately, before they grasp 
the nature of the terror operation, answers to these questions won't 
be illuminating, and won't bare more than the skeleton while body 
and brain remain hidden. 

Once again in this century, a new type of conflict has made its 
appearance. Its nature must be deduced from its action behavior. 

I believe that the evidence at hand is adequate to support this 
pragmatic conclusion: If the various governments were to reduce 
substantially the number of diplomatic accreditations granted to 
Soviet citizens, the incidence of terror operations against the 
United States, its allies and friends, would be cut down drastically. 

Now, with your permission, Senator, I would like to summarize 
the case of Mehemet Ali Agca, the man who shot the Pope. I will 
make a few salient points, then I am through. 

Senator DENTON. All right, sir, go ahead. 
Dr. POSSONY. Agca has a Turkish passport, but he may be of 

Armenian descent. It is gener~lly assumed that he is a Moslem. 
That is probably true, but it is not confirmed. 

Agca wa.s in jail for having murdered a liberal Turkish journal
ist. It was a military jail, and he fled from it. If you were to try 
that in a normal Turkish military jail, you would find this feat 
quite impossible. If you break out from a jail, you either had 
accomplices or you were let out. Who were those accOlnplices? They 
had to be Turks, and obviously they must have included Turkish 
military. If Turkish soldiers set him free without authorization, 
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there may be traitors or infiltrators in the Turkish military estab
.lishment. Those Turks may have been from Turkey or from any 
number of other states where Turks are living, for example, the 
U.S.S.R. or Iran. 

When Agca got out, he had money and acquired a bank account. 
If you are a poor young Turk sitting in jail, after paying for the 
lawyers, you do not have any money left. Yet Agca had money to 
travel extensively all over Europe, to big cities and to resorts like 
the Balearic Islands. He had documents-false ones-referring to 
another name. Most importantly, he had excellent local contacts in 
several countries. Wherever he went, he knew addresses, and he 
was helped. 

He had indicated his intention to kill the Pope as early as 1979, 
in a letter to a Turkish newspaper. 

What are his ties? There are six possible ties, and additional 
nebulous connections. 

First, the Palestinian organization run by George Habash. 
Habash is an avowed Communist, and is generally considered to be 
the main Soviet proxy in the Arab world. On the authority of the 
Italian magazine L'Espresso, he is also considered as the main 
organizer of the left terrorists in Turkey. Agca was supposedly 
ob~e~ving the Pope during his visit to. Turkey. Reportedly he did 
thIS Job for the Habash group. AccordIng to a related story, Agca 
t~ok a refresher course in Lybia during April 1981. 

Second, Agca is supposed to be related to the Turkish nationalist 
movement. It is not specifically stated that he is connected with 
the Grey W 01 ves, but a link with the National Action Party of Col. 
A~p~rslan Turkesh is .suggested. Since Agca's escape predates the 
mIlItary takeover, thIS version is possible. But Agca's activities 
after the change of government in Turkey do not fit this hypothesis 
well: ~he National Action Party is in jail, is threatened by death 
pena.ltIes, and has been deprived of its resources. A portion of the 
Grey Wolves, t~e. youth group of the NAP, remains in liberty, but 
under the. cond~tIOns of e~rly ~981 they hardly were interested in 
Agca or hIS pr?Jects: The tie wIth the right may have been suggest
ed as a deceptIOn. SInce, however, there has been much fluctuation 
betw~en left and right, Agca may have had his feet in both camps. 

T~llrd, Agca supposedly had contact with rightist elements in 
SpaIn. Tho~e particular rightist elements are of a special type
so~ewhat sImIlar to the Tacuara-and they are associated with an 
entity referred to as the Black Interna.tional. Whether that term is 
correct, descriptive, or misleading, I do not know. The Turkish 
followers of Khomeini are described as extreme antisemites. 
~Slo&"an: "~eath to the. Jews".] This might be a tie to right extrem
IStS In SpaIn-and Latin America. 

There are, in ~n.y event, people whom you may describe as dissi
dent ~nd terroristic CatholIcs. They associate their activities with 
St. MIChael, the Archangel. The movement if that's what it is 
sLurted during 1905 in Russia, where it w~s referred to as th~ 
Black Hu~dreds. The founder was Vladimir M. Purishkevich, a 
non-Cathohc member of the Duma-the former Russian Conaress-
and in 1917 one of Rasputin's murderers. I:> 

Purishkevic~ ~as in ~ontact, by 1920 or so, with the early Nazis 
who adopted hIS IdeologIcal package, minus the St. Michael aspect. 
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The St. Michael idea later became explicit among the Ir~:m Guard 
in Rumania, and from there spread to Catholic countries as an 
underground movement. ., . 

Thus the international origin of German natIOnal SOCIalIsm cen
tered o~ Purishkevich who dominated the thinking of ~he Okhrana; 
remnants of the Okhrana gave money to the NazIs and were 
among the early wire pullers of the Hitler movement. The O.k
hrana must not be confused with the KGB, though there are hIS
torical links. The KGB may possess secret ties to the modern St. 
Michael movement. . 

So, if Agca was a protege of a St. M~chael.group, he. mIght have 
been indireetly connected with the SOViets. SInce St. MIChael fanat
ics have strenuously objected to Vatican pol.icy, he may also have 
had a concrete motive for his deed. All of thIS must sound crazy to 
sober political observers, yet it looks less f~r fetched to persons 
familiar with the history of the Nazis and of nght Eu:copean terror-
ists. 't f . 

Fourth, Agca had a high caliber pistol, and h~ got 1 rom or ~n 
Bulgaru, a proxy of the U .S.S.R. !\.~cording t? L Espresso, Bulgaria 
has been supplying arms to TurkIsh ~errorlsts .. It can be argued 
that it was not difficult for Agca to pIck up a pIstol and that the 
pistol could have easily been of Bulgarian make. N everth~less, he 
did have a Bulgarian pistol. It is improba~le t~at he . carned that 
pistol dudng two dozen or se border crOSSIngs, IncludIng .hloc. bor
ders. If he did not bring the pistol from Turkey or Bulgana, dId he 
get it in Italy? How? . . . 

Fifth, Agca may have been acting together. w~th the ArmenIans. 
If he is an Armenian, he probably is a ChnstIan, not ~ Moslem. 
The Armenians are becoming active and allegedly commited about 
130 terrorists acts since 1977. They have been explicitly oPP?sed ~o 
the Vatican and to thE' Pope. rrhey carried ~ut a f~w operatIOns .In 
connection with the Pope's trip to Turkey: rhey dId not want hIm 
to go there. That is a matter of record. . 

"'3ecret Armenian Army of Liberation" is a !e~ealing. na:r;ne. ThIS 
"Army" describes itself as de".11ocra~ic and socIahs~, "7vhICh IS equal
ly revealing. Elements of this particular army OrigInate. from A;
menia, that is, the Armenian SSR in the U .8.S.R. The maIn force IS 
commanded from Beirut. 

If Armenian activities are taking place, the KGB, as a matter of 
defensive obligation, must infiltrate those groups. By the same 
token, they may have started a. few of their own Ar~enian ~itizens 
on the terrorist path. The JustIce 'ComI?andos, assoCl8:ted With the 
ancient Dashank party~ performs.terrorlsm from .~he RIght. 

Sixth there is rumor that radICal Moslem Shutes were sponsor
ing Mr.' Agca. I could not find any corroborative indi~ators <;m this. 
Similarly, I find nothing about his al~e~ed. con~ectIOJ:s w~th the 
Kurds, except that the Kurds are p.artIcipatIng In natIO~wIde left 
terrorism in Turkey, and that MarxIst Kurds and ArmenIans have 
joined forces. . ) . 

Confronted with a list like that, the good old CUI bono tesc IS 
difficult to apply. No beneficiary becomes visible.. . 
. The Soviets may think, the Pope ~s a Pole,. there J,.IS a lot of 
trouble with the Poles and the Pope IS on the SIde of Lhe trouble
makers. So if the Pop~ were eliminated, this would help the Soviet 
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situation in Poland. This is a possibility. But I do not believe the 
construction works. Above all, the slaying of the Pope would not 
have benefited the Soviets. The risk would outweigh all possible 
advantages. 

The Armenians clearly oppose current and recent Papal policies. 
But the Armenians are Christians. Ddspite differences between the 
Armenian Ch1lrch and the Catholic Church, the Armenian major
ity does not seem .to oppose the Pope to the point of murder. 

The Armenians, at least some of them, for reasons I understand, 
are vengeful for the genocide which was practiced by the Turks on 
the Armenians. But I cannot understand how the historical re
venge feeling for the genocide by the Turks would translate into an 
attack on the Pope. 

The involvement of dissident Catholics inclined toward terrorism 
would be more logica~: They are one of the few groups who consist
ently have been opposing Vatican policIes, the ruling Pope, and his 
predecessors. You could hear them argue about the present Pope 
being a Polish Communist. I have heard this sort of nonE9nse 
myself. But I do not believe Agca, as a person of Eastern Mediter
ranean background, would be moved by that ideology, or be fanat
ically interested in the Pope. 
. The theory that Agca acted for rea~ons of homosexuality can be 
Ignored. EVIdence emerged that he IS not homosexual. Theories 
that he is epileptic, psychopathic, or fanatic explain nothing. 

If the cui bono. s.h?wS anything, it is that the attack on the Pope 
would be destabilIzmg. But that effect would happen mainly in 
Italy, with the result that the Italian clergy might recapture the 
Papacy. The Polish situation, by contrast, would develop ever Inore 
strongly against the U.S.S.R. 

The. Tu!kish poltce .believes that ~gca was moved by F. powerful 
organIZatIOn .. The IndJCators may pOInt vaguely to the wire-pullers 
of the Red Bngades, perhaps as a start of new tactics or as a rerun 
on a bigger scale of the Moro operation. But such a hypothesis 
cannot so far be solidified, and a Kremlin interest cannot be postu
lated. 

I do take the Agca example in order to show that in this uni
verse of tt.._l'orism it is not advisable to rely on purely logical 
estimating procedures. Cui bono? We do not know. The attack on 
th~ Pope s~ems to be a leftist attack, perhaps with an atheist, 
tWIst; put It could have been motivated by extremist dissident 
CatholIcs. 

Agca may existentially represent several strings of motives; he 
~ay b~ for hI~e, o~,he may be herostratic. There are many of those 
!-11ult~dlmenslOnal t.ypes among the terrorists, and multidimen

sIOnalIty may be a key to understanding. 
As to the effects of the attentat, if it had succeeded the cui bono 

question would elicit this general answer: Irrationality strengthens 
the ter~OI·. effect; and on any level of intensity, destabilization helps 
the U.S.S.R., and no one else. 

Nothing in the record indicates that Agca was a 10ner.1 

1 Mr. Possony subsequen~ly submitted additivnal information. 
. On July 20, ~981, I;h~ tnal of Af!ca began in Rome. In addressing the court Agca described 

himself as an "mternatlOnal terron~t" who had decided to help terrorists of all colors regard
less ~t ,y,rhe;ther ~hey stood to the nght or to the left. He disapproved, however of soine "nco
FasCist cnmes hke the attack during the Munich Oktoberfest and the bombing' of the rail rom] 
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With that, I close. 
Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Possony, for yOl;lr 

testimony. I followed it very carefully and took notes, and we WIll 
look forward to the heroic efforts of the court reporter when I look 
at this lengthy transcript. It will be. a valuable edition. . 

I do not think I have any questIOns except one regardIng. what 
you just said. You mentioned, as you went through the perIOd of 
about 1978, that the Tri-Continental effort was pretty much dead, 
and that the Cubans had taken over. 

I have read in sources, including a book by Mr. Frands who is 
sitting next to you as well as one by Clai!e Sterl~ng,. th8;t there was 
a sort of usurpation of Castro' s prerogatIv~s begInnIng In 1962 ~nd 
culminating in about 1968 through SovIet pressure-somethIng 
called economic blackmail. 

He was not quite as ambitious from his own mind with respect to 
what to do in other Latin American countries. That did not satisfy 
the Soviet Union and although you characterized them as having 
said, "OK, you go ah~ad and do ~ha~ you want" ~arly on, there is. a 
train of evidence whICh tends to IndIcate that thIS development dId 
take place. 

I quote Mr. Francis' book, 
Castro could not resist this economic blackmail and by t~e summer of 1968 h~d 

capitulated to Soviet pressure. On August 23, ~968, he publIcly 4efended. the SO~Tlet 
invasion of Czechoslovakia, and in the followmg years the SOvIets, actmg mamly 
through Raul Castro, supervised what has been called the satellization of Cuba and 
the takeover of t'.le DGl, 

which was the Cuban intelligence outfit. 
The Cuban army was reduced in size and the DGl was expanded. The Cuban 

Foreign Ministry was purged in 1979 and '81 and Cuban ambassa?or,s were replaced 
by more reliable pers~mnel, includmg DGI officers. In ~969, PmeIro Losada was 
himseE replaced as dIrector of the pGI by the P!O-SovIet prote~e of Raul, Jose 
Mendes Cominches. The DGI was rad'cally reorgamzed along the hnes of the KGB. 
Then a KGB general, Victor Si.menov, was put in charge of the DGI and had ~he 
authority of review of the annual operational plans of the DGI down to the sectIOn 
level. Hi's office is adjacent to that of Mendes Cominches. 

Moreover, from 1964, the KGB traineci 60 DGl and internal security offi~ers from 
Cuba at its schools near Moscow. Some of these Cubans are approached dIrectly by 
the KGB and induced to work for it, but even those who are not a:vare of th.e pro
Soviet orientation of some within the DGI-and they are careful m expressmg or 
undertaking anti-Soviet statements or actions. . 

Castro and the anti-Soviet faction in Cuba did not 'welcome this process of satellI-
zation and sought to resist it. 

It says "It is through the DGI that t.he Soviet-Cuban axis has 
supported terrorism in Latin America as well as in other parts of 
the world." 

Those are a little different from saying that Cuba had taken 
them over themselves, and I point out the distinction for whatever 

station in Bologna. H~ stated no one had suggested to him that he sho,!ld I!-tta~k the Pope. If he 
had intended to kill him, he would have fired all the 24 rounds he ha~ III hiS PI~tOl. ., 

The police protocol which was prepared for the court summanzed Agca s admiSSIOns or 
assertions as follows: he secured funds by blackmail; he obtained several passports, including 
one from Switzerland; he acquired the ristol in Bulgaria; he never was in Libya but took a 
terrorist training course inJ3eirut which lasted for 35 to 40 days; in Beirut he was taught the 
handling of weapons and the forging of documents. 

Agca also stated that he was urged to kill the following persons: Prime Minister Mintoff of 
Malta President Bourgiba of Tunisia; the Queen of England; and Mrs. Simone Veil, President of 
the E~ropean Parliament. . . 

If those assertions are true and they were properly recora3d by the Itahan pohce, the PLO 
clearly was involved in the attentat against Pope John Paul II. Note the alleged disinterest in 
political colorations. 
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comment first Mr. Francis might have, and then you might have in 
possible rebuttal. 

Mr. FRANCIS. I have nothing to add and would stand by what I 
said. I believe Dr. Possony was suggesting the possibility that early 
Cuban terrorism, prior to 1968, with Che Guevara, et cetera, had 
clandestine acquiescence of the Soviet Union. 

Senator DENTON. Yes, I understand that. I take no exception to 
any thing you said. I am only questioning that the Cubans by their 
own volition-he did not mention the Soviet influence or apparent 
usurpation of Castro's own initiative. 

Are you familiar with that train of evidence or that particular 
allegation? 

Dr. POSSONY. Senator, I am not quite sure I follow the argument. 
As far as I can see, first of all, the Tri-Continental operation was 
an attempt to achieve an organism which can be used for guerrilla 
and terrorist warfare, articulated on three continents and being 
coordinated. ' 

Senator DENTON. Yes, sir; I am familiar with it. 
Dr. POSSONY. So, that is quite clear. Then it is also quite clear 

that the Tr~-Continental concept was theoretical, even utopian. It 
just was not in the cards to get this done. 

Senator DENTON. Yes. 
Dr. POSSONY. By the late 1970's, the Asian and the African 

elements provided only platonic support to the Latin Americans. 
As a result, the Cubans automatically became the main force They 
took over and ran things. . 

The Cubans were running things in Cuba, and perhaps in one or 
the other theaters. I regard this as compatible with the fact that 
KGB personnel is sitting in the Cuban operational headquarters 
notably the GDI. ' 
. The .S?~iets are unable to control, let alone command, all terror
Ist actIVItIes. They could not, even if they wanted to and they do 
not want .co, in ~he fir~t place, because tha~ would be' a wrong way 
of managIng thIS p~rtIcular type of operation. The Soviets are on 
top, b~t they reqUIre the good ~vill, the initiative, and the local 
expertIse of the Cu.ba!ls. For obvious reasons, the Cubans do not 
need to. be so su~mIss~ve as the East Germans. The wise thing for 
the SOVIets to do In thIS operatior: is to delegate authority. 

If you were to mount a guerrIlla or terrorist operation cutouts 
would be ~he first perso~s you are looking for. Th.0 last thing you 
would do IS to /Show ~p In a place or area where you can be seen. 
You must ~Ild local talent to .carry out the operation in all phases. 
Exposure IS absolutely: forbIdden. Pulling rank should also be 
taboo, altho.ugh. the SOVIets may not resist the temptation. 

Spo~taIleity IS part of the operation, and it is useful. If the 
terro~Ists themsel~es are not spontaneous, they will not operate 
effectIvely. The VIetcong and the Red Brigades have been excep
tlOnally spor:tan~ous-that is their secret. 
f The contr~butlOn of the U.S.S.R. has been primarily the creatiun 

o .a vast Infrastructure through which the terrorists can be 
trame~, move from place to place, and engage in ((combat," per
ha'p~ I~ spontaneous c~mbat. incidentally, the need for, and the 
utIlIzatI?n of, spontaneIty would ha.ve given ulcers to Stalin. So 
everythmg flows, even the Communist doctrine. 
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The infrastructure originally was supposed to be fashioned by 
the Tri-Continental Organization. That. did not work out, and a 
substitute solution had to be found, leaVIng ample room for sponta-
neity. Parts of that structure are still concealed. . . 

Senator DENTON. Yes, sir. Noone on thi~ commltt~e belIeves that 
there is a detailed central direction. We dId not belIeve that when 
we began the hearings. yv e did not think th~t would be one of the 
findings. We heard nothIng to shake th~t belIef: . 

But we do believe that what is signIficant ~s the degr~e of CUI 
bono and the evidences that are available-CIrcumstantIally and 
otherwise-uf direct and indirect Soviet support for the purpose of 
pragmatic gain. . d So I believe we are making progress and your testImony to ay 
has been an important part of that. . , " . 

In view of the importance of Mr. FranCIS own book~ The SOVIet 
Strategy of Terror," we would request that fYlr. FranCIS look favor-
ably upon an invitation in the future to testIfy .. 

Mr. FRANCIS. Thank you very much, Mr. ChaIrman. 
Senator DENTON. I would like to thank both of you gentlemen 

very much, and the hearing is adjourned. . . 
[Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m. the s~bcommlttee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the ChaIr.] . 
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